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In this issue 

Articles 
Five articles are included in this issue. Ryu Kitajima examines the 

influence of a meaning-focused versus a form-focused learning context 
upon three groups of learners' choices of communication strategies and 
their overall communicative performance. Results indicate that subjects 
receiving meaning-focused instruction Significantly reduced their use of 
reduction strategies and increased their use of achievement strategies. 

laura MacGregor undertakes an examination of the Eiken tests, ad
ministered by the Eigo Kentei Kyokai (Eikyo), or in English the Society 
for Testing English Proficiency (STEP). Her study seeks to further under
stand the Eiken tests through 1) an examination of Eikyo's statements 
about the tests and 2) administration of one pre-second level test to a 
group of japanese college students and use of these results for studies 
of the test's reliability and validity. 

The importance of promoting thinking has received considerable at
tention, however, research has not established that training in thinking 
skills can be effectively combined with EFL/ESL instruction. Bruce W. 
Davidson and Rodney A. Dunham report on the use of the Ennis
Weir Critical Thinking Essay Test to assess progress in critical thinking 
after academic instruction. Results indicate that critical thinking skills 
can be taught in the EFL classroom. 

The relationship between japanese college students' proficiency in 
English and their cultural awareness toward a target-language culture 
(American) are examined by Taeko Kamimura and Kyoko Oi Results 
show that subjects with both high English proficiency and cultural aware
ness manifested the rhetorical patterns closest to those of native speak
ers, indicating that cultural awareness may be as important an element 
as English ability in student writing. 

One article in japanese is included in this issue. Yoshitaka Kato, 
examining the outcome of project work by advanced learners of Japa
nese at a Russian university, concludes from his study that learner inter
views of NSs add to and reinforce the learners' vocabulary and 
understanding of dialects, and help learners become aware of the way 
japanese view Russian customs. 

Research Forum 
Two articles are included. The first, by Akihiro Ito, investigates the 

effects of differences of test-types on the accuracy rates in interlanguage 
performance of japanese EFL learners. The second, by EthelOgane, 
looks at codeswitching by adult japanese EFL learners, suggesting that 
codeswitching with these learners is discourse related. 



Perspectives 
Paul Stapleton examines the cultural values of Japanese and Ameri

can television commercials and suggests they can provide a rich source 
of both cultural information for teachers interested in promoting learner 
awareness of target culture values. 

Reviews 
Texts on multinlingualism in Japan, classroom language use, conver

sational analysis, grammar, and the use of computer-stored corpora, as 
well as one learner dictionary, are reviewed by Steve McCarthy, Brian 
C. Damian Lucantonio, Hugh Molloy, Kevin Varden, RandallDavid, 
and Charles Adamson. 



From the Editors 

JALT On-Line 
JAL T has expanded its presence on the World Wide Web with 

several web sites. JALT general information can be obtained at <http: 
//langue.hyper.chubu.ac.jp/jalt/>. Information from JALT's monthly 
magazine, The Language Teacher, is available at <http:// 
langue. hyper. chubu. ac. jp/jalt/pub/tlt/>. 

Conference News 
The 23rd AnnualJALT International Conference on Language 

TeachingILearning and Educational Materials Exposition is scheduled 
for October 9 to 12, 1997 in Hamamatsu. The theme of the 1997 JALT 
Conference is Trends and Transition. Those interested in attending the 
conference are urged to contact the JAL T Central Office for more infor
mation or visit the JALT '97 web page at <http://www.miyazaki-mic.ac.jp/ 
jalt/JAL 1'97 .html>. 

The 3nl Annual Pacific Second Language Research Forum, sched
uled for March 26 to 29, 1998, invites proposals for papers and reports 
of work in progress on data-based research into second language acqui
sition and use. Papers and reports may be given in either English or 
Japanese. The deadline for submission of proposals is September 1, 
1997. Participants are being sought for symposia on: models of second 
language processing; language attrition; Japanese as a second language; 
fossilization; task design and intedanguage; focus on form in instructed 
SLA; bilingualism; child second language acquisition; psycho linguistic 
perspectives on the relationship between L2 reading and listening; SLA 
studies in generative grammar, and cognition and SLA. Proposals should 
be sent to: Peter Robinson, Aoyama Gakuin University, Dept. of English 
(PacSLRF '98), 4-4-25 Shibuya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150 Japan. Informa
tion about PacSLRF '98 or proposal submission requirements can be 
obtained from the PacSLRF '98 web site <http://www.als.aoyama.ac.jp/ 
pacslrf.html> . 

Corrections 
Editorial Advisory Board member Anne Ediger's affiliation was in

correctly listed inJALT Journal, 18(2). Her correct affiliation is Teachers 
College, Columbia University. 

Additional Reader Stephen Me Ryan's name was incorrectly given in 
JALT Journal, 18(2). 

We Sincerely appreciate their efforts on JALT's behalf and wish to 
apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused. 



Articles 

Influence of Learning Context on Learners' 
Use of Communication Strategiesl 

Kyo Kitajima 
San Diego State University 

This study examines the influence of a meaning-focused versus a form-focused 
learning context upon learners' choices of communication strategies and their 
overall communicative performance. For this purpose, an ll-week study was 
conducted with three groups of students at a university in Japan. The control 
group studied English in a form-focused learning context. The experimental 
groups (I and 2) studied English in a meaning-focused learning context. In 
addition, experimental group 2 received training in communication strategies. 
Two types of communicative tasks, 1) description of pictures and 2) narration 
of a picture story, were administered before and after treatments. Communication 
strategies were identified by two raters, based on the subjects' audio-taped 
communicative performance and immediate retrospection. Performances were 
evaluated separately by the same raters. The results show that both experimental 
groups significantly reduced use of reduction strategies and increased use of 
achievement strategies. Similarly, results show that communicative performance 
by the experimental groups was evaluated higher than that of the control 
group on the post-test. The findings suggest that learning context has an 
important influence on learners' use of communication strategies and their 
communicative performance. 
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D
Uring the past two decades, second language (L2) research has 
focused on learners' strategies for learning and using a language. 
One such area involves studies of communication strategies (CSs) 

(Bialystok, 1990; Bongaerts, Kellerman & Bentlage, 1987; Bongaerts & 
Poulisse, 1989; Chen, 1990j Dornyei, 1995j Faerch & Kasper, 1983bj 
Paribakht, 1985j Poulisse & Schils, 1989j Tarone, 1983). CSs, which are 
learners' attempts to solve communicative problems occurring in the 
middle of realizing a certain meaning in spontaneous communication, 
are considered indispensable components of communicative 
performance. Since learners in communicative situations often encounter 
difficulty in realizing intended meaning because of limited linguistic 
resources, they resort to CSs in order to maintain communication. 

CSs are generally defined either from an interactionist view (Tarone, 
1983) or a psycholinguistic view (Faerch & Kasper, 1983a, 1983b). While 
the interactionist view emphasizes the learner and the interlocutor's 
mutual attempts to solve a communicative problem through negotiation 
of meaning, the psycholinguistic view narrows CSs to those within the 
leamer's internal mechanism. It sets up two criteria for its operation: 1) 
the existence of a problem which the learner faces for actualizing in
tended meaning in the target language, caused by insufficient linguistic 
resources or by the difficulty of retrieving relevant linguistic items from 
the memory system, and 2) the learner's awareness of the existence of 
the problem and the necessity of solving it (Faerch & Kasper, 1983a). 
This study adopts the second defmition. 

CS studies have found that the use of some CSs results in more 
effective problem solving than others (Corder, 1983j Faerch & Kasper, 
1983aj Tarone, 1983) and that the use of CSs contributes to variation in 
the overall effectiveness of learners' communicative performance (Chen, 
1990). For example, reduction strategies such as Message Abandon
ment (Tarone, 1983) direct the learner to avoid solving a problem and 
to give up on conveying the message. On the other hand, achievement 
strategies such as Analytic and Holistic strategies (Poulisse, 1987) di
rect the learner to work on an alternative plan for reaching the Original 
goal by means of whatever resources are available. These fmdings sug
gest that, in order to understand the variability in learners' communica
tive abilities in a language, we must study the factors which contribute 
to the differences in learners' uses of CSs. 

Cognitive views of L2 learning (Bialystok, 1990j Bialystok & Sharwood
Smith, 1985; Ellis, 1986; O'Malley & Chamot, 1990; Tarone, 1983) hold 
that the ability to use language does not come about as a result of an 
increase in the static rules of the language. Rather, it requires cognitive 
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strategies and processes which control the knowledge. These cognitive 
views consider the type of language task a major factor in the 
proceduralization of language knowledge, by requiring particular cog
nitive strategies for effective performance. 

These views raise questions in terms of the role of learners' strategies 
in mediating a learning context and their learning outcome. Does a 
learning context which directs learners to engage in similar tasks for an 
extended period of time effect acquisition of particular strategies? Do 
learners in a particular learning context search, use, and acquire par
ticular strategies to process information effectively and efficiently? 

The Study 

This study investigates whether learners exposed to meaning-focused 
learning contexts use CSs in communicative tasks differently from those 
in form-focused learning contexts. 

Method 

Subjects: An II-week study was conducted with 15 students of English 
at a four-year national women's university in Japan. Of the 15 students, 
13 were sophomores, one a junior, and one a freshman. Majors were 
home economics (four), humanities (three), biology (two), and 
architecture (one). The Ss had studied English for more than six years in 
required junior and senior high school classes. Though the Ss were 
taking an English course, as required by the university when they 
participated in this study, the courses available focused on reading 
translation, not on English for communication. All Ss voluntarily 
participated in the study to improve their listening and speaking skills. 
The Ss English proficiency was considered at least intermediate in terms 
of grammar in that they had achieved scores high enough for admission 
on the English portion of the standardized entrance exam administered 
by the Japanese Ministry of Education. However, all Ss demonstrated 
difficulty in expressing even simple meanings in spoken English on the 
pre-test (discussed below). Ss were randomly assigned to either the 
control group or one of the two experimental groups (Exl and Ex2), 
with five Ss in each group. . 

Treatment· The control group studied English in a form-focused instructional 
context. The experimental groups studied English in meaning-focused 
instructional contexts. In Exl, CSS were allowed to evolve without explicit 
instruction. To test the hypothesis that ess may more efficiently develop 
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when they are explicitly recognized and practiced, Ex2 received direct 
instruction on ess in addition to the activities used with Exl. All groups 
received the same amount of instruction: five days a week, 90 minutes per 
day during the II-week study. The time allotted for explicit CS instruction 
(Ex2) was approximately 10 minutes per day. 

Teaching method for Ex1: Ss in Exl studied English using a series of 
tasks directing them to express meaning in English without anticipation 

. of the linguistic forms they were supposed to use. Tasks were com
prised of communicative exercises such as story telling, discussions, 
debates on different topics, and picture deSCriptions. (See Appendix for 
examples of the communicative activities.) 

Teaching methodfor Ex2: In addition to using the same tasks as Exl, Ss 
in Ex2 received explicit instruction about ess. Analytic and holistic strate
gies are considered effective ways to convey meaning when the exact 
words to express the meaning are not immediately available (Poulisse, 
1987). Therefore, these two types of CSs were selected for strategy train
ing. On the fIrst day of class, the Ss were introduced to defInitions and 
examples of CSs. In addition, at the beginning of each class, Ex2 spent 5 to 
7 minutes solving a lexical problem given on the blackboard. When the Ss 
encountered difficulty in expressing intended meaning, they were encour
aged to solve the problems using the CSs they were studying. 

Teaching method for the control group: The control group studied 
English in a form-focused learning context similar to traditional English 
classes in Japan. Instruction for this group focused on explicit explana
tion of particular linguistic forms followed by activities and tasks ·to 
practice those forms. The materials used with the two experimental 
groups (see Appendix) were adapted for use with the control group. 
With the audio-taped materials, different types of activities (multiple
choice, blank-fllling, translation, dictation) were prepared. With the video 
materials, Ss were given the English transcripts and asked to translate 
them into Japanese. With the reading passages for debate, the major 
task for the control group was to translate the reading passages. Simi
larly, the pictures were used to teach formulaic expressions, with Ss 
tested on these formulaic expressions orally the following day. 

Data Collection 

Prior to (pre-test) and immediately after the instructional sessions (post
test), Ss were scheduled to individually perform two kinds of communica
tive tasks. Each session took approximately one hour. The first task was to 
describe ten concrete objects drawn on ten separate sheets of paper. Each 
object to be described was presented on a sheet of paper with a group of 
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additional objects which shared characteristics with the target object and 
with one another. For example, a target object, a watering can, was pre
sented with objects such as a bucket, a pitcher, a tin can, and a garbage 
can. Ss were told that native speakers of English would listen to their 
audio-taped descriptions to identify the objects described. Therefore, they 
were encouraged to describe the objects as specifically as possible, par
ticularly if they did not know the exact words to name them. The second 
task was to narrate a story presented as uncaptioned cartoons. While the 
Ss were performing these tasks, the researcher was present and encour
aged them to talk, by nodding or inserting words such as Ob, I see, Say 
more, and Don't give up. All perfonnances on the two tasks were audio
taped and transcribed for subsequent analysis. 

In addition, each subject's immediate retrospection on task performance 
was collected in Japanese, following the techniques proposed by Faerch 
and Kasper (987). Immediately after the completion of a task, the Ss' 
audio-taped performances were played back and they were asked to de
scribe what they were thinking while performing the task. The immediate 
retrospections were audio-taped, transcribed, and translated into English. 

Based on the audio-taped and transcribed performances and the tran
scribed and translated immediate retrospection of the Ss, two raters cat
egorized the Ss' use of CSs, according to the taxonomy described below. 

Communicative Strategies Examined 

The following CSs, based on existing typologies of CSs proposed by 
various researchers (Faerch & Kasper, 1983aj Poulisse, 1987; Tarone, 
1983), were identified and scored in the analysis process of this study. 
The distinction between reduction strategies and achievement strategies 
was considered important in observing how closely learners' communi
cative goals were achieved (Varadi, 1983). 

Taxonomy of Css 

Reduction Strategies 
Message Abandonment 
Meaning Replacement 

Achievement Strategies 
Analytic 
Holistic 
Conceptual Transfer 
Morphological Creativity 
Linguistic Transfer 

This study adopted Tarone's (983) definition of message abandonment: 
"The learner begins to talk about a concept but is unable to continue 
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and stops in mid-utterance" (p. 63). The following is an example of 
message abandonment: When we hold the . .. I'm sorry I can't. In this 
case, a subject intended to describe a pot holder but then gave up her 
attempt when she came across another unknown lexical item, pot. 

Meaning replacement is different from message abandonment, as 
Faerch and Kasper 0983a) explain: 

[Tlhe leamer, when confronted by a planning or retrieval problem, operates 
within the intended propositional content and preserves the topic but 
refers to it by means of a more general expression. (p. 44) 

Based on this definition, meaning replacement strategies were identified 
when a subject did not entirely give up the problem-solving process, 
but the realized meaning was far from the communicative goal. For 
example, I use this ... use bake hot cake. The subject attempted to 
convey the meaning spatula, by describing its functional characteristics, 
a tool to turn over hot cakes on a frying pan. In this process, the 
subject encountered other lexical problems such as turn over. Instead 
of giving up, the subject overgeneralized the meaning by simply using 
the word bake. 

The category of achievement strategies was based on a typology 
proposed by Poulisse (987). The first, analytic strategies, describes 
characteristic features of a referent to be expressed. An example of this 
strategy would be, I use it to clean on the desk or bookshelf to get rid of 
the dust on the desk. Not knowing the exact word duster, the subject 
tried to describe the object by presenting its functions. The second 
category, holistic strategies, are defined as tactics for manipulating a 
concept and referring to it by using the word for a related concept that 
shares similar features. For example, another student did not know the 
exact words spiral shape, so she substituted, This is like a spring. The 
next sub-category, conceptual transfer strategies, involve the applica
tion of an L1-based concept to refer to a concept in the target language. 
For example, while not knowing the word sting for a description of a 
wasp, one subject applied the Japanese concept of sting, needle, saying 
this insect has needle and stick us. 

A fourth kind of achievement strategy (Poulisse, 1987) is morpho
logical creativity, in which learners replace a morphological fragment 
with a creative one when they do not know the exact word represent
ing a reference. For example, when unable to recall the word pleased, 
a student created a new word by adding a morpheme to the noun 
pleasure, saying he is very pleasured. Finally, linguistic transfer refers to 
the strategy of switching from the target language to the learner's first 
language to cope with a communicative problem. 
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In addition to the typology described above, CSs were also identified 
as operating either at the macro- or at the micro-level. When CSs were 
used to achieve a global communicative goal, they were considered to 
be operating at the macro-level; when CSs were used to compensate for 
a particular lexical item in the process of solving a global communica
tive problem, they were considered micro-level. 

On Task 1, the global goal was to tell what the target objects were. 
CSs used to solve the problems at this level were regarded as being on 
a macro level, as in: 

This is a tool to clean up a room. We drop a dust from our furniture from 
this tool. This tool have a long handle and the top that has a cloth or wtng 
or something. 

In order to clarify the identity of the object duster, this subject described 
its function and appearance; applying macro-level CSs. On the other 
hand, to deal with the lexical problem feather in the description of the 
appearance of the duster, the subject used the word wing. This was 
regarded as a micro-level strategy. 

On Task 2, CSs used to cope with difficulties in presenting a situa
tion or an action were considered to be on a macro-level. In one of the 
cartoon stories, a man was lying in the space between two cars parked 
at the side of a street. The subject, when unable to express the meaning 
a man was lying down on a space, omitted this meaning unit. This 
strategy was considered macro-level. On the other hand, some CSs 
used to compensate for particular lexical items such as the use of the 
general term doctor, in place of archeologist were considered micro
level. 

All CSs used by a subject to realize an intended meaning were counted 
separately. Two raters independently identified and classified CSs on 
the basis of their common characteristics, following the taxonomy of 
CSs established for this study. The results of the raters' identification and 
scoring showed reasonably good agreement. An average of 73 percent 
inter-rater reliability was obtained. For those instances in which agree
ment was not reached, a face-to-face meeting of the raters was held to 
resolve the difference. 

Evaluation of Subjects' Communicative Performance 

Besides the identification of CSs, Ss' audio-taped communicative per
formances were evaluated by the two raters. On Task 1, raters were 
asked to identify the items described by the Ss. The effectiveness of 
each subjects' performance was evaluated according to the number of 
correct objects identified by the raters. 
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On Task 2, the raters were asked to evaluate the subjecfs audio
taped communicative performances holistically, on a scale ranging from 
o to 6, based on the amount of relevant information provided by the 
subject. Inter-rater reliabilities on this evaluation averaged 80 percent, 
which was considered reasonably high. 

Results 

The discussion of results focuses on discussion of message abandon
ment, meaning replacement, analytic, and holistic strategies. Among the 
CSs listed in the taxonomy for this study, a number of strategies-con
ceptual transfer, morphological creativity, and linguistic transfer-were 
infrequently used, both on the pre-test and the post-test. Their sporadic 
use suggested a preference of an individual subject rather than that of a 
group. Therefore, use of these strategies will not be discussed here. 

Tables 1 - 3 display the raw frequency counts of those strategies 
used by the Ss, along with means and standard deviations for both 
Task 1 and Task 2. 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Combined Reduction Strategies 
and Combined Analytic and Holistic Strategies for Task 1 and Task 2 

Task 1 Task 2 
MA + MR (macro) A+ H (micro) MA + MR (macro) A+ H (micro) 
Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 

Exl Frequency 30 7 20 73 29 6 1 24 
M 6 1.4 4 14.6 5.8 1.2 0.2 4.8 

SD 1.14 . 1.6 1.3 0.8 0.4 2.0 
n;::5 

Ex2 Frequency 34 3 20 81 31 0 3 48 
M 6.8 0.6 4 16.2 6.2 0 0.6 9.6 

SD 2.59 0.89 2.65 3.42 1.4 0 0.5 2.5 
n;::5 

CG Frequency 27 31 20 27 32 38 3 13 
M 5.4 6.2 4 5.4 6.4 7.6 0.6 2.6 

SD 2.3 0.84 2.55 1.95 1.5 3.28 0.8 2.07 
n;::5 

MA eo message abandonment, MR I:Z meaning replacement, A + H = analytic and 

holistic strategies 
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of 
Individual Reduction StrAtegies for Task 1 and Task 2 

Task 1 Task 2 
MA + MR (macro) A+ H (micro) MA + MR (macro) A+ H (micro) 
Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 

Exl Frequency 11 0 19 7 23 1 6 5 
M 2.2 0 3.8 1.4 4.6 0.2 1.2 1 

SD 0.84 0 0.83 1.14 0.54 0.44 0.83 0.7 
n=5 

Ex2 Frequency 18 0 16 3 28 0 3 0 
M 3.6 0 3.2 0.6 5.6 0 0.6 0 

SD 3.51 0 2.48 0.89 1.34 0 0.54 0 
n=5 

CG Frequency 15 11 12 20 24 25 8 13 
M 3 2.2 2.4 4 4.8 5 1.6 2.6 

SD 1.87 1.3 1.67 1.58 1.30 3.74 1.14 1.51 
n=5 

MA CI message abandonment, MR CI meaning replacement, A + H "" analytic and 
holistic strategies 

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of Individual Analytic and Holistic Strategies 

Task 1 Task 2 
MA + MR (macro) A+ H (micro) MA + MR (macro) A+ H (micro) 
Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 

Exl Frequency 17 62 3 11 0 7 1 17 
M 3.4 12.4 0.6 2.2 0 1.4 0.2 3.4 

SD 1.51 1.51 0.89 1.30 0 0.89 0.44 1.5 
n=5 

Ex2 Frequency 16 65 4 15 1 12 2 36 
M 3.2 13 0.8 3 0.2 2.4 0.4 7.2 

SD 2.28 3.80 0.44 1 0.44 0.89 0.54 1.9 
n=5 

CG Frequency 15 20 5 7 0 1 3 12 
M 3 4 1 1.4 0 0.2 0.6 2.4 

SD 2.35 1.58 0.71 0.89 0 0.44 0.89 2.07 
n=5 

MA "" message abandonment, MR "" meaning replacement, A + H "" analytic and 
holistic strategies 
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Task 1 

Statistical results: All three groups' pre-test scores of the combined macro
level message abandonment and meaning replacement strategies, which 
were used for problems of target concepts, show no statistically significant 
difference (P;0.569; df;2, 12;p>0.5). On the post-test, in contrast, the 
two experimental groups showed a substantial drop in the use of these 
strategies, while the control group stayed within the range of the pre
test scores. A one-way ANOVA shows that these differences are statistically 
significant (P;49.14; df;2, 12; p<O.Ol). Furthermore, the additional 
comparison between the two experimental groups showed no statistically 
significant difference (t= 1.24; df=8; p>O.OS). Individual macro-level 
reduction strategies show the same trend as the combined macro-level 
reduction strategies (see Table 2). 

The data for macro-level analytic strategies complemented those for 
the reduction strategies. The means ranged from 3.0 to 3.4 on the pre
test, while on the post-test they ranged from 4.0, for the control group, 
to 12.4 and 13.0 for Exl and Ex2 (see Table 3). Although the control 
group increased slightly from pre- to post-test, there was a three-fold 
increase for both Exl and Ex2. A one-way ANOVA on the post-test 
shows this difference to be statistically significant (P= 19.67; df; 2, 12; 
p<O.Ol). 

Descriptive results: Reduction strategies were the primary strategies used 
across the three groups on the pre-test on Task 1. Nevertheless, this 
does not mean that the Ss did not have knowledge of effective CSs. 
Their immediate retrospection reveals that they went through the 
problem-solving process by analyzing the characteristics of the objects. 
However, they often stopped in the middle of these processes, probably 
because the communicative problems they experienced seldom appeared 
in isolation but tended to be interlocked with one another. One subject's 
performance on Task 1 on the pre-test illustrates. When we hold the ... 
I'm sorry I can't. The subject's retrospection reveals that she intended 
to describe the function of the target object, pot holder. However, as 
soon as she came upon another problem with a lexical word pot, she 
gave up her attempt. 

On the post-test of Task 1, similar message abandonment behavior 
was observed among the Ss of the control group, as in this example of 
a subject's attempt at describing a cylinder: bottom is circle ... (silence). 
In contrast, Ex1 and Ex2 Ss drastically increased the use of analytic or 
holistic strategies on the post-test to describe the particular object more 
specifically and accurately, as seen in the following examples: 
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(Ex1) The shape is ... like drink can ... can drink . .. the 
bottom . .. object . .. the bottom is circle . .. when you see the side . .. the 
shape is ... rectangle. 

(Ex2) The bottom ... the bottom and top is circle . .. Circle shape . .. and 
can juice is ... the same of this shape. 

Task 2 

17 

Statistical results: The results concerning macro-level message 
abandonment strategies, which were used with problems of propositional 
meaning such as an action and a situation, show similar patterns to 
those obtained on Task 1. Message abandonment strategies, which 
constitute the predominant strategies on the pre-test across the three 
groups, shrank significantly on the experimental groups' post-test 
performance, while the control group remained within the range of the 
pre-test scores (F=8.46; df=2, 12;p<O.Ol). In addition, a t-test showed 
no statistically significant difference between Exl and Ex2 (t= 1.00; df=8; 
p>O.OS). On the other hand, there were statistically Significant differences 
among the three groups on the macro-level meaning replacement 
strategies used on the post-test. A one way ANaVA shows that the Ex2, 
which had strategy training, eliminated the use of this strategy on the 
post-test compared to the Exl, which did not have strategy training, as 
well as the control group (F=9.24; df=2, 12; p<O.OI; t;3.16; dfe 8; 
p<O.OS). 

The results of micro-level achievement strategies, which were used 
to solve lexical problems within a process of solving a problem of propo
sitional meaning such as an action and a situation, reveal a striking 
increase in their use among the experimental groups on the post-test. 
Ex2, which received strategy training, used both micro-level analytic 
and holistic strategies more than three times as often as the control 
group and twice as often as Exl, though no difference was observed 
among the three groups on the pre-test. A one-way ANaVA as well as a 
t-test showed the differences among all three groups to be statistically 
significant (F; 12.97; df= 2, 12; p<O.Ol; t= 3.31; dl=8; p<O.OS). The re
sults of individual strategies show similar patterns, though raw frequency 
counts of holistic strategies were found to be higher than analytic strat
egies on Task 2 (Analytic: F=9.33; d/,= 2, 12; p<vO.Ol; Holistic: F=9.34; 
df=2, 12;p<O.Ol). 

DesCriptive results: Reduction strategies, especially message abandonment, 
were the primary strategies applied by all three groups on the pre-test. 
While the control group's use of these strategies remained at the same 
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level as in the pre-test, the experimental groups demonstrated strategic 
change in their communicative penormance on the post-test, with significant 
increase of their use of micro-level analytic and holistic strategies. 

The Ss' performance in the story narration task indicates that the 
success rate of solving lexical problems depends on top-down as well 
as bottom-up processing. When solving communicative problems, Ss in 
the meaning-focused learning context tended to analyze meaning units 
within the context of the particular communicative task in order to choose 
an appropriate CS. This context-dependent approach enabled Ss of the 
experimental groups to express their meaning more accurately and ef
fectively than Ss of the control group, who relied primarily on a context
free approach. One part of the cartoon story on Task 2 was as follows. 

An archaeologist discovered an ancient document on which a statue was 
drawn. Assuming that it was academically valuable, he decided to search 
for the statue. After he and his followers endured hardship, they managed 
to reach their destination, where there were ruins. The archaeologist climbed 
up one monument and found the statue for which he had been searching. 

At this point in the story, there appeared several objects (e.g., statue, 
ruins, monument) which shared some characteristics in this context 
and therefore needed to be described distinctively in order to make the 
story coherent. However, most Ss in the control group failed to do so. 
Following is an example of a control group subject's penormance: 

A man who studied . .. who study . .. old monument . .. he 
found . .. monument . .. In ... some . .. place. So, he ... go to find It ... he. 
gathered a lot of people to . . . find It with him . . . at last they find a 
monument . .. and he find the monument he studied. 

In this part of the subject's narration, she used the word monument to 
refer to the statue in the stOly. However, since there were both statues and 
monuments in the story, her use of the word was confusing. Rather than 
just a lack of vocabulary, her problem seems to be also a lack of analysis 
of the various meaning units within the global context. Objects such as an 
ancient painting, a figure drawn on it, ruins, monument and statue all were 
present in the story and therefore should have been referred to with distinct, 
specific vocabulary items. In fact, Ss of the control group generally failed 
to analyze and reconstruct meaning elements to represent particular objects 
in the context. As a result, their penormance produced inconsistency and 
confusion in the story-telling task. 

On the other hand, Ss in the meaning-focused learning context man
aged to distinguish the objects by using different vocabulary items and 
thus maintained coherence and clarity in their narration of the story. For 
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example, a figure was described as a doll or a monkey. Monument was 
described as pyramid, castle, or building made of stone. The following 
are two segments of an experimental group subject's narration: 

(Exl) One famous doctor . . . find ... a paper. 7bis paper has drawn . .. the 
doll. He think . .. this is a god . .. of . .. Inca peop/~ancient Inca people 
believed ... God. So, he think . .. in Inka, there is a dol/like this .. . 

(Ex2) 7bere is one man and he studied ancient matter very well and . .. a 
certain time . .. he found . .. very old picture and . .. there . .. the picture 
like money . .. is drawn, so he thought . .. South America . .. Ahh ... there 
is ... this ptcture- ... he thought . .. same . .. same object . .. he thought 
there must be same object in South ... America . .. 

These results suggest the importance of an interactive operation between 
higher-order interpretive skills at the discourse level and lower-order 
lexical knowledge in the process of solving lexical problems. 

Evaluation of Subjects' Communicative Performance 

The independent ratings of identified objects on Task 1 by two raters 
show that both raters, listening to the 5s' audio-taped description of the 
target objects without knowing to which group they belonged, could 
identify two to three out of the 10 objects on the pre-test. In contrast, on 
the post-test, the same raters could identify an average of eight objects 
for Exl and nine objects for Ex2. These results contrast with the number 
of objects identified by the same raters from the control group's descrip
tion on the post-test where the average number remained three objects. 

5imilar results were obtained from the 5s' communicative performance 
on Task 2. On this task, the 5s' audio-taped performances were holisti
cally evaluated by the same raters on a scale that ranged from 0 to 6, 
according to the amount of relevant information provided by the 5s. 
The average scores given by the raters on the pre-test were 2.6, 2.4, and 
2.4 for Exl, Ex2, and the control group, respectively. Though the con
trol group's scores on the post-test stayed within the pre-test range (2.5), 
those on the experimental groups' performance improved significantly. 
The raters scored an average 4.3 for Exl and 4.5 for Ex2. One-way 
ANOVAs yield statistically significant differences between the control 
group and the experimental groups (rater 1: F=26.74; df=2, 12;p<0.01; 
rater 2: F= 15.96; df= 2, 12; p<O.Ol). On the other hand, no statistical 
significance was obtained in the comparison between Ex1 and Ex2. 

The results of the evaluation of the 5s' communicative performance 
positively correlated with their use of C5s. The experimental groups' 
macro-level analytic strategies on task 1 correlated with the success 
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rates in which the objects they described were identified by the two 
raters. Similarly, the experimental groups' use of micro-level analytic 
and holistic strategies resulted in perceptible improvement in the evalu
ation of effectiveness of their communicative performance on Task 2 on 
the post-test. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

The purpose of this study was to examine whether different types of 
learning contexts would contribute to variation in the use of CSs by 
learners on communicative tasks. Also, in order to examine whether 
direct strategy training in a meaning-focused learning context is neces
sary for learners to develop effective ess, explicit strategy training was 
provided for Ex2. 

Post-test results did not show generally significant effects of this train
ing, except on the Ss' uses of macro-level meaning replacement and 
micro-level holistic strategies on Task 2. Ss of Ex2 did pay more atten
tion to the meaning to express, but according to the raters' evaluation 
there was no significant difference between the performance of Ex2 and 
that of Ex1 on Task 1 and 2. Therefore, the overall effect of direct strat
egy training upon learners' choice of ess was found to be modest. The 
learning context, then, seems to be responsible for the major effect on 
the experimental Ss' strategy choice and application. 

As a whole, reduction strategies were the primary strategies used by 
the three groups on the pre-test. In contrast, on Task 1 on the post-test, 
macro-level analytic strategies became the major strategies for Ex1 and 
Ex2. On Task 2, micro-level holistic strategies were the most commonly 
used type of strategy by these two groups. The significant increases in 
the use of these strategies seem to correlate with the increased effective
ness of these groups' communicative performance. On the post-test, 
more objects described by Ss of the experimental groups were identi
fied by the raters, and the communicative performance of both groups 
was judged to be more effective than that of the control group. 

It is doubtful that these results were due to the development of the 
experimental groups' grammatical or lexical knowledge of English. The 
two groups' task performance (a few examples have been provided 
previously) clearly indicates that these students had no more linguistic 
knowledge than the Ss in the control group. 

These findings prOvide further evidence, as suggested by cognitive views 
of L2 acquisition (Bialystok, 1990; Bialystok & Sharwood-Smith, 1985; Ellis, 
1986; O'Malley & Charnot, 1990; Tarone, 1983), that L2 learners' language 
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ability does not consist of linguistic knowledge alone) but develops as a 
result of interaction between linguistic knowledge and cognitive processes. 
Furthermore) the process of applying a particular CS does not operate only 
at the local lexical level but also includes the analysis of a global commu
nicative goal and the establishment of meaning units within the goal. These 
findings suggest that strategies used to cope with communicative prob
lems are not automatically transferred from the learners first language but 
are acquired in the process of using the target language in particular con
texts. While learners may possess effective CSs in their fIrst language) this 
does not guarantee their being able to apply these strategies to problem
solving in target-language communication. 

These fIndings provide some implication for language pedagogy. If 
the goal of a language program is to develop learners) communicative 
ability, a learning context which focuses on explicit instruction of lin
guistic structures alone may not be suffIcient for reaching such a goal. 
In such a context, learners are likely to develop strategies such as ana
lyzing linguistic structures and memorizing bits of linguistic information 
but may fail to develop strategies of retrieving those linguistic resources 
from memory by analyzing a global communicative goal and construct
ing meaning units within the goal. This may be especially true when the 
target language is being learned in a foreign language environment where 
the classroom is the primary source of input for the learners. Therefore) 
to help learners develop their communicative ability of the target lan
guage, various instructional procedures need to be considered. 

First, the curriculum should be constructed with a clear goal) as seen 
in task-based language instruction (Nunan, 1988, 1989), allocating suffi
cient instructional time to tasks directing learners to engage in problem
solving processes to convey their intended meaning. Second) teaching 
materials should be chosen and developed with a sound theoretical 
basiS) corresponding with the instructional goal. Instructional materials 
should include visual aids such as pictures, maps) and symbols which 
are useful for creating communicative tasks. Video materials also initiate 
communicative language use such as discussions and debates. Finally, 
the teaching methods to be adopted must go hand in hand with the 
goals set up by the curriculum. Learners as active participants in the 
learning process should be placed in the center of learning, allocating 
sufficient time for letting them engage in communicative tasks in paired 
work or small group work. 

Finally, in terms of future direction for studies on CSs, the necessity 
and effect of strategy instruction need further investigation. Some re
searchers (Bialystok) 1990; Bongaerts) Kellerman & Bentlage, 1987; 
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Bongaerts & Poulisse, 1989) question the necessity of teaching CSs to 
learners, from a standpoint that L2 learners already possess those CSs in 
their native languages and therefore are able to transfer them to L2 
communication. On the other hand, some studies (Dornyei, 1995; 
Wildner-Bassett. 1986) reveal a positive effect of strategy training on 
learners' communicative performance. 

This study, with the inclusion of a strategy training group, examined 
whether or not a learning context alone is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for learners to develop effective CSs. The obtained results 
show no difference between a group with strategy training and the one 
without it, except on the use of micro-level analytic and holistic strate
gies on the narration task. However, this was a preliminary study with 
small sample size and with a short period of time for strategy training. 
More studies with larger sample size and with more extended period of 
strategy training need to be conducted before reaching any conclusion. 
Furthermore, such studies need to incorporate variables influenCing the 
outcome such as learners· proficiency level. learners' personality traits, 
qualitative aspects of fluency, and different types of discourse in which 
learners .engage. 

Ryu Kitajima, Ph.D. Second Language Education, teaches Japanese as a 
foreign language at San Diego State University. 
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The Eiken Test: An Investigation 

Laura MacGregor 
Sapporo International University 

The Etken tests, first administered in 1963 by the Society for Testing English 
Proficiency (STEP), are highly respected in social, educational, and employment 
circles and taken by millions each year. However, upon closer scrutiny, it appears 
that the Eigo Kentei Kyokat (Etkyo) operates on its own terms. Unlike TOEFL 
and TOEle, Eikyo does not make information about the tests' reliability or validity 
available to the public. Therefore, important questions remain unanswered: Are 
the Etken tests reliable and valid instrument? Do the Eiken tests really function 
as tests of English proficiency? This paper examines the Etken pre-second level 
test from June 1994. The test was administered to 168 first-year Japanese college 
students. The results provided data for reliability and validity studies, in an 
effort to shed light on the value of the Etken pre-second level test as a reputable 
test instrument of English proficiency. The results of the studies conducted here 
are far from encouraging with regards to the Eiken pre-second level test's reliability 
and validity. 
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J
apan is a country whose people thrive on tests, from kendo to 
calligraphy, flower arranging to gift wrapping; tests which evaluate 
almost every skill imaginable are available for the taking, so to speak. 

Walk into any bookstore or culture center and you'll see an array of 
posters and pamphlets advertising such tests. In the academic world, 
tests are in abundance as well. Entrance examinations which determine 
students' future high school and post-secondary careers are a fact of life 
for virtually every family. 
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By far, the oldest and best established English language tests in japan 
are the Eiken tests (Eigo Kentei), produced by Nibon Eigo Kentei Kyokai 
(Eikyo), or in English, STEP: the Society for Testing English Proficiency. 
Since it began offering the Eiken tests in 1963, Eikyo has enjoyed a long 
period of unprecedented success: The Ministry of Education endorses 
the Eiken tests, 1 and recommends students take them. Some schools 
even offer courses dedicated to Eiken test preparation. In the working 
world, it has made its mark as well. Many employers regard Eiken test 
qualification as a valuable asset and look for it on prospective employ
ees' resumes (MacGregor, 1995). However, despite the test's wide ac
ceptance and use, one important question has been overlooked: Are the 
Eiken tests reliable and valid instruments to measure English proficiency? 
Eikyo has failed to give a direct answer. Other language tests, such as 
TOEFL and TOEle, publish regular reports with statistical analyses of 
reliability and validity (TOEFL, 1995; TOEle, 1995; Woodford, 1980, 1992). 
Why doesn't Eikyo? This question has been raised by other language 
educators concerned about Eikyo's position as well (Bostwick, 1995; 
Brown, 1995; Gorsuch, 1995). 

This paper seeks answers to the above questions of reliability and 
validity by conducting analyses on a set of data collected by the author. 
Because certain reliability analyses are best suited to certain types of 
tests, it is necessary to begin with the question, is the Eiken a criterion
referenced test (eRn or a norm-referenced test (NRn? To help answer 
this question, various aspects of the Eiken test will be compared with 
those of TOEFL and TOEle. This discussion is followed by an investiga
tion of the Eiken pre-second level's2 reliability and validity, which fo
cuses on four questions: 1) Is the Eiken test appropriate for the group 
Eikyo claims to evaluate? 2) Do the test items reflect the practical English 
found in daily life that Eikyo claims to test? 3) Does the test measure the 
abilities that Eikyo claims it does? and 4) Are there any poorly con
structed test items? An examination of how the Eiken test is scored and 
how the scores are reported follows. Finally, recommendations are made 
as to how the Eiken test can better serve students and teachers. 

Background 

The Society for Testing English Proficiency (STEP) was established 
over 30 years ago as part of a plan by japan's Ministry of Education to 
develop education across the nation. Specifically, the goals of the STEP 
were to popularize and improve the level of practical English in japan 
(Nibon Eigo Kentei Kyokai, 1994a). In 1963, the same year that the TOEFL 
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was frrst administered, the Eiken tests were given for the first time to 
about 37,000 people at three levels (frrst, second, and third). Five years 
later, the Eiken tests received official approval from the Ministry of Edu
cation, which began actively prqmoting the Eiken tests as important 
tests of English proficiency. With this stamp of approval, the number of 
test-takers soared, and continues to increase each year.3 The original 
three-level test has grown to seven levels: first, pre-first, second, pre
second, third, fourth, and fifth, the first level being the most difficult. 
The most recent addition to this series was the pre-second level in 1994, 
introduced to bridge what was felt to be a wide gap in difficulty be
tween the third and second levels. 

For levels one to three, the tests are given in two stages. The first 
stage is a written test (reading and listening comprehension) and the 
second stage is a speaking (interview) test. Both stages are offered twice 
a year, in June and October.4 The focus of this paper is on the flfst stage 
of the pre-second level Eiken test of June, 1994 (Nihon Eigo Kentei 
Kyokai, 1994b). 

What kind oj tests are the Eiken tests? 

In the literature on language testing, two types of tests are found 
(Brown & Yamashita, 1995; Henning, 1987; Hughes, 1989), criterion
referenced tests (CRTs) and norm-referenced tests (NRTs). The differ
ences between the two types lie, not in the actual items themselves, but 
in the purpose of the tests, how the tests are scored, and how the test 
scores are used. Therefore, just looking at the test instrument is not 
enough to determine what kind of test it is. 

The purpose of a criterion-referenced test is to evaluate how well the 
test-taker can perform a specific set of tasks. For example, classroom 
and term tests evaluate how well a student has learned a defmed set of 
material over a spedfic period of time. Brown (996) explained that, 
"the interpretation of scores on a CRT is considered absolute in the 
sense that each student's score is meaningful without reference to other 
students' scores" (p. 2). Therefore, CRT scores do not necessarily con
form to a normal distribution. 

A norm-referenced test, on the other hand, measures general lan
guage abilities. Each student's score is interpreted relative to the scores 
of all the other students who took the test and the scores generally fall 
along a normal distribution curve. The TOEFL and TOEle are norm
referenced tests. The purpose of the TOEFL is to evaluate the English 
proficiency of foreign nonnative speakers of English, primarily those 
who intend to study at colleges and universities in the United States or 
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Canada. Thus, the content of the TOEFL focuses on English for aca
demic purposes. The TOEIC (Test of English for International Commu
nication) is an English language proficiency test which measures how 
well non-native speakers of English can communicate in English with 
others in business, commerce, and industry. 

Like TOEFL and TOEIC, the Eiken tests are English proficiency tests 
for non-native speakers of English. However, the Eiken tests are differ
ent in at least two ways. First, the Eiken tests are not just one test, but 
seven different tests. These divisions allow the test-makers to clearly 
define the material covered, a characteristic of a CRT. Eikyo described 
the contents of its pre-second level test, as follows: 

Successful examinees are able to understand and use general English 
needed in daily conversation. (High school level; appropriate for a wide 
range of ages, from high school students to adults in Japan.) 

The successful examinee is: 

(1) Able to converse about common daily topics. (Able to conduct simple 
business by telephone; to make easy explanations, leave messages, 
do simple interpretation, etc.) 

(2) Able to read material about common everyday topics. (Able to read 
news articles, letters, simple pamphlets, etc.) 

(3) Able to write about common everyday topics. (Able to write simple 
letters, notes, memos, etc.) (Nihon Eigo Kentei Kyokai, 1994a, p. 8) 

Dividing the tests into seven levels is a practical way of handling the wide 
population, from junior high school to post-graduate levels, that Eikyo 
tests. Further, if students take and pass a test at a level appropriate to their 
ability, that success is seen to be motivational for their continued study. 

The second point in which Eiken tests differ from TOEFL and TOEle 
is its method of reporting scores. Eiken uses a pass/fail reporting system 
while TOEFL and TOEIC use a converted scale-score reporting system, 
which makes these two tests "'user-defined' in that scores can be con
sidered in a variety of ways depending upon the requirements of a 
particular individual or client" (Wilson, 1993, p. 2). Although the report
ing styles differ, all these tests follow NRT procedures by using some 
form of statistical analysis to translate raw scores into standard scores. In 
other words, none of the tests report their scores as absolute scores. 

The question, "What kind of tests are the Eiken tests?" remains unan
swered. According to Bostwick (1995), "the Eiken STEP claims to be a 
criterion-referenced test in that it specifies proficiency standards and at
tempts to identify whether the student can pass the pre-established stan
dard" (p. 58). The fact that the Eiken tests are divided into seven levels, the 
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purpose of each level clearly defined by a set of specific tasks, with the 
language skills required to pass each level specifically defined, gives it 
qualities of a CRT. However, the way the test is scored (i.e., by converting 
raw scores to standard scores) is characteristic of an NRT. Therefore, it 
makes sense to call the Eiken tests hybrid CRT/NRT. Knowing that the tests 
are scored as NRTs is helpful in choosing appropriate reliability measures. 

The Study 

Method 

Materials: The pre-second level test was originally developed for 2nd 
and 3rd-year high school students (16 and 17-year-olds) (Nihon Eigo 
Kentei Kyokai, 1994c). The most recent statistics show that this group 
forms the majority of test-takers. For the june, 1996 test, 75% of those 
who took the pre-second level (227,666 out of a total of 303,955) were 
senior high school students, 4% (12,471) were junior college students, 
and 3% (8,549) were university students (Nihon Eigo Kentei Kyokai, 
September, 1996). 

There are 75 multiple-choice items on the pre-second level written 
test. Part 1, which tests vocabulary, idioms, grammar, usage, and read
ing composition, has 55 items, and Part 2, the listening section, has 20 
items. Each item is worth one point for a total of 75 points. 

Subjects: The subjects for this study were 182 first-year students (ages 
18-20) in five classes at a junior college. Although the reports by Eikyo 
indicate that the pre-second level test is ideally suited to high school 
students, this higher age level was selected as it best matched the general 
ability and experience of the group, as outlined below. 

A survey, in japanese, accompanying the Eiken pre-second level test 
to determine the students' experience in taking it, showed that 17% of 
the students had tried the pre-second level test at least once before but 
failed, while 40% had never taken an Eiken test before. However, be
cause the format of the Eiken pre-second level test is similar to high 
school English tests, it was concluded that lack of Eiken experience 
would not adversely affect the data. Fully 43% had previously passed 
the third level, confirming that the pre-second level was the most ap
propriate for this group. 

Procedure: In May, 1996, the pre-second level test of june, 1994 was 
administered to all 182 Ss, along with the survey of Eiken experience. 
After a review of the results of the survey, the results for 14 Ss who had 
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previously passed pre-second level were eliminated from consideration. 
The remaining papers (N=168) were scored by hand. The test had 75 
items, each worth one point. 

Analysis 

Analyses to evaluate test reliability were done on the data collected 
in three categories: Descriptive statistics, item statistics, and consistency 
estimates. Analyses to evaluate validity were done by comparing the 
contents of the test with the aims set out by Eikyo and the course of 
study for high school English education. The construction of the indi
vidual test items was also examined. 

Reliability 
Descriptive Statistics: Minimum score, maximum score, midpoint, mean, 

and standard deviation were calculated. The midpoint is the score which 
is halfway between the highest and the lowest score. The midpoint, 
together with the mean, are two statistics which help locate the middle 
or typical score (Brown, 1996, p. 109). 

Item Statistics: Investigation into the reliability of the Eiken test began 
with a look at two types of item statistics: item facility and item discrimi
nation. Item facility (IF) is "a statistical index used to examine the 
precentage of students who correctly answer a given item" (Brown, 
1996, p. 64). The following formula for item facility was used to evalu-
ate individual test items: . 

N
J 

(number of examinees who answered correctly) 
IF = 

N2 (number of examinees who took the test) 

Item discrimination (ID) "indicates the degree to which an item sepa
rates the students who performed well from those who performed badly" 
(Brown, 1996, p. 66). In order to calculate the ID index, it is necessary 
to differentiate the high scorers from the low scorers. In this study, the 
upper and lower thirds (33%, or 56 students each) were taken to repre
sent the high scorers and the low scorers respectively. The ID was cal
culated as follows: 

ID g IF (item facility of high scorers) - IF (item facility of low scorers) 

That IF and ID are closely connected is apparent from the above 
formula: If the item is easy (Le. has a high IF), there should be little 
discrimination (low ID), and if the item is rather difficult, the discrimina
tion should be high. If the item is too difficult, there should be no 
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discrimination. According to Brown (1996, p. 69), ideal items in an NRT 
project have an average IF of .sO and the highest available ID. However, 
in reality, "items rarely have an IF of exactly .sO, so that those that fall in 
a range between .30 and .70 are usually considered acceptable" (Brown, 
1996, pp. 69-70). The items outside this range should either be set aside 
for revision or discarded. Examination of the ID of the remaining items 
further evaluates their suitability. The following guidelines were used to 
evaluate item discrimination: 

.40 and up - very good item 

.30 - .39 - reasonably good, but possibly subject to improvement 

.20 - .29 - marginal item, usually needing and being subject to 
improvement 

below .19 - poor item, to be rejected or improved by revision (Ebel, 
1979, p. 267, cited in Brown, 1996, p. 70) 

Consistency Estimates 
In this study, the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (KR-20) reliability 

estimate and the standard error of measurement (SEM) were used 
(Brown, 1996, p. 199, p. 207) to estimate the Eiken pre-second level 
test's reliability. KR-20 was chosen over two other methods of calculat
ing reliability, KR-21 and Cronbach's alpha, for two reasons: 1) it is 
reported to be the most accurate of the three (Brown, 1996, p. 199), 
and 2) the results could be compared with the reliability statistics of the 
TOEFL and TOEIC, which also use KR-20. Further, the Eiken pre-sec
ond level test follows criteria required by KR-20, in that each item is 
worth one point and is scored as correct/incorrect. 

Test reliability is important because it measures the consistency of 
the test instrument. If a student takes a test on one day, and then takes 
the same test again a week or two later, it should produce nearly iden
tical results, that is, if the test is a reliable instrument and little or no 
learning has taken place between the first and second testing. A test 
with a reliability coefficient of 1.0 would give precisely the same results 
for a particular group of test-takers regardless of when it was adminis
tered: it would be 100% reliable. Therefore, it is the goal of test-makers 
to attain the highest possible reliability coefficient. 

The standard error of measurement (SEM) is another useful statistic 
for estimating reliability of NRTs. According to Brown (1996, p. 206), 
the SEM is "used to determine a band around a student's score within 
which that student's score would probably fall if the test were adminis
tered to him or her repeatedly." A multitude of factors affect test perfor-
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mance, only a few of which are connected with the test instrument 
itself, including items not matched to the purpose of the test, formats 
unfamiliar to the test-taker, and poorly constructed test items. The ma
jority of factors affecting test performance are related to physical set
ting (Le. the test room), and the mental and physical condition of the 
test taker. With all of these potential distracters, it is sensible to factor in 
the SEM when determining the cutoff scores. 

Validity 
A test is a valid instrument if it measures accurately what it claims to 

measure. For example, an arithmetic test of addition should contain 
only test items which ask students to add numbers. Further, the test 
items should not contain ambiguities or misleading information. In the 
case of the addition test, we can tell whether it is a valid instrument or 
not just by looking at it. Assessing the validity of English proficiency 
tests like the Eiken is a bit more complicated. 

Validity analyses are done on a regular basis by TOEle and TOEFL. 
According to a TOEle report: 

The first validity studies involved the administration of TOEle to a 
representative population of Japanese managers, technicians, bankers, 
and other employees who require English in their work. Researchers 
compared the candidates' performance on TOEle to their performance 
on direct measures of listening, speaking, reading, and writing and 
determined the correlations. (TOEle, 1995, p. 3) 

Therefore, TOEle compares its test results to direct four-skills test results 
to determine test validity. TOEFL conducts a similar type of validity 
analysis: "TOEFL validation is based upon correlations between test 
performance of foreign students studying in U.S. colleges and universities 
and their performance in degree-granting educational programs" (TOEle, 
1995, p. 3). Both TOEFL and TOEle test for what Woodford calls 
"concurrent" validity: 

If a language test is supposed to measure whether a person can read 
Japanese or not then the person who scores high on the test should be 
able to pick up the Japanese newspaper and tell us what the lead article 
says. The low scorer should not be able to do it. (1980, p. 4) 

It is not known whether Eikyo is also doing such validity studies. 
Other validation studies involve comparing the results of one test 

with the results of another. In 1993, TOEle (Wilson, 1993) published a 
report of a research study which linked the TOEle listening section 
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scores to the scores of the Language Proficiency Interview, a direct 
assessment of oral language proficiency developed by the Foreign Ser
vice Institute of the U.S. Department of State. The numerical correla
tions between LPI and TOEIC listening sections (.83) proved to be 
consistently high, suggesting that both tests are, as they claim, effective 
measures of the ability to understand and use spoken English. 

Content validity compares the test specifications with the test con
tents. If the individual test items match the specifications, then the test 
can be said to have content validity. This is a subjective evaluation 
which should be done by a group of testing experts. For the present 
study, the resources necessary to do the type of validity research de
scribed above were not available. Instead, four general questions per
taining to test validity were posed: 1) Is the pre-second level test really 
appropriate for the group Eikyo aims to examine? 2) Do the contents of 
the test items reflect aspects of "daily life" in Japan, as Eikyo claims 
(Nihon Eigo Kentei Kyokai, 1994a)? 3) Do the test items really measure 
the abilities that they purport to? and 4) Are there any poorly con
structed test items? 

Results and Discussion 

. Reliability 

DeSCriptive Statistics: Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics. The 
midpoint and mean indicate that the typical scores for those who took 
the test were just above 50%. 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of the Pre-Second Level Eiken Test 
(N= 168; k=75) 

Min. Max. Midpoint M SD 

17 64 40.5 (54%) 38.33 (51%) 9.21 

The standard deviation of the test scores was 9.21. Figure 1 shows that 
the scores of 80 Ss (48%) fell below the mean (0-37 points), and 78 Ss 
(46%) fell above the mean (39-64 points), while the scores of 10 Ss 
(6%) were exactly on the mean. The results show that the test performed 
like a true NRT, conforming to a normal distribution. 
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Item Statistics: You will recall that IF shows the percentage of students 
who answer a given item correctly. For example, 37 5s answered the 
first item correctly. Therefore, the IF of item #107/168) is .22 (see Table 
2) . This means that it was a difficult item because only 22% of the 
students got it right. Item #3, on the other hand, with an IF of .86, was 
an easy item for this group. 
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Table 2: Item Facility (IF) and Item Discrimination (ID) 
for Eiken Pre-Second Grade (N= 168) 

Item No. IF ID Etkyo'sIFt Item No. IF ID Etkyo'sIFt 

1 .22 .35 C 41 .81 .27 A 

2 - .36 .41 C 42 .31 .17 C 
3 .86 .17 A 43 .72 .44 A 
4 .38 .14 C 44- .43 .30 B 
5 .37 .22 D 45 .82 .27 A 

6 - .51 .31 C 46- .51 .40 B 

7 - .42 .50 C 47- .60 .37 B 
8 .26 .08 D 48- .55 .44 B 
9- .50 .42 C 49- .48 .38 B 
10 .23 .14 0 50 .28 .21 C 
11 .31 .23 C 51- .42 .30 B 
12- .57 .37 B 52 .38 .22 C 
13 .30 .27 D 53 .39 .16 B 
14- .48 .44 B 54 .18 .13 C 
15- .58 .42 C 55 .28 .16 C 
16- .48 .30 C 56 .60 .17 B 
17- .35 .30 C 57- .66 .31 B 
18 .60 .06 B 58 .89 .21 A 
19 .12 .17 D 59 .77 .18 A 
20- .70 .42 B 60 .86 .09 A 
21- .37 .40 C 61- .57 .37 B 
22 .52 .26 B 62 .39 .02 C 
23- .48 .31 B 63- .49 .40 B 
24- .41 .48 B 64 .65 .16 B 
25 .26 .13 D 65 .54 .09 C 
26 .80 .07 A 66 .79 .17 A 
27 .35 .23 C 67- .43 .30 ·B 
28 .80 .25 A 68 .63 .37 A 
29 .24 .14 D 69 .23 .07 D 
30 .52 .21 B 70 .81 .21 A 
31- .55 .51 B 71 .51 .30 C 
32 .40 .20 C 72 .94 .03 A 
33- .59 .33 B 73 .71 .19 B 
34- .48 .42 B 74 .26 .21 C 
35 .86 .25 A 75- .54 .45 B 
36- .68 .30 B 
37 .72 .23 A -c Good test items 
38- .55 .35 B t Note: IF reported in Nthon Eigo 
39 .48 .28 C Kentel Kyokat, July. 1996. p. 30. 
40 .25 .25 D 
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Item #2 (fable 2), has an IF of .36, and an ID of .41, and therefore meets 
the above IF and ID criteria. It is fairly well centered and discriminates well 
between high- and low-scoring students. Other items in the test which 
could be called good test items are indicated by an asterisk. However, 
there are many items which discriminate poorly. In fact, more than half of 
the items (590A» do not meet the ID and IF requirements of good test items, 
falling outside the acceptable range of .30 to .70. Based on these results, 
further refinements and improvements of many of the test items are needed. 

Eikyo published a table approximating IF by assigning letter values to five 
ranges (fable 2): A=.8-1.0; B=.6-.79; C=.4-.59; D=.2-.39; E=0-.19 (Nihon 
Eigo Kentei Kyokai, july, 1996, p. 30). Because the ranges are so wide (0.19 
points each), however, it is difficult to draw any conclusions about IF from 
these statistics. Besides, IF alone only tells what fraction of the group got 
the item correct. In order to draw any concrete conclusions about whether 
the item is functioning well, ID statistics are needed. 

Consistency Estimates: The KR-20 result for this study was .82. It is important 
to keep in mind that this figure of 82% reliability is based on the in-house 
scores of this sample of 168 Ss. The actual test population, a much greater 
number with a broader age range, would have had a different reliability 
index. Unfortunately, this information has not been made available by 
Eikyo. Only a hint as to the reliability of the Eiken test was made by an 
Eikyo representative of the test development section, who said that in the 
years up to 1992, the reliability of Eiken tests was between .80 and .90 
(Eikyo representative, name withheld, personal communication, july 25, 
1995). However, he did not divulge the type of analysis done. In any case, 
this information is not directly relevant to the present study, which deals 
with the pre-second level test, first introduced in 1994. It is worth noting 
that in 1989 and 1990, test reliability for TOEIC using the K-R20 formula 
was .96 (Woodford, 1992). 

The SEM for this test administration was 3.9, meaning that the band 
around which a student's score should be considered is ±4. Therefore, if a 
subject who scored 37 on the test were to take the test repeatedly, the 
scores could vary between 33 (-4) and 41 (+4). The passing level for the 
june 1996 pre-second level test set by Eiken was 38 and above, meaning a 
subject with 37 would have failed. With no apparent margin for error, all it 
takes is to be one point short to fail. 

Validity 

Four general questions pertaining to the test validity were posed. 
First, is the pre-second level test appropriate for the group Eikyo claims? 
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To determine if the test items were suitable for senior high school level 
students and above, the items of the june, 1994 pre-second level Eiken 
were compared with the nationally approved senior high school course 
of study (Wada, 1992) and one Ministry of Education approved text
book, The Crown English Reading (Hirano, et aI., 1996). This revealed 
that most of the words and idioms on the pre-second level Eiken test are 
.taught at some point during the three years of senior high school. [Ex
ceptions are noted as follows: Section 1, item 10 - vacant; item 19 - Bill 
came all the wayfrom Florida; item 20 - take it easy; Section 2(B), item 
9 - French, Italian, or Thousand Island salad dressing; Section 3, item 2 
- Are you having some problems there?; and Section 4(B), item 9 -farther 
inland (Nihon Eigo Kentei Kyokai, 1994b).] 

The second question regarding test validity asked whether the con
tents of the test items reflect aspects of "daily life" in japan, as Eikyo 
claims (Nihon Eigo Kentei Kyokai, 1994a)? At least two do not. The fol
lowing observations are those of the author, not the results of rigorous 
evaluations by a team of testing experts. 

Section 1, item 10: 

When the sign on the door of a rest room says "( )," it means 
someone is using it. 

I OCCUPIED 2 VACANT 3 LIMITED 4 EMERGENCY 

(Nthon Eigo Kentei Kyokai, 1994c, p. 9) 

This item is problematic because restroom doors in japan seldom have 
signs indicating whether the stall is vacant or occupied. (The exception 
is on airplanes, where restroom doors are equipped with such signs). 
The chance that students are familiar with the context of this item, in 
English or in japanese, is remote. 

Section 2(8), item 10: 

A "Do you have the receipt?" 

8 "Well, it was a present, but it's too small." 

C "What's the problem?" 

o "I'd like to exchange this skirt, please." 

1 C-B-A-D 2 A-D-C-B 3 D-C-B-A 4 B-C-D-A 

(Nihon Eigo Kentei Kyokai, 1994c, p. 12) 

This item, which asks students to put the four sentences in sequential 
order (3 is the correct choice), is problematic for three reasons: First, it 
is culturally inappropriate as japanese do not customarily exchange items 
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of clothing that they have purchased, let alone received as a gift. Second, 
it is illogical. If the person received the skirt as a gift, it is unlikely that 
she would have the receipt. The third point is not concerned with item 
validity as much as consistency. In Section 2(B) there are five items, the 
first four of which follow a question-answer-question-answer sequence. 
This item, however, has a statement-question-answer-question structure. 
The fact that it is different from the other items in this section may be a 
source of confusion for the test takers. If Eikyo intended this confusion, 
it would be of interest to know the reason. 

The third question regarding test validity to be asked is if the items on 
the test really measure the abilities that they claim to. Eikyo's statement 
about what the successful pre-second level examinee is able to do, con
verse, read, and write about daily topics, implies that the Eiken tests test all 
four skills. Only listening and reading are actually tested. The TOEIC is 
similar to the Eiken tests in design, as it too tests only listening and reading. 
The TOEle differs from the Eiken tests in that it measures listening and 
reading directly, and speaking and writing indirectly. Validity studies have 
been done to confinn a high correlation between TOEIC results and speaking 
and writing skills (Woodford, 1980). As Eikyo has not published studies to 
show correlations between its listening and reading tests to speaking and 
writing abilities, its claims that the successful examinee is "able to converse 
about daily topics" and is "able to write about common everyday topics" 
(Nihon Eigo Kentei Kyoieai, 1994a) cannot be confirmed. 

The fmal question regarding test validity asked if there were any 
poorly constructed test items. One example is from Section 3 Otem 2): 

Helen: What did you want to talk to me about? You sounded so mysterious 
on the telephone. 

Sherri: Sorry, but I wanted to tell you this news face to face. I've decided 
to move. 

Helen: But I thought you liked your neighborhood. ( 2 )? 

Sherri: No, everything is fine. I just need a change. 

2 i) Are you having some problems there? ii) What's the problem? 

iii) Isn't everything fine? iv) Why are you moving? 

eNthon EtgoKentet Kyokat, 1994c, p. 13) 

The difficulty with this item is in the first of the four possible responses, 
which also happens to be the correct answer, "Are you having some 
problems there?" According to Swan (1995), "some is most common in 
affirmative clauses, while any is common in questions and negatives" 
(p. 548). Further, "we use some in questions if we expect people to 
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answer "Yes," or want to encourage them to say "Yes" such as in offers 
and requests" (Swan, 1995, p. 548) (i.e., Would you like some more coffee?). 
Because choice 'OY is a question, not an offer or request, it could be 
argued that it is inappropriate to use some. 

Two examples of poorly constructed test items occur in the reading 
passages in Section 4. In the questions following the reading of "Volun
teer Guides at Museums" (see Appendix), Item 5 required too much 
inferencing to make it a viable item: 

(5) Professionals at some museums 

1 think volunteers should not be paid. 

2 feel they know less about museums than volunteers. 

3 dislike volunteers because they know more than the professionals. 

4 think volunteers cannot do the work of professionals. 

(Nibon Eigo Kentei Kyokat, 1994c, p. 14) 

The correct answer, number 4 (Nihon Eigo Kentei Kyokai, 1994c, p. 22), 
is primarily based on inference, the only clue in the reading passage 
being, They [professional scholars] feel that amateurs should not do the 
work of professionals, and that some volunteers act as if they knew 
everything. The problem is the interpretation of cannot in the answer 
and should not in the reading passage. 

The second reading passage in Section 4, entitled, "Rainfall in Austra
lia," is problematic in that the text does not correspond to one of the test 
items (number 7). The pertinent paragraphs and the test item in ques
tion are excerpted below: 

Most parts of Australia do not receive enough rainfall. In some places 
there are long periods when it doesn't rain at all. This lack of rainfall is 
one of the major reasons why such a large country as Australia has such a 
small population. 

Only one-sixth of the continent-a belt of land along the north, east, 
and south coasts-receives more than 40 inches of rain a year. The rest 
receives less than 40 inches, and farther inland are somewhat drier areas 
that receive between 10 and 20 inches. 

(7) Where in Australia do they get more than forty inches of rain? 

1 In the center of the south coast. 

2 In narrow areas along the coasts. 

3 In the areas which have monsoon climates. 

4 In wide inland areas. 

(Nibon Eigo Kentet Kyokat, 1994c, pp. 15-16) 
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Eikyo states that the correct answer is number 2, which implies that 
all four coasts receive rainfall. However, the supporting statement in the 
text is ... a belt of land along the north, east, and south coasts-receives 
more than 40 inches of rain a year, specifically states only three coasts. 

To summarize, it is clear that while most of the vocabulary found on 
this form of the Eiken test is appropriate for the intended examinees, 
problems of context and item construction make the validity question
able. Without evidence from Eikyo, it is difficult to conclude that the 
Eiken pre-second level test is a valid instrument. 

How are the Eiken tests scored? According to Eikyo, the passing score for 
the pre-second level is "approximately 65%" (Nihon Eigo Kentei Kyokai, 
1994a, p. 7). However, test score statistics since its introduction in 1994 
show that the passing scores are much lower. In 1994, the passing 
percentages and scores were 55% (41+); in 1995, 56% (42+); and in 1996 
Oune), 49% (37+). This information is somewhat misleading as it is not 
made clear that these are standard, not raw, scores. 

Eikyo's score reporting system is made an even greater mystery by the 
fact that students never actually see their test scores. All they receive is a 
report which states either upass" or one of three categories of ufail," A, B, 
c.s An Eikyo representative explained: uA-Ievel failure encompasses scores 
up 10 points below the passing score; B is up to 15 points below A, and C 
covers the remaining scores down to zero" (name Withheld, personal cor
respondence, July 16, 1996). These uguidelines" conflict with a report of 
the pre-second level test of June, 1994, in which Eikyo stated that the 
passing score was 41; A was 34-40 (7 points below the passing score); B, 
27-33 (7 points below A); and C, 26 or lower (Nihon Eigo Kentei Kyokai, 
1994d). These ranges were consistent for 1995 and 1996 tests as well. The 
discrepancy between the explanation and the published scoring brings 
into question the integrity of the reporting system. 

The follOwing information (in translation) about how the Eiken test is 
scored was received from an Eikyo representative in the Planning Division: 

The passing score for the pre-second level is set at approximately 65%. 
However, the difficulty of the test inevitably varies from time to time, 
which leads to adjustment of the passing scores each time a new test is 
given. In the past, the adjustment of the scores has been done by a thorough 
item by item analysis, looking at the difficulty of each item [IF], and by 
USing point biserial coefficiency. Recently, Etkyo has begun experimenting 
with another method of analysis, Item Response Theory (IRT), as a 
replacement for the above-mentioned item analysis procedure. (name 
withheld, personal correspondence, July 17, 1996) 
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Point biserial correlation is a calculation which shows item discrimi
nation by computing the correlation between individual item responses 
and total test scores. Like the ID analYSiS, an item with a low point 
biserial coefficient may be discarded from the scoring, resulting in changes 
in the passing score each time a different test is given. However, there is 
no indication of whether items have ever been discarded by Eikyo. 

Item response theory true score equating, also used by TOEFL and 
TOEIC (TOEFL, 1995, p. 9), converts raw scores to equivalent scaled 
scores. Although Eikyo claims to evaluate its test results using IRT meth
ods, there are no published reports to substantiate these claims. 

One final concern regarding test scoring is whether Eikyo sets a cut
off for the number of people who can pass. Reports in Eikyo's monthly 
newsletter, STEP News, between 1991 and 1996, and information in their 
brochure, The STEP Test? suggest that this is a possibility. The percent
age of people who passed the second level test has been consistent at 
18% 0991-1996) and the pre-second level at 30-33% 0994-1996) for a 
number of years. 

Conclusion 
The results of this study indicate that the reliability and validity evalu

ations of the pre-second level Eiken test are not favorable. First, the 
reliability in this study is only .82. Is a test that is 82% reliable good 
enough? For the uninformed consumer, maybe; for test-makers, defi
nitely not. The validity checks in this study show that the content of the 
test matches the intended group of test takers, perhaps the test's great
est strength. However, there are problems of clarity and context in the 
items themselves which need to be corrected. Finally, the item facility 
(IF) and item discrimination (ID) results in this study indicate that more 
than half of the test items should be revised or removed as they dis
criminate only fairly or poorly. 

Eikyo has been operating a successful testing business in Japan for 
more than 30 years. In all likelihood, this trend will continue. However, 
published reports of studies by Eikyo on item construction, reliability, 
and validity are urgently needed to help consumers become better in
formed about the test, and to encourage research that would improve 
the quality of the test so that someday the Eiken tests might approach 
reliability in the high .90s. 
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Notes 
1. The Ministry of Education endorses a total of 15 profiCiency tests. In addition 

to the Eiken tests, three others are Kohitsu Shosha Kentei (penmanship), Mohttsu 
Shosha Kentei (calligraphy), and Katei Ryorl Gino Kentei (cooking). 

2. The Eiken tests are ranked from highest, i-kyu (first level), to lowest, go-kyu 
(fifth level). Kyu is translated here as level, rather than grade, as more appro
priate for the Eiken ranking system. 

3. The total number of people who took the Etken test from 1990-1994 were as 
follows: (1990) 2,624,106; (991) 2,761,771; (992) 2,830,496; (993) 2,895,912; 
and (994) 3,374,140. 

4. There is no second stage interview test for the fourth or fifth levels. For these 
levels, however the written tests are offered three times a year, in January, 
June, and October. 

5. This style of score reporting is not unique to the Eiken tests. It is also used in 
the tests of secretarial skills (Hfsho Kentet), and kanji proficiency (j(anJi Noryoku 
Shtken). 
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Assessing EFL Student Progress in Critical 
Thinking With the Ennis-Weir Critical 
Thinking Essay Test! 

Bruce w. Davidson 
Hokusei Gakuen University 

Rodney A. Dunham 
Tezukayama College 

Recent trends in EFUESL have emphasized the importance of promoting thinking 
as an integral part of English language pedagogy; however, empirical research 
has not established that training in thinking skills can be effectively combined 
with EFUESL instruction. This study made use of the Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking 
Essay Test to assess progress in critical thinking after a year of intensive academic 
English instruction among Japanese students (No 36). A control group received 
only content-based intensive English instruction, while a treatment group received 
additional training in critical thinking. The treatment group scored significantly 
higher on the test (p< .001). The results imply that critical thinking skills can 
indeed be taught as part of academic EFUESL instruction. 
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S
ince the advent of research into cognitive development, language 
teachers and linguists generally have recognized the close con
nection between language learning and thinking processes. In 

particular, ESL reading research has shown some correlation between 
ESL reading comprehension and familiarity with the formal or content 
schemata of English texts (Carrell, 1987). Furthermore, noting the 
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unreflective character of many language-teaching approaches that only 
encourage verbal output or passive input, Tarvin and Al-arishi (1991) 
and Al-arishi (1994) have explored some methods to make language 
teaching more thoughtful. Similarly, Chamot (1995) has argued from 
current educational trends promoting higher-order thinking that EFL/ 
ESL teachers also need to turn the classroom into a community of 
thinkers. Informal observations may indicate that thinking skills can 
indeed be taught in an EFL!ESL context (Davidson, 1994, 1995). Without 
formal testing, however, it is difficult to establish this concretely. Though 
there has been a lot of thought and research devoted to the development 
of critical thinking skills in native English speaker educational programs, 
there has been little research in the area of combining critical thinking 
with EFL/ESL instruction. 

Content-based intensive English instruction has also proven to have 
many advantages and possibilities (Snow & Brinton, 1988). Is one of 
them the promotion of critical thinking skills through thought-provok
ing content? It might be expected that such abilities will develop through 
discussion, reading, or composition about subjects requiring some seri
ous analytical attention; however, Chance's (1986) survey concluded 
that critical thinking skills do not develop simply as a by-product of the 
study of specific subjects. In addition, Halpern (1993) cites evidence 
from various sources that critical thinking skills can be inculcated through 
explicit instruction. 

These issues and findings inspired a pilot study to discover whether 
or not critical thinking could be taught to Japanese students of English 
in a content-based EFL program. After defining what we mean by "criti
cal thinking," we will describe the intensive English program the sub
jects were enrolled in along with the specifics of the current study. Two 
research questions guided us: 

1. On a critical thinking test task, will English learners exposed to criti
cal thinking skills-training do Significantly better than similar stu
dents who have not received such training? 

2. Can a critical thinking test designed for native English speakers be 
used as an instrument for evaluating critical thinking skills among 
non-native English learners? 

Critical Thinking: Concept and Inventory of Component Skills 

Critical thinking involves rational judgment and discernment of the 
elements of reasoning. Various definitions of critical thinking reflect 
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this. Norris and Ennis (1989) explain critical thinking as "reasonable 
and reflective thinking that is focused upon deciding what to believe 
and do" (p. 3), a definition also stated somewhat differently by Lippman 
(1991), who defines it as healthy skepticism, and Siegel (1988), who 
considers the critical thinker to be one who "is appropriately moved by 
reasons" (p. 2). In contrast to rote memorization or simple information 
recall, methods for encouraging critical thinking have as their goal the 
stimulation of the analytical and evaluative processes of the mind (Paul, 
1992). Norris and Ennis (1989) have listed a number of critical thinking 
abilities to develop: 

Elementary Clarification 
1. Focusing on a question 
2. Analyzing arguments 
3. Asking and answering questions that clarify and challenge 

Basic Support 
4. Judging the credibility of a source 
5. Making and judging observations 

Inference 
6. Making and judging deductions 
7. Making and judging inductions 
8. Making and judging value judgments 

Advanced Clarification 
9. Defining terms and judging definitions 
10. Identifying assumptions 

Strategies and Tactics 
11. Deciding on an action 
12. Interacting with others (p. 14) 

This concept of critical thinking and inventory of skills inspired both 
the instructional treatment and the selection of the Ennis-Weir test in 
this study. 

The Study 

Method 

Subjects: All participants in the study (N= 36) were ftrst-year students 
enrolled in a private women's junior college in Osaka, Japan. The 
college's curriculum consisted mainly of an intensive academic English 
program. Weekly English courses included Oral Discussion (3 hours), 
Composition (2 hours), Reading (3 hours), Pronunciation (3 hours), 
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and GrammarlListening (2 hours), totaling 13 hours a week, consider
ing each 50-minute class session as an hour. Oral Discussion, Reading, 
and Composition followed a topical syllabus of six units of instruction, 
which included such themes as Prejudice/ Human Rights, Advertising! 
Consumerism, and Women's Issues/Child-raising. The integrated, con
tent-based aspect of the program was meant to involve students in in
depth analysis and expression concerning subjects significant in their 
own lives and in Japanese society. This course of study would seem 
well-suited to encouraging the development of critical thinking skills as 
a by-product, since the topiCS all necessitate thought. Along with the 
topic, each unit also introduced a rhetorical mode: Illustration, Process, 
Definition, Classification, Comparison/Contrast, and Persuasion. The 
first three composition units required students to write a paragraph 
using each mode, and the last three progressed to multi-paragraph 
essays. The persuasion essay was written in a mini-term paper format, 
with references. 

In addition to these integrated intensive English courses, Ss took a 
weekly one-hour seminar course, also conducted in English and con
cerning some interesting topic or theme such as American Holidays or 
Traditional Folk Songs. The treatment group (n = 17) was composed of 
students from a seminar on Critical Thinking.2 Volunteers not enrolled 
in the critical thinking seminar (n = 19) served as a control group. 

Ss had varying degrees of English proficiency as measured by an in
house proficiency test. At the beginning of the year, this test divided all 
students into five levels of classes according to scores: A, B, C, D, and 
E. The A classes had the highest level of proficiency and included 
students returning from a year or longer of study abroad, whereas the 
E classes were much less proficient. Regardless of proficiency, how
ever, all classes received similar instruction based on the same content 
and rhetorical modes noted previously. These Ss represented a broad 
range of English proficiency levels, as measured by the in-house test, 
with both groups containing a similar range. Because of the small num
ber of Ss at each level, with the exception of level C (n == 14), levels 
were grouped into A+B, C, and D+E for later comparison. The distribu
tion of Ss among the groups was fairly even (control n=5, 10,4; treat
ment n==7, 4, 6). No pre-test was given, in line with the advice of Ennis 
and Weir (1985), who state that a pre-test is not necessary in research 
using the test as long as a control group exists. Babbie (1983) has noted 
that a post-test-only control group design is quite acceptable as long as 
group assignment is random. Since students enrolled in seminars through 
a semi-lottery system, the authors consider that in this case group as-
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signment generally embodied the spirit of randomness, although it was 
not completely random. 

Treatment: The treatment group took part in a course designed to 
train them in basic elements of critical thinking: source credibility, in
ductive reasoning, informal deductive logic, and assumption-identifica
tion. These broad categories encompass most of Norris and Ennis's (989) 
list of critical thinking skills, so they were adopted as a framework for 
the seminar course. During the first semester, instruction dealt with in
ductive reasoning and source credibility; during the second semester, 
the emphasis was deductive reasoning and assumption-identification. 
The course began with an introduction to the concept of critical think
ing. Sessions were devoted to exploring various kinds of reasoning fal
lacies and misuse of evidence, such as over-generalization and the false 
dilemma (Chaffee, 1990; Darner, 1995). Students were given lists of brief 
fallacious arguments and asked to explain the problems of each in their 
own words. In the second half of the semester, the focus shifted to 
source credibility. Students did exercises in which they evaluated vary
ing accounts of the same event according to differing viewpoints. For 
example, in groups they discussed and ranked accounts of the results of 
an international conference, keeping in mind a list of question-criteria: 
Does the news presenter have a reason to be biased? Is the source an 
expert in the field? (Beyer, 1991). Students brought in similar examples 
to present and evaluate. 

In the second semester the emphasis shifted to basic argument analy
sis. First, students did exercises to help them distinguish real arguments 
from bare claims offering no reason (Engel, 1994). Then they identified 
the claims and supporting reasons. Later in the semester, the instructor 
introduced less-obvious aspects of deductive reasoning: unstated as
sumptions and implications (Scriven, 1976). Using magazine advertise
ments and other material, students practiced identifying assumptions 
and implications. As a result of the Hanshin earthquake and other cir
cumstances, a total of only 18 class hours was actually devoted to the 
course's content. 

Instrument: The En n is-Weir Critical Tbinking Essay Test 

Test Description: The Ennis-Weir test was chosen for various reasons. One 
is that it is one of the most generally well-accepted measuring instruments 
among educators in the critical thinking movement (Walsh & Paul, n.d.), 
and inter-rater reliabilities have been very high when it has been used 
(Ennis & Weir, 1985; Hatcher, 1996). Another is that, in contrast to multiple
choice tests, it allows students to justify varying responses, and the test 
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itself presents a realistic critical evaluation task. Other critical thinking tests 
are available, but almost all of these are multiple-choice instruments that 
suffer from various weaknesses such as background bias and the 
impossibility of knowing the reasoning behind an examinee's answer
choice (Ennis, Millman, & Tomko, 1985; Noms & Ennis, 1989). Furthermore, 
the relatively simple subject-matter and language of the Ennis-Weir test 
make it suitable for non-native speakers. It has been used successfully 
with first-year junior high school native English speakers in the u.s. 

The test itself contains a simple set of instructions and a letter to a 
newspaper editor containing 10 brief paragraphs. The fictional writer, 
Raywift, recommends that overnight parking be prohibited on all the 
streets of his town, Moorburg. After a brief introduction, eight num
bered paragraphs elaborate the argument. Most are weak and commit 
various common reasoning fallacies such as equivocation, irrelevancy, 
poor statistical sampling, and circular reasoning, but some contain le
gitimate support, consisting in the use of qualified experts or a relevant 
reason. POint-by-point, the examinee's task is to judge the thinking of 
each of these numbered paragraphs and to evaluate the strength of the 
letter's argument as a whole in a final summary-paragraph. For example, 
in responding to Paragraph 3, examinees are expected to notice that a 
relevant reason is offered to support Raywift's argument. Similarly, test
takers are supposed to show some indication that they comprehend the 
flaws of the experiment in Paragraph 6. (See Appendix for copies of the 
introduction and paragraphs 3, 6, and 8.) 

A clear and specific scoring protocol accompanies the test indicating 
various possible answers and how each is to be scored. Points are 
awarded both for judging correctly and for indicating a valid reason for 

Table 1: Critical Thinking Skills Addressed on the Ennis-Weir Test 

Paragraph Skill 

1. Noticing misuse of analogy and/or shift in meaning 
2. Recognizing irrelevant reasoning 
3.· Recognizing relevant reasoning 
4. Recognizing circularity and/or the lack of a reason 
5. Recognizing defective reasoning 
6. Recognizing insufficient sampling 
7. Recognizing equivocation and/or the use of an arbitrary definition 
8.· Evaluating the credibility of expert testimony 

·Paragraphs that exhibit sound reasoning 
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one's judgment, and a penalty point of -1 can be deducted for poor 
reasoning. Each answer can receive a maximum of 3 points and a mini
mum of -1, except for the summary paragraph, where a maximum of 5 
points can be awarded. Therefore, the overall score can range from -9 
to +29. In general, the protocol gives latitude to raters to award points 
whenever an examinee can give a credible reason in support of this 
evaluative judgment, even when it differs from that of the protocol writ
ers. Brief answers are acceptable as long as they indicate a valid judg
ment, backed up with a sound reason for that judgment. 

We considered the possibility that cultural differences between 
America and Japan might bias the results, but we felt that in this case 
culture would not be a significant issue. For one thing, the Moorburg 
letter concerns street parking, which is not a point of significant cul
tural difference between the U.S. and Japan. Street-parking laws also 
exist in Japan and are stringently enforced. If anything, parking is more 
of a problem in Japan, so Japanese readers might be even more likely 
to identify with a parking-related issue than Americans. Furthermore, 
writing a letter to an editor complaining about a public problem, as in 
the Raywift letter, is a common practice in Japan as well. The directness 
and abrasiveness of Raywift's style are perhaps the only aspects of the 
letter that might seem strange or unsettling to a Japanese reader. How
ever, it should also be noted that abrasive political rhetoric is not un
known in Japan. 

A limited amount of research has been done in the U.S. using the 
test. The largest study to date has been Hatcher'S (1996) at Baker Uni
verSity. Over a period of four years (1990-1994), American freshmen 
scored an average of 11.S to 13.S on the Ennis-Weir test after a year-long 
compulsory critical thinking course. They had scored from 5.S to 9.4 on 
a pretest and registered gains of 2.8, 5.8, 5.S, and 6.0 points. Interest
ingly, a number of Chinese and Japanese students at Baker University 
also took part in the study, but their scores were eliminated from it 
because they consistently scored poorly. Hatcher (1994) speculated that 
their low scores may be due to Oriental politeness and accordingly a 
hesitancy to criticize the Moorburg letter. 

Test Administration: In the last week of second semester classes, the 
Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking Essay Test (1985) was administered, with 
the control group given the test within the same week. Both groups 
had SO minutes to read the test and write nine brief paragraphs in 
response, twice the amount of time recommended by the test-makers. 
Since the subjects were non-native English speakers, it was felt that 
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more time would be necessary for them to comprehend the material 
and compose answers. To help them with the language aspects of the 
test, they were allowed to use dictionaries. Furthermore, before taking 
the test, all subjects received two sample test items with model answers 
to make sure the 5s understood two things: (a) that they had to make a 
clear evaluative judgment as to whether the argument in each paragraph 
was a good one or not and (b) that they had to give a clear reason or 
explanation for their judgment. Without such explicit direction, the 
subjects might not have done either of these two things. However, 
students in the present study were used to doing peer-evaluation of 
essays in composition classes, so the idea of writing comments or 
critidsm about a piece of writing was already somewhat familiar. Basic 
information about the 5s, including English level and overseas 
experiences, was collected on the answer form. 

Results 

Tests were scored blindly and independently by two raters. The test
raters in this study found little difficulty in using the protocol to judge 
student answers. Grammatical or vocabulary problems were overlooked 
unless they made an answer incomprehensible. Inter-rater reliability was 
found to be adequate (r=. 72). The scores and information collected 
were examined. Therefore, the average scores given to each student for 
each of the 10 scores on the test, one score for each of the nine para
graphs and a total score, were used for all subsequent analysis. 

The small number of 5s in the study (control n= 19 and treatment 
n'" 17) makes relationship detection difficult unless it is very strong. 
Because this is the first study of this type, we were interested in detect
ing moderate relationships as well as strong ones. Consequently, we 
dedded that the risk of cOmmitting a Type I error would be less impor
tant than missing moderate relationships. Therefore, the significance 
level of .10 was chosen as the cutoff for accepting or rejecting relation
ships. Nevertheless, we have reported here the exact probability for all 
results that indicated statistically significant relationships. 

The most important analysis, of course, dealt with the effect of criti
cal thinking training on test scores. Therefore, we conducted a t test to 
compare the scores of the two groups. The treatment group's mean 
score on the Ennis-Weir Test was statistically 6.6, significantly higher 
than the control group's mean score of 0.6 (t (27.73)=-4.99,p<.001). 
Table 2 shows the range of scores for each group and details the differ
ences. As the table shows, 10 5s in the treatment group scored 7 or 
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Table 2: Group Comparative Scores on the Ennis-Weir Test 

Score Range Control Group Treatment Group 

-4.0 to 0.0 9 1 
1.0 to 2.0 6 1 
2.5 to 6.5 4 5 
7.0 to 13.5 0 10 

Total N 19 17 
Mean 0.6 6.6 

Median 1.0 7.5 
Mode -1.5 3.0 

higher, while only one scored 0 or lower. In contrast, in the control 
group, nine Ss scored 0 or lower, with no score higher than 6.5. 

Next, the individual paragraph scores of the control and treatment 
groups were compared. There were statistically significant differences 
between the mean scores of the control group and the treatment group 
on two paragraphs: the third paragraph (M=-0.18 and 0.50, respec
tively, t (33.87) = -2.10, p=.043) and the sixth paragraph 
(M=-O.5S and O.lS, respectively, t (27.10)=-2.59, p= .01S). The differ
ence in scores on the eighth paragraph approached statistical signifi
cance (t (33.69) =-1.71,p= .096), with the treatment group scoring higher 
(M=0.47) than the control group (M=-0.S2). However, the scores on 
the remaining paragraphs showed no statistically significant difference 
between the control and treatment groups (p> .10). 

Since the test was in English, a foreign language for the 5s, proficiency 
may have affected scores. As mentioned, since the number of Ss at each 
proficiency level, except C (n = 14), was quite small (A level n = 7, B level 
n=S, 0 level n=S, and E level n=S), A level was grouped with B, and 0 
level with E. The C level was left intact, creating a three-level variable. The 
distribution for this ordinal variable was compared for levels A + B, C, and 
0+ E between the control group (n=5, 10,4) and the treatment group 
(n=7, 4, and 6). As determined by a chi square test, the distribution indi
cates that there was no relationship between English proficiency and the 
type of group (X2(2, N= 36) c 3.204, p= .202). An analysis of variance was 
also run to examine the relationship between English level and test scores. 
There was no statistically significant relationship between the two vari
ables (F(2, 3S)= 1.57,p=.224). Table 3 shows that the range of scores was 
comparable for each proficiency level. Judging by this analysis as well as 
the phrasing of student answers on the test, we believe that students gen-
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erally did not do poorly simply as a result of an inability to understand the 
English of the test. The sample test items appeared to succeed in helping 
students to grasp the kind of test task they were engaged in, and the 
wording of the test did not appear to present an insurmountable problem 
even for lower-level Ss. 

Table 3: Scores on Ennis-Weir Test by English Level 

Score Range A-B Ss C Ss D-E Ss 

-4.0 to 0.0 4 4 2 
1.0 to 6.5 4 8 4 
7.0 to 13.5 4 2 4 

Total N 12 14 10 

Mean 4.3 1.8 4.7 
Median 3.8 1.5 4.3 

Mode 10.5 1.0 3.0 

The next variable examined was overseas experience, since a num
ber of Ss had lived a year or longer in an English-speaking country. 
Using a t test, scores of Ss who had traveled overseas and those who 
had not were compared. The differences in scores between the two 
groups was not significant for total scores or for any individual para
graph score (p> .10). 

Because the Ennis-Weir test deals with parking problems, each of 
the subjects was asked to report on the test form whether or not she 
possessed a driver's license. Japanese students often first learn to drive 
at the age of 19 or 20, the age of the Ss in this study, and familiarity 
with driving an automobile may have helped some Ss do better on the 
test, which concerns a parking problem. Scores for the two groups, 
those with licenses and those without, were compared. Total scores 
were statistically the same for both groups; however, students without 
driver's licenses (M=-0.66) scored statistically significantly lower on 
the seventh paragraph than Ss with eM:;;: -0.17) [t (21.14) c -1.84, P = .0791. 
On the eighth paragraph, those without licenses (M=-0.24) also scored 
significantly lower than Ss with (M=0.70) [t (31.50)=-3.31, p=.002]. 
Otherwise, the fact of having a driver's license showed no significant 
relationship with student scores (p> .10). Since the specific issues ad
dressed in the seventh and eighth paragraphs are not directly related to 
the experience of driving we consider the statistical significance to be 
unrelated to the current study. 
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These statistical analyses appear to indicate that the differences in 
scores between the treatment and control groups cannot be accounted 
for by differences in English proficiency levels or other factors such as 
overseas experience or having a driver's license. Therefore, the differ
ences in scores on the Ennis-Weir Test can probably be attributed to the 
critical thinking training given the treatment group. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

Both research questions can be answered in the affirmative, based 
on the results of this study. The Ennis-Weir test, designed for native 
English speakers, appears to be usable for non-native English learners. 
Furthermore, it is encouraging to find that even a small amount of in
struction in the basics of critical thinking appeared to result in higher 
scores for the treatment group. Critical thinking skills can apparently be 
taught to some extent along with English as a foreign language and can, 
therefore, enhance a content-based course of study. In view of the rela
tively small amount of actual instruction, the rather low average score of 
6.6 is not surprising, and is much better than the performance of the 
control group (M -= 0.6). As a point of comparison, Baker University 
American freshmen registered gains of 2.8, 5.8, 5.8, and 6.0 (Hatcher, 
1996) in four successive years. Interestingly, three of those gains ap
proximate the difference of 6.0 that we found in the mean scores of our 
two groups, though the mean score of the treatment group (6.6) is only 
half that of the average post-test scores of the Baker freshmen. Looking 
at the individual test items, differences between the two groups ap
peared specifically in items which had received instructional attention 
in the critical thinking class. Paragraph 6 deals with the misuse of statis
tics, a reasoning problem dealt with in class, while Paragraph 3 featured 
a relevant reason, another instructional point. The difference in perfor
mance on Paragraph 8, which concerned the use of experts and their 
credibility as sources, also approached statistical significance, and that 
area also had received attention in the source-credibility component of 
the critical thinking seminar. In contrast, little difference in scores ap
peared in the case of Paragraphs 1 and 7, which both concerned inap
propriate definitions, an area not dealt with in the course. Furthermore, 
there was little difference in scores on Paragraph 4, which consists in 
circular reasoning and was very similar to one of the sample test items. 
Perhaps because of its Similarity, 35 5s responded correctly to it. 

The overall quality of the answers of the two groups differed, but 
they shared certain tendencies indicating a general weakness in the area 
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of critical thinking skills. This is not surprising in view of the fact that 
Japanese education does not seem to encourage debate or the critical 
evaluation of reasoning (Davidson, 1995). Detailed consideration of the 
answers themselves is beyond the scope of this study, but it is revealing 
to explore the kinds of errors consistently made by the participants. All 
of the subjects had been taught to identify and use definition, illustra
tion, and argumentation as rhetorical modes; however, this training ap
parently did not prepare them to recognize reasoning errors related to 
these modes. For example, in the case of the 24 Ss who positively but 
incorrectly evaluated Paragraph 2, all gave as their justification the fact 
that Raywift provided a reason grounded in reality or else that he gave 
a concrete example. They missed the fact that both the reason and the 
example were irrelevant to his argument. Similarly, students accepted 
the definition-arguments in Paragraphs 1 and 7, even though the defini
tions offered by Raywift were inappropriate. For instance, he argues in 
Paragraph 7 that his opponents "don't know what 'safe' really means. 
Conditions are not safe if there's even the slightest possible chance for an 
accident" [italics added) (Ennis & Weir, 1985, p. 13). Only 2 Ss found 
fault with this impractical definition of the concept of safety; the others 
credited him with giving a clear definition. Likewise, 25 of 36 Ss ac
cepted the false analogy used in Paragraph 1. Though the treatment 
group fared better on some paragraphs and in their overall scores, these 
common tendencies seem to point to a general need for critical thinking 
training among these particular Japanese EFL students that perhaps is 
not being addressed adequately by practice in English rhetorical modes 
or content-based study. It is even possible that exposure to rhetorical 
modes such as defInition, illustration, and argumentation may only pre
dispose students to accepting weak ideas simply because they are pre
sented in the proper rhetorical format. Without concurrent attention to 
reasoning fallacies and the pitfalls related to each mode, teachers may 
discover that for their EFL/ESL students, a little bit of knowledge of 
rhetorical modes is a dangerous thing. Such students may one day find 
themselves struggling with the reasoning tasks required in an English 
academic setting, regardless of their general English language profi
ciency or familiarity with English modes of expression. 

Though Hatcher (994) speculated that politeness and a hesitancy to 
make negative judgments may have inhibited Japanese and Chinese 
performance on the Ennis-Weir test at Baker University, answers in our 
study reveal that they did not err only in positively evaluating weak 
paragraphs. They also often negatively assessed Raywift's better argu
ments in Paragraphs 3 and 8. For example, a number of Ss rejected 
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Raywift's citation of qualified experts in Paragraph 8 as "just opiniOns." 
Ss did not appear to suffer from any hesitancy to criticize. 

This is only a limited pilot study, and more research of a similar type 
needs to be done to substantiate these tentative conclusions. Larger stu
dent samples are needed. Also, it would be helpful if a translated version 
of the test could be administered to groups of similar Japanese students to 
remove completely the possibility that English language deficiencies may 
to some extent account for the lower scores. For cultural and linguistic 
reasons, however, such a translated test may be difficult to make and 
administer. Students in mixed-nationality EFUESL programs in other cul
tural settings could also provide interesting and relevant data about critical 
thinking abilities and the possibility of developing and testing them in 
English language programs, since English language-learning problems re
lated to thinking are not confined to Japan. English instructors in other 
places have noted reasoning weaknesses similar to the ones we have 
found (Sherman, 1992; Matthews, 1994). Furthermore, it would be infor
mative to experiment with other standard tests of critical thinking in EFIJ 
ESL programs. Finally, it is worth exploring the question of whether train
ing in critical thinking can improve general English language proficiency, 
especially in writing and reading. Nevertheless, we hope to see the Ennis
Weir test applied by others in studies bearing some similarity to ours. This 
relatively unexplored area invites further inquiry. 

Bruce W. Davidson teaches English at Hokusei Gakuen University in 
the Department of Social Welfare and researches issues related to critical 
thinking education. Send correspondence to: z00134@hokusei.ac.jp. 

Rodney A. Dunham teaches in the English Department at Tezukayama 
College and conducts research in mass communication. 

Notes 
1. Earlier versions of this paper were presented November 5, 1995 at the Twenty

First Annual JALT Oapan Association for Language Teaching) International 
Conference, Nagoya, and July 29, 1996 at the Sixteenth International Confer
ence on Critical Thinking and Educational Reform, Rohnert Park, CA. 

2. The treatment group consisted of 17 out of 22 members from the seminar on 
critical thinking. Five could not take the Ennis-Weir test due to circumstances 
arising from the Kobe-Osaka earthquake. 
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Appendix:The Moorburg Letter (Introduction and paragraphs 3,6, and 8) 

Dear Editor: 

Overnight parking on all streets in Moorburg should be eliminated. To achieve 
this goal, parking should be prohibited from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. There are a num
ber of reasons why any intelligent citizen should agree. 

3. Traffic on some streets is also bad in the morning when factory workers 
are on their way to the 6 a.m. shift. If there were no cars parked on these streets 
between 2 a.m. and 6 a.m., then there would be more room for this traffic. 

6. Last month, the Chief of Police, Burgess Jones, ran an experiment which 
proves that parking should be prohibited from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. On one of our 
busiest streets, Marquand Avenue, he placed experimental signs for one day. 
The signs prohibited parking from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. During the four-hour period, 
there was not one accident litalics added) on Marquand. Everyone knows, of 
course, that there have been over four hundred accidents on Marquand during 
the past year. 

8. Finally, let me point out that the Director of the National Traffic Safety 
Council, Kenneth O. Taylor, has strongly recommended that overnight street 
parking be prevented on busy streets in cities the size of Moorburg. The Na
tional Association of Police Chiefs has made the same recommendation. Both 
suggest that prohibiting parking from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. is the best way to prevent 
overnight parking. 

Sincerely, 
Robert R. Raywift 

(Ennis & Weir, 1985, p. 13) 
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This study examines the relationship between japanese college students' 
proficiency in English and their cultural awareness toward a target-language 
culture (North American). japanese EFL students were divided into four groups 
according to high and low English proficiency and high and low cultural 
awareness based on performance on the CELT and the researchers' cultural 
awareness (CA) test. The four groups wrote college and scholarship application 
letters. The letters were analyzed in terms of frequency and content of different 
Semantic Formulas. The results show that subjects with both high English 
proficiency and high cultural awareness manifested the rhetorical patterns closest 
to those in the native speakers' English letters of application. Subjects with low 
English proficiency and low cultural awareness showed the rhetorical patterns 
closest to those in the japanese letters of application. Subjects who lacked either 
the sufficient level of English proficiency or cultural awareness produced writing 
which varied from the target style. Results indicate that cultural awareness may 
be as important an element as English ability in student writing. 
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R
obert Kaplan first proposed the notion of contrastive rhetoric in 
1966. Since then many researchers of writing across the world 
have engaged in active research in this field. Enough evidence 

has been reported to support Kaplan's claim that each language has a 
culturally-preferred way of organizing ideas in discourse (e.g., a linear 
development in English vs. an indirect approach in a gyre style in Oriental 
languages), and that writers from different linguistic-cultural backgrounds 
transfer their preferred discourse patterns when they write in other 
languages. Among those researchers who have dealt with the differences 
of japanese and English are Hinds (1979, 1980, 1981a, 1981b, 1987), 
Connor and McCagg (1983, 1987), Kobayashi (1984), Oi (1986), Mok 
(993), Fisher-Stoga (1993, 1995), and Kimball (996). All of them, 
however, have dealt with expository or argumentative writings in 
academic settings. Research oriented toward more pragmatic, non
academic perspectives has been scarce; only jenkins and Hinds (1987) 
discusses the rhetorical differences in a more pragmatic context, namely 
business letter writing. The present study involves the comparison of 
rhetoric in letter writing in English and japanese. This study is enforced 
by the following observations: 1) letter writing (such as social letters 
and business letters) is important to japanese EFL students since it is the 
type of English writing that the students will face most frequently; 
2) among several kinds of letter writing, however, the one they face 
immediately would be a letter of application because of an increasing 
number of Japanese students wish to study in American colleges, and 
3) letter writing carries a pragmatic function to convey an intended 
meaning to a specific target audience in a particular culture. 

The scheme of the present study is derived from the fmdings of two 
previous studies. The first study (Oi & Sato, 1990) investigated whether 
rhetorical transfer would be observed in Japanese EFL students' letter 
writing, comparing their letters with those of native speakers of English. 
The comparison was threefold. The first group was composed of Japa
nese students writing in Japanese, to determine the nature of Japanese 
rhetoric; the second group was composed of Japanese students writing 
in English; and the third group was native speakers of English writing in 
English. They all wrote under the same directions with the same assign
ment, though the directions were given in different languages depend
ing on the groups: i.e., the first group in japanese and the second and 
third groups in English. In this research, not only did we fmd rhetorical 
differences in letter writing between Japanese and American writers, we 
also found noticeable evidence of rhetorical transfer by Japanese stu
dents. However, this research did not take into consideration the En-
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glish proficiency levels of Japanese students, so whether or not the 
difference was merely due to developmental factors was unknown. 

The second study (Sato & Oi, 1990) was conducted under a similar 
format. However, this time the Japanese students were divided into 
two groups, high and low, according to level of English proficiency. 
The study showed rhetorical transfer was observed across the profi
ciency levels, indicating that the presence or absence of students' rhe
torical transfer is not determined by English proficiency level alone. 
That is, there must be other factors. 

The Study 

From our previous studies we found that English proficiency alone 
is not a decisive factor in affecting Japanese EFL students' writing be
havior in letter writing. Therefore, in the present research, we intro
duced a new factor, cultural awareness, which is in the domain of 
pragmatic competence. We define cultural awareness as one's familiar
ity with the perceptive and behavioral patterns in a target culture, Ameri
can culture in this study. Combining these two factors, we propose the 
following research questions: 

1) Does the degree of cultural awareness affect the Japanese 
EFL students' writing behavior in letter writing? 

2) If the degree of cultural awareness is related to the students' 
writing behavior, what are the roles of cultural awareness and 
English proficiency respectively in the students' letter writing? 

Method 

Subjects: Subjects (N = 42) were selected from students enrolled in 
three college EFL writing classes. The Ss were sophomore English ma
jors at a Japanese college. They had practiced some narrative and ex
pository writings, but they had experienced no formal training in letter 
writing. The Ss included in the study were selected, following the pro
cedure outlined below. 

Procedure 

Task: All students in the three classes were asked to write a letter of 
application to a college in English. They were told to read a notice 
which announced the offering of a scholarship at a college in America 
and to write a letter applying for the college and the scholarship. 
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Instruments: Based on the results of the two former studies, we intro
duced two new factors for consideration. One is the variation in English 
proficiency levels of japanese EFL students, and the other is the degree 
of their cultural awareness of American culture. 

In order to measure the English proficiency levels, we administered 
the CELT (Comprehensive English Language Test) (Harris & Palmer, 
1986). To test the degree of cultural awareness, we devised our own 
cultural awareness (CA) test. For the cultural awareness test, we se
lected 20 questions regarding critical situations that reflect crucial differ
ences between japanese culture and American culture (see Appendix). 
These questions covered the social, school, and workplace environ
ments. The questions were devised by us, but the ideas were extracted 
from various books about cross-cultural communication that emphasize 
the differences between japanese culture and American culture (e.g., 
Condon & Yousef, 1975; Sakamoto & Naotsuka, 1982; Barnlund, 1975, 
1989; Furuta, 1987, 1990; Nishida, H., 1989; Nishida, T., Nishida, H., 
Tsuda, & Mizuta, 1989; Sherard, 1989; Matsumoto, 1994). The CELT and 
CA were administered to all students in the three classes. Based on the 
scores, we divided the students into the following four groups, W, X, Y 
and Z (Table 1). The W Group included students who scored high in 
both the CELT and CA test; the X Group scored high in the CELT but 
low in the CA test; the Y Group scored low in the CELT but high in the 
CA test; the Z Group scored low on the both tests. The demarcation line 
for "high" was placed at the upper 30 percent line among all the stu
dents and "low" at the lower 30 percent line for both tests. That was 165 
points for high and 140 points for Iowan the CELT, and 15 points for 
high and 11 points for Iowan the 20-point CA test. Students who fell 
into these categories were selected as the subjects (N= 42). Other stu
dents were excluded from the study. 

Table 1: Classification of Subjects 

CELT 

High ~ 165 
Low < 140 

High ~ 15 

W (n "" 9) 
Y (n "" 8) 

CA 
Low < 11 

x (n = 9) 
Z (n = 16) 

W: CELT-High, CA-High; X: CELT-High, CA-Low; Y: CELT-Low, 
CA-High; Z: CELT-Low, CA-Low 
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Analysis 

Each of the letters written by the Ss was segmented according to idea 
units called Semantic Formulas (SFs), as done in our previous two stud
ies. This analytical measure was based on a study by Beebe, Takahashi, 
and Uliss-Weltz (1990), which dealt with the analysis of refusals in speech. 
The SFs employed in the present study and a sample of each SF are: 

1. Identification (10): I am a student at- college. 

2. Social talk (S'o: How are you? 

3. Referring to the ad. (RE): I saw your ad about the scholarship. 

4. Writing a letter (WR): So I am writing an application letter. 
5. Application message (AP): I decided to apply. 

6. Reason (REA): I'm interested in American culture and to study 
in Amerlca. 

7. Qualification (QUA): I have a 3.B grade point average (on a 
4.0 scale) at -, and a score in the upper 20% bracket on the 
SAT test. 

8. Disqualification (DIS): I'm afraid of going to the U.S. by myself. 
9. Petition (PE): Could you please help me? 
10. Personal appeal (PA): With these experiences, Ifeel I could make 

a positive contribution to ABC College and hope you will con
sider my application. 

11. Reference (REF): I am enclosing a reference from Mr. Kempski, 
Head of the History department. 

12. Promise (PR): I'll study hard. 
13. Apology (AP): I'm sorry I have a favor. 
14. Request for information (REQ): Please send me any forms that 

need completing. 
15. Closing remark (CR): I would appreciate for your kindness. 
16. Expecting a reply (EX): I'm lookingforward to your letter. 

We first analyzed each letter into a sequence of the different SFs (see 
"Analysis of Sample Writing" below for sample analyses). We further 
analyzed those SFs in two aspects: 1) frequency (how often they ap
peared) and 2) content (concrete examples of SFs). The results were 
compared with those obtained in the two earlier studies in respect to 
the nature of mother-tongue writing of Japanese colleges students writ
ing in Japanese and the target-language writing of native speakers writ
ing in English. 
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Each application letter was segmented according to the 16 different 
SFs, and how often each SF appeared was examined across the four 
different groups. Table 2 shows the frequencies of the 16 SFs identified 
in the four groups as well as those identified in the American subjects 
writing in English and the Japanese subjects writing in Japanese in the 
Oi & Sato study (1990). 

In previous studies (Oi & Sato, 1990; Sato & Oi, 1990), the following 
differences were found between the Japanese and American subjects' 
application letters: 

Table 2: Frequency of the Semantic Formulas 
Used by Different Groups 

SF Group 

American W X Y Z Japanese 
(n= 13) (n=9) (n c 9) (ncB) (n= 16) (n=30) 

ID 11 (84.6%) 8 (88.9%) 6 (66.7%) 5 (62.5%) 10 (62.5%) 16 (53.3%) 
ST 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (22.2%) 1 (12.5%) 9 (56.3%) 8 (26.7%) 
AD 6 (46.2%) 5 (55.6%) 4 (44.4%) 4 (50%) 8 (50%) 25 (83.3%) 
WR 6 (46.2%) 0 (0%) 1 (11.1%) 1 (12.5%) 2 (12.5%) 6 (20%) 
AM 10 (76.9%) 9 (100%) 6 (66.7%) 6 (75%) 11 (68.8%) 18 (60%) 
REA 6 (46.2%) 9 (100%) 7 (n.8%) 7 (87.5%) 13 (81.3%) 30 (100%) 
QUA 8 (61.5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (3.3%) 
DIS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (22.2%) 1 (12.5%) 3 (18.8%) 5 (16.7%) 
PE 1 (7.7%) 0 (0%) 3 (33.3%) 2 (25%) 8 (50%) 13 (43.3%) 
PA 5 (38.5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 
REF 3 (23.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 
PR 0 (0%) 1 (11.1%) 2 (22.2%) 3 (37.5%) 6 (37.5%) 13 (43.3%) 
AP 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (22.2%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 
1M 7 (53.8%) 5 (55.6%) 2 (22.2%) 2 (25%) 5 (31.3%) 7 (23.3%) 
CR 7 (53.8%) 3 (33.3%) 1 (11.1%) 0 (0%) 2 (12.5%) 14 (46.7%) 
EX 2 {15.4%) 3 (33.3%) 2 (22.2%) 2 (25%) 3 {18.8%) 2 (6.7%) 

ID=ldentification; STcSocial talk; RE=Referring to the ad; WRgWriting a letter; 
AP=Apllication message; REA=Reason; QUA=Qualifier; DIScDisqualification; 
PE::::Petition; PA=Personal appeal; REF=-Reference; PRCJPromise; AP=Apology; 
REQ=Request; CR=Closing remark; EX= Expecting a reply 
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1) Many American subjects used persuasive strategies, showing 
their abilities and previous experiences with concrete data. 
They often referred to their academic records and underscored 
their qualifications. 

2) The Japanese subjects, regardless of the language used (En
glish or Japanese) or of their English proficiency levels, tended 
to use emotional strategies meant to attract the reader's sym
pathy. 

The Japanese subjects realized these emotional strategies by using such 
SFs as "social talk," "disqualification," "petition," and "promise." Those 
four SFs were rarely found in the letters by the American subjects. Our 
previous studies suggested that these four formulas were evidence of 
the Japanese subjects' negative transfer from Japanese writing and that 
these formulas were culturally inappropriate in English letter writing 
when addressed to American readers. 

The SF "social talk" is a clear transfer of the Japanese usual letter 
format in which one is supposed to open a letter message with either 
greetings such as I trust this finds you in good health, or references to 
the weather such as It has been awfully hot this summer. How are you 
coping with the heat? It is considered impolite just to start business 
abruptly in any Japanese letter, even in a business letter. The Japanese 
students are so much used to this writing convention that they tend to 
perSistently transfer this SF negatively in English application letters. 

The SF "petition" is a desperate-sounding plea such as Please give 
me a chance. This type of pathetic tone is unfitting in an English letter 
of application. 

The SF "disqualification" is a statement like My English is not good. 
Judging from the American practice of a letter of application to a col
lege, this statement is like a taboo, admitting a reason for disqualifica
tion as an applicant. We interpret this as a reflection of the Japanese 
tendency to value modesty or understatement of oneself as often de
scribed in many studies (among them, Condon & Yousef, 1975). Con
cerning the Japanese tendency to resort to "petition" and "disqualification" 
when writing a letter of application, an exemplary anecdote is intro
duced in Sakamoto and Naotsuka (1982, pp. 34-37). 

A typical example of the SF "promise" is a statement such as I'll 
study hard if I'm admitted to your school. A number of Japanese stu
dents finish their letters with "promise" following "petition." We regard 
it as a reflection of the Japanese formulaic expression gambarimasu, 
which can be translated as I'll do my best. 
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The present study, therefore, focuses on those four SFs (social talk, 
disqualification, petition, and promise) particularly identified as typical 
in Japanese Ss' letters of application. 

Table 3 shows the frequencies (in percentage) of the four SFs used 
by the different groups (W, X, Y, Z) as well as those used by the Ameri
can subjects writing in English and the Japanese subjects writing in 
japanese (Oi & Sato, 1990). 

Table 3: Frequencies of the Four Sematic Formulas (%) 

SF (Sematic Formulas) Group 
American W X Y Z Japanese 

ST (Social talk) 0 0 22.2 12.5 56.3 26.7 
DIS (Disqualification) 0 0 22.2 12.5 18.8 16.7 
PE (Petition) 7.7 0 33.3 25 50 43.3 
PR (Promise) 0 11.1 22.2 37.5 37.5 43.3 

Each of the four groups demonstrated unique writing patterns. The 
writing patterns of the W Group, high English proficiency and high 
cultural awareness, were most similar to the patterns found for Ameri
can subjects in the previous studies. No subjects in the W Group em
ployed "social talk," "disqualification," or "petition," and only one subject 
included a "promise" (11.1%). 

In contrast, the Z Group, low English and low cultural awareness, var
ied most from the native English speakers' pattern and showed the clearest 
transfer from japanese. The Z Group ranked highest in the frequencies of 
three SFs: "social talk" (56.3%), "disqualification" (18.8%), and "petition" 
(50%), and second highest in the frequency of "promise" (37.5%). 

The X Group, high English proficiency and low cultural awareness, 
and the Y Group, low English proficiency and high cultural awareness, 
were between the Wand Z Groups. Though the differences between 
the X and Y Groups were not large, the percentages of the three out of 
four japanese-oriented SFs were higher in the X Group (22.2% for "so
cial talk," 22.2% for "disqualification," and 33.3 % for "petition") than in 
the Y Group (12.5% for "social talk," 12.5% for "disqualification," and 
25% for "petition"). This suggests that both the writing patterns of X 
and Y Groups differed less from the target pattern than the Z Group, 
but the two groups did not as closely approximate the target style as 
the W Group. Additionally, the X Group demonstrated a greater varia
tion from the target pattern than the Y Group. 
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Content 

The next step of analysis was to examine what the subjects actually 
wrote for each of the four SFs in the letters of application. For each SF, 
several subcategories were established to examine the actual content 
of the four SFs in detail. For example, the SF IIsocial talk" was further 
classified into such subcategories as Hello, How do you? and How are 
you? Table 4 illustrates the results of the content analysis. 

The content written by the Z Group varied most from the pattern for 
the English letter of application and reflected most clearly the practice 
of the Japanese letter of application. The typical pattern of a letter of 
application by the Z Group started with a colloquial social talk Hello 
(31.3%), said, I don't have enough English ability (12.5%), yet pleaded 
for the scholarship by saying, Please give me the scholarship (25%), and 
ended with a promise by saying, I will study hard (31.3%). Thus, the 
letters by the Z Group had emotional and pathetic tones. In contrast, 
there was only one example of IIpromise" for the W Group: I will make 
efforts (11.1%). Emotional and pathetic tones were not perceived in the 
letters by the W Group. 

The X and Y Groups manifested only one or two examples of some 
subcategories of the four SFs. The general tendency, however, was for 
both the X and Y Groups to be positioned between the Wand Z Groups, 
as was found in the results in the frequency count of the SFs. The 
letters by the X and Y Groups did not sound as pathetic and emotional 
as those by the Z Group, but they were not as completely free of these 
tones as those by the W Group. Furthermore, such emotional and pa
thetic tones were somewhat stronger in the letters of the X Group than 
those of the Y Group. 

Analysis of Sample Writing 

Representative samples of the letters done by Ss from each of the 
four groups, W, X, Y, and Z, help explain the characteristic writing 
patterns. Each sample letter is analyzed by SFs, with errors left intact. 

Sample 1, written by S-1 in the W Group (high English proficiency 
and high cultural awareness), is quite close to the target letters of appli
cation by the native speakers of English. The letter concisely conveys 
the intended message by including such SFs as lIidentification," "rea
son," "application message," "request for information," and "closing 
remark." None of the four SFs which characterize Japanese letters of 
application (social talk, disqualification, petition, and promise) are in
cluded. 
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SF Subcategory Group 
American(n= 13) W (n=9) X (n=9) Y (n=8) Z (n=16) Japanese(n=30) 

Social Talk 
Hello 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 01.1%) 0 (0%) 5 (31.3%) 2 (6.7%) 
How do you do? 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 01.1%) 1 02.5%) 2 02.5%) 6 (20%) 
How are you? 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 02.5%) 0 (0%) 

Disqualification 
Don't know reality 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (3.3%) 
Don't have enough 
English ability 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (22.2%) 1 02.5%) 2 02.5%) 4 03.3%) 
Afraid of going to America 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (3.3%) 
Cannot express opinions 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (11.1%) 0 (0%) 1 (6.3%) 0 (0%) 

Petition 
Help me 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 01.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (6.7%) 
Admit me 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 (18.8%) 2 (6.7%) 
Understand me 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (11.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 7 (23.3%) 
Give me the scholarship 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 01.1%) 1 02.5%) 4 (25%) 1 (3.3%) 
Give me a good answer 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (3.3%) 
Give me a chance 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (6.3%) 0 (0%) 

Promise 
Study hard 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 01.1%) 2 (25%) 5 (31.3%) 5 06.7%) 

0 Make efforts 0 (0%) 1 01.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 00%) 

~ 
Lead a full life 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (6.7%) 

~ 
Make good use of the scholarship 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 00%) 
Get something in America 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 01.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

~ Do my best 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 02.5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

~ Mature 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (6.3%) 0 (0%) 
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Sample 1: 
S-1, W Group, High English Proficiency and High Cultural Awareness 

Dear Mr. Thompson: 

·IDENTIFICATION 

[I am a student in University in Japan and I'm very interested in your exchange 

program between ABC College and our university.] 

·REASON 

[I'm studying English and 

American literature here and I believe studying in your college will much help my 

research in as well as improving my English skills.) 

* APPLICATION MESSAGE 

[Therefore I do wont to apply 

for this program. And I would like to apply for the scholarship you offer simultaneously.] 

*REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 

(Please send me a brochure and/or more details about them.] 

*CLOSING REMARK 

[Your most up-to-date information will be tremendously appreciated.] 

Sincerely yours, 

Sample 2 was written by S-2 in the X Group (high English profi
ciency and low cultural awareness). Since the level of S-2's English 
proficiency is high, there are no major grammatical mistakes. It does 
not include such Japanese-oriented SFs as "petition" and "promise." 
However, S-2 employs "disqualification" and underestimates self-worth, 
in contrast with the practice in the English letter of application where 
the use of "persuasive" strategies is expected. For instance, S-2 writes, 
I can neither understand what English speakers say nor express my 
thought in Eng/ish well, and I'm not good at express my opinion to other 
people. Thus, even though S-2 exhibits no substantial grammatical mis
take in the domain in linguistic competence, problems in cultural aware
ness in the realm of pragmatic competence are exhibited. 
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Sample 2: 
S-2, X Group, High English Proficiency and Low Cultural Awareness 

·REASON 

[I have studied English since I was a junior high school student. English is not 

so easy to learn, but I'm interested in it very much, because the pronunciation of 

English words is very different from one of Japanese words, and I like pronouncing 

them very much.] 

·DISQUALIFICA TION 

[To my regret, Japanese education in English is not so good 

for learning English conversation. I don't think I have much trouble reading English, 

but I can neither understand what English speakers say nor express my thought in 

English welL] 

*REASON 

[living in the United States is the best way to improve such troubles 

of mine. That is the first reason I want to study at your college. The second one is 

that I want to take part in an active lessons.] 

·DISQUALIFICATION 

[I'm not good at express my opinion to other people.] 

·REASON 

[It' OK in 

Japan, but it cannot be allowed in other countries, so I want to train myself in active 

discussions in lessons at a college in the United States. 

t have been to the United States to learn English before. My parents paid for 

me in that case. I thank them very much, but I can't have them pay any more.] 

* APPLICATION MESSAGE 

[So I'd like to be offered scholarship.] 

Sample 3, from S-3, is representative of the Y Group (low English 
proficiency and high cultural awareness). S-3 does not include any of 
the four Japanese-oriented SFs. However, S-3's lack of organization 
makes the style far different from that found in the target letters of 
application. Reasons for application are mentioned sporadically and 
the self-introduction is begun, in an inappropriate place, too abruptly. 

Like Sample 2, Sample 3 is not an appropriate English letter of appli
cation, but for different reasons. Although Sample 3 has no critical 
problem in content from a pragmatic aspect, it has many problems in 
grammar and organization. 
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Sample 3: 
Y Group, S-3, Low English Proficiency and High Cultural Awareness 

Dear Mr. Thompson, 

* APPliCATION MESSAGE 

[I want to get the scholarship.] 

*REASON 

[Because My father has been sick since last year. And My family is very poor. I 

can't afford money to go the college.] 

* APPLICATION MESSAGE 

[But I want to study English and literature in 

ABC college. I want to go to America.] 

*REASON 

[I'm interested in American costums, 

culture, family life and eating life. And I want to understand American people and 
watch beauties of nature, town.] . 

*IDENTIFICATION 

[Introduction my self and my family. 

My name is . I'm nineteen years old. I'm University college 

student. My hobbies are playing tennis, watching movies, cooking, and shopping. I 

have four members. My father, My mother, my brother, me. 

My father is 57 and businessman. But he is sick now. My mother is 48 and House 

wife. My brother is 23 and he graduated University this spring but he doesn't catch 

a job and in house he is studying law everyday for exercise.] 

*REASON 

[I want to learn literature and American life. So I want to speak English.] 

Sample 4, by S-4, represents the Z Group (low English proficiency 
and low cultural awareness). Sample 4 is linguistically unacceptable, 
with many errors in sentence construction and no organization as a 
paragraph. S-4 includes three of the four Japanese-oriented SFs: "social 
talk," "promise," and "petition." The letter begins with hello, makes 
several promises, saying, If I go to ABC College, I study harder than 
now, and I will grow than now and I will come back to Japan! In addi
tion, S-4 petitions Mr. Thompson, saying, Mr. Thompson, I want to know 
American people and culture. Please get the chance to me. Thus, it is 
inappropriate as an English letter of application, both linguistically and 
culturally. 
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Sample 4: 
S-4, Z Group, Low English Proficiency and Low Cultural Awareness 

Dear Mr. Thompson: 

*SOCIAL TALK *IDENTIFICATION 

[Hello,] [My name is . I am twenty years old now. I am interested 

in American people and culture. But I've never seen foreign countries. I want to go 

to American very much. Of course, I am studying hard very day.] 

* APPLICATION MESSAGE * REASON 

[I want to get the scholarship.] [Because to help my home's life. My brother is high 

school student and my home is very new. Going to America need much money.] 

*PROMISE 

[If I go to ABC College, I study harder than now.] 

*REASON 

[And I want to make many foreign friends there. I think American is very friendly and 

kindly. Sure, I will get nice relationship with them.] 

*PETITION 

[Mr. Thompson, I want to know American people and culture. Please get the chance 

to me.] 

*PROMISE 

[After year I will grow than now and I will come back to Japanl] 

Conclusion 

In this study, we have examined the rhetorical differences between 
Japanese and English letter writing. The Japanese EFL students in this 
study seem to transfer Japanese rhetorical patterns into English when 
they write in English. Of immediate concern to the present study was 
examination of two factors, English proficiency and cultural awareness, 
which may determine the degree of rhetorical transfer. 

The first research question sought to determine whether the degree of 
cultural awareness affects japanese EFL students' letter writing behavior. 
The results of the present study answer this question affirmatively: both 
the level of English profidency and the degree of cultural awareness of the 
target culture affect japanese EFL students' letter writing behavior. The 
second research question concerned the respective roles of cultural aware
ness and English proficiency in the japanese EFL students' writing perfor
mance. The results show the following tendencies: 
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1. Students with high English proficiency and high cultural aware
ness produce letters closest in style to that of native speakers 
of English; 

2. Students with low English proficiency and low cultural aware
ness produce letters closest in style to that of native speakers 
of Japanese; 

3. Students with high English proficiency and low cultural aware
ness produce letters with culturally inappropriate content but 
acceptable English; 

4. Students with low English proficiency and high cultural aware
ness produce letters with generally culturally appropriate con
tent but problematic English. 

In order for our EFL students to compose in a way which is accept
able to an English-speaking audience, we need to develop not only 
their English proficiency but also their cultural awareness. This is espe
cially so in letter writing, which carries a more pragmatic function than 
writing such as exposition and argumentation. As Mok (1993) asserts: 

Awareness of the [cross-cultural] differences is important because it makes 
students realize that to become part of the target language discourse 
community, they need to develop new attitudes, to meet certain criteria of 
the target language's traditions, and, in some cases, to put aside their 
native language habits. (p. 157) 

We need, therefore, to develop teaching methods and teaching materials 
which integrate cultural factors with linguistic ones. Questions such as 
those used in our cultural awareness test could be modified and turned 
into instructional tasks. Alternatively, students could conduct their own 
SF analyses: first writing application letters, then analyzing the SFs in the 
draft to see whether L1-based SFs were included, and finally revising 
the letters into acceptable English letters of application. 

More research will be needed to determine whether cultural aware
ness is a critical factor when the Japanese EFL students engage in other 
types of letter writing. In addition, research will be needed to examine 
whether the types of cultural and rhetorical instruction suggested above 
have positive effects on EFL students' writing performance. 
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Appendix: Sample Questions from Cultural Awareness Test 

Under the following circumstances, which behavior do you think you are likely 
to follow? Choose one from the two alternatives. 

(Social life] 
1. Six months have passed since you came to the U.S. with your parents. Today 
you have invited Mr. and Mrs. Brown to your home. They have been very kind 
to you since you came to the U.S. and this is their first visit. While chatting over 
tea, Mrs. Brown says to you, "Could I see the rest of your house?" To your 
regret, the house is far from being clean enough to show to other people. How 
would you react to Mrs. Brown's request? 

1) You would refuse, saying, "It's such a mess. I really cannot show you 
this time." 

2) You would show her around, saying, "It's a mess, but if you don't mind 
that." 

2. You are asked to have tea by an American woman, Mrs. Anderson. It is hot, 
and you are thirsty. When Mrs. Anderson says, "What would you like? Would 
you like something hot or cold?" what would you say to her? 

1) You don't want to bother Mrs. Anderson, so you would say, "Anything 
will be fine with me." 

2) You would say clearly what you would like to have. 

(School life] 
3. You are now studying at 0 University in the U.S. and taking Sociology I 
among other courses. Professor Samson, who is teaching Sociology I, takes a 
discussion style in his class. Since your English is still not good enough, you 
cannot quite participate in the discussion with American students, although you 
are trying to. There is another Japanese student, Mariko, in this class. She is 
always quiet and does not contribute to the discussion. You came here two 
years earlier than Mariko. How would you advise her? 

1) You would suggest that she tell Professor Samson of her linguistic disad
vantage and ask him to acknowledge her willingness to participate. 

2) You would advise her to participate in the discussion as actively and 
assertively as she can, seeking the professor's help after class as needed. 

4. It has been a month since you began studying at B University in the U.S. The 
other day you were asked to give a speech for an audience comprised of 
professors. Although you are not confident of your English as it has been just a 
month, you've decided to give the speech. How would you deliver the speech? 

1) You would try to be confident of your English and not mention anything 
concerning the ability of your English. 

2) You would, first of all, tell the audience that your English is not good 
because you are afraid that the audience will be surprised at your poor 
English. 
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(Workplace] 
5. You are employed by an American company. Yesterday you saw Jane, who is 
a co-worker, step into the elevator before Mr. Black, who is her boss. You are 
older than Jane. How would you feel about her behavior? 

1) You would assume it natural since she is a woman. 
2) You would try to reprimand her as you think she was being rude. 

6. After graduation from college, you climbed up the ladder of success and are 
now a branch-office manager. As business is good this year, you are quite busy. 
Today you have work that needs to be done by tomorrow. Unfortunately 
tomorrow is Sunday. If you fail with thiS, it means a loss to the company, so you 
want your employees to come to work tomorrow. What would you do? 

1) You would ask your employees to come to work even on Sunday, ex
plaining to them it is for the sake of the company. 

2) You would ask for volunteers to help with the project, stressing extra 
benefits for those who choose to do so. 
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Neustupny (995) claims that learners need to be engaged in three kinds of 
activities to acquire interactive competence in a second language. The first of 
these is interpretation activities. These aim to provide learners with linguistic 
knowledge, including explanations by lectures and the learners' own research 
in the form of project work. Second is practice activities, which entail drills, 
role plays, and simulations. Third is performance activities. These differ from 
practice activities in that they provide authentic situations for learns to interact 
in the target language. Examples of performance activities are immersion courses 
and inviting native speakers of the TL to the classroom. This article reports the 
process and outcome of project work organized by two classes of advanced 
learners of japanese at a Russian university folloWing the framework suggested 
by Neustupny. This project focused on opinions of japanese native speakers 
(NSs) working in Khabarovsk about Japanese and Russian working customs. 
The project, conducted during 10 classes of 80-minute each, followed five 
stages: preliminary preparation stage, writing a letter asking for an interview, 
making an appointment on the phone, interviewing a japanese NS, and 
presentation of the results to the entire class. Each stage consisted of a sequence 
of interpretation actiVities, practice activities, and performance activities. 
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Interviews were recorded and used for follow-up interviews with the subjects. 
In addition, the author interviewed four of the eight japanese NSs who had 
been interviewed by the subjects. From the analyses of the recorded NS/subject 
interviews, the follow-up interviews with subjects and NSs, and the content of 
the presentations, it was found that: 1) some of idioms and vocabulary 
encountered by the subjects for the first time during their interviews of the NSs 
were adopted into the subjects' active vocabulary; 2) some of the vocabulary 
provided by the instructor in the preliminary stage was reinforced through use 
in the interviews and presentations, again entering the subjects' active 
vocabulary; 3) subjects became aware of the variety of japanese dialects; 4) 
subjects became aware of the japanese view toward Russian customs, and 5) 
subjects participated more actively and spontaneously during the project than 
they did during classroom-based activities. Major problems perceived were: 1) 
the use of japanese dialects by the NSs made comprehension difficult for the 
subjects; 2) the interviews were not always well structured and some of the 
japanese NSs interviewed felt that they had been asked an unorganized list of 
questions, and 3) the content and the language of the answers by the japanese 
NSs were not adjusted to the linguistic level of the subjects, who were then 
unable to use appropriate communication strategies to repair communication 
breakdowns. The author suggests similar projects be undertaken, especially 
ones with follow-up interviews of all the NSs interviewed, in order to establish 
clear criteria for teaching and evaluation. The author also suggests teacher 
intervention during the planning stage, especially in the preparation of interview 
questions, to aid learners in organizing the interview and keeping the language 
from the NSs at a level the learners would find manageable. 
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Japanese EFL Learners' Test-Type Related 
InterIanguage Variability 
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The purpose of this article is two-fold: 1) to investigate the effects of differences in 
test-types on the accuracy rates in interlanguage performance of Japanese EFL 
learners, and 2) to examine the reliability and validity of a grammaticality judgment 
test. Three grammar tests of relative clauses with three different test-types were 
assigned to 41 Japanese high school students. The tests were constructed on the 
basis of amount of attention to linguistic form from reviewing recent SIA works on 
task variation theory. From the results of the investigation, it is argued that 1) the 
participants showed different accuracy rates in the three test-types according to 
the expected order, and 2) the grammaticality judgment test showed relatively 
high reliability (rxx';;:O.792) and moderate validity. The article also discusses the 
pedagogical implications of the findings and future direction of research. 
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W
hen we try to estimate language learners' competence by 
measuring performance on a certain grammatical item, we 
often find it quite difficult to decide which test-type should 

be used. Recent research on second language acquisition theory has 
suggested that the accuracy rates of interlanguage performance 
systematically vary according to the kind of test-type l (Kameyama, 1987; 
ahba, 1994a, 1994b). This phenomenon has been mainly explored in 
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an area of second language acquisition research called task variation 
theory (Ohba, 1987). 

In the early to mid-1990s, researchers in the field of language testing 
claimed that research on language achievement tests had been neglected 
(Weir, 1993; Negishi, 1995) because most language testing professionals 
were more interested in measuring learners' general or overall proficiency. 2 

Researchers tried to construct tests with potential for explaining learners' 
proficiency. As a consequence, little attention was being paid to test-type.3 

From the late 1970s through the 1980s, findings from SLA research implied 
that it was dangerous to measure learners' achievement level on a gram
matical item or feature through use of a test containing only one test-type4 

(c.f. Kameyama, 1987; Nunan, 1992; Ohba, 1994a, 1994b). This was be
cause of the reported systematic petformance variability shown in foreign 
or second language learners' interlanguage according to test-type (Tarone, 
1979, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1988; Sajjadi & Tahririan, 1992). Hence, the accu
racy rate of the learners' interlanguage petformance measurements can be 
affected by the test-type even if intended to measure a similar trait (Bachman, 
1990; Obba, 1994a, 1994b). This has served as the motivation for the present 
research. In this study relative clauses are the subject for three different 
test-types constructed to examine the effect of difference in test-type on 
Japanese EFL learners' interlanguage petformance .. 

Test-type Classification 

Recent research on test-types in SLA began with the dichotomous 
catergorization of test types into Natural Communication Tasks and Lin
guistic Manipulation Tasks (Dulay, Burt, & Krashen, 1982). A Natural 
Communication Task required learners to pay attention to content in 
order to use language for communication. A Linguistic Manipulation 
Task asked learners to pay attention to linguistic manipulation of form. 
This categorization was based on the Monitor Model (Krashen, 19na, 
1977b, 1978a, 1978b, 1981, 1982; Krashen & Terrell, 1983). The Monitor 
Model "predicts that the nature of second language performance errors 
will depend on whether monitoring is in operation" (Krashen, 1982, p. 
152). Therefore, the Linguistic Manipulation Task, which encourages 
use of the monitor, measures to what degree learners have mastered 
grammatical rules and permits them to show higher accuracy. On the 
other hand, the Natural Communication Task, which does not permit 
monitor use, measures subconsciously-learned grammatical rules, which 
results in lower accuracy. In other words, Dulay, Burt, & Krashen (982) 
suggest that test-types be classified rather like an on-off switch based on 
whether the test-type allows the monitor to be in operation or not. 
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Criticisms of test-type classification based on this dichotomy were 
quick to appear. Tarone (1983) first modified the dichotomy of test
types from the Labovian sociolinguistic perspective, arguing that there 
was no clear on-off point. She then proposed that the accuracy of 
interlanguage performance ranges on a continuum from vernacular to 
careful style based on the Interlanguage Continuum Model. Following 
this model, Hyltenstam (1983) proposed a more detailed categorization 
of experimental data, suggesting the following eight test-types: 

a) Elicited production, often with pictorial stimuli, such as the 
Berko Test, the Bilingual Syntax Measure, guided composition; 

b) Manipulation of given linguistic material such as sentence com-
bining and sentence completion; 

c) Intuition or grammaticality judgment test; 

d) Introspection; 

e) The cloze procedure; 

f) Imitation; 

g) Dictation or partial dictation; and 

h) Translation. (p. 58) 

Hyltenstam (1983), examining research on the relationship between 
interlanguage performance and selection of test-types, argued that it 
was impossible to divide test-types into two groups and reasonable to 
categorize them according to how much each required attention to 
linguistic form and content. According to this classification, as learners 
move toward translation, and pay greater attention to linguistic form, 
the resulting accuracy rate in the test is higher. 5 

Research on Interlanguage Variability 

Most research on the effect of test-types on learners' interlanguage 
performance has not stemmed from research on testing but from other 
perspectives of SLA (Ohba, 1994a, 1994b). Ohba (1987, 1994a, 1994b) 
makes a rough division of what kind of grammatical items are chosen 
for the purpose of second language acquisition research, categorizing 
them into three types. The first, concerned with phonology, investi
gates the relationship between accuracy rate of a particular phoneme 
and the type of tasks provided to the participants (Dickerson, 1975; 
Beebe, 1980; Sato, 1985; Schmidt, 1987; Shizuka, 1993). The second ex
amines the acquisition of morphology (Larsen-Freeman, 1975; Kameyama, 
1987; Tomita, 1988; Inoi, 1991; Takamiyagi, 1991). The third discusses the 
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acquisition of syntax (Bailey, Eisenstein & Madden, 1976; Schmidt, 1980; 
Hueber, 1985). The results from these studies have supported the idea 
that the accuracy rate of language learners' performance changes ac
cording 'to the Interlanguage Continuum Model, though some mor
phological features such as articles have been shown not to follow it. 

Recently, Ohba (1994b) investigated the effect of different test types 
on the interlanguage performance of japanese EFL learners. The note
worthy points in this study were: 

1. the use of a larger number of participants (N= 370) in order to 
generalize the findings to a statistical population; 

2. the division of participants by proficiency level (higher, aver
age, lower) from scores on the STEP placement test (Obunsha, 
1987, 1989) to determine whether higher-level learners show 
differences in accuracy rates; 

3. the use of three test-types a) Grammaticality judgment, b) 
Sentence Combining, and c) Picture Description; 

4. the selection of a complex syntactic structure, relative clauses, 
to examine the effect of test-types because accuracy rates for 
morphology such as articles are easily influenced by discourse 
(Long & Sato, 1984; Tarone, 1985; Tarone & Parrish, 1988; 
Ohba, 1994a, 1994b), making it difficult to determine if the 
difference affects interlanguage performance. 

Though Ohba (1994a, 1994b) made a Significant contribution to this 
field, there were, nevertheless, a few drawbacks to his research. First, 
since different sentences were used for each test, it cannot be con
cluded that the scores were affected only by test-type. Second, in the 
Picture Description test, learners were asked to produce subject-type 
relativised sentences for sentences containing relative pronouns be
cause these are considered easiest for L1 and L2 learners of English 
(Schachter, 1974; Keenan & Comrie, 1977; Gass, 1980) and avoided 
other kinds of relative clauses. The other test-types, Grammaticality 
judgment test and Sentence Combining test, consisted of a mixture of 
sentences with four locations of the head noun phrase to be relativised: 
subject, direct object, object of preposition, and possessive. Therefore, 
though the Picture Description test was classified as not requiring at
tention to linguistic form, the characteristics of relative clauses may 
have resulted in higher than expected accuracy rates. Third, though 
Ohba said the low time pressure might have activated the learners' 
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monitor in the Picture Description test to explain the accuracy rate, 
Krashen (1985) said that time pressure may be unrelated to monitor 
activation. Therefore, it is difficult to view lack of time pressure as the 
reason for the increased accuracy rate. 

In response to these concerns, the effects of test-types alone on learn
ers' interlanguage performance need to be examined. 

The Study 

Purpose and Research Questions 

The purpose of the present study was threefold: fll'St, to replicate and 
expand ahba's (1994a, 1994b) findings under more strictly controlled 
conditions; second, to examine the reliability coefficients of the three 
tests, and third, to determine what the grammatical judgment test em
ployed by ahba examines. 

It was expected that the participants' interlanguage performance would 
vary according to Hyltenstam's (1983) theoretical framework. 

Grammaticality judgment tests tend to be criticized (ahba, 1994b), 
since some researchers (Ellis, 1991, 1994; Chaudron, 1983) are skepti
cal of their reliability. Moreover, some researchers question what 
grammaticality judgment tests measure in comparison to tests with dif
ferent test-types. In spite of such criticism, grammaticality judgment 
tests are widely used because they are easy to construct and are be
lieved to be a useful tool for eliciting learners' linguistic knowledge 
(ahba, 1994b). To address these concerns, a grammaticality judgment 
test constructed on the basis of findings concerning relative clauses 
(Gass, 1980; Kawauchi, 1988) was used to examine the reliability. In 
order to determine what the grammaticality judgment test really exam
ines, the correlations between the grammaticality judgment test and 
other tests, which target the same trait, but with different test-types, 
were calculated. 

The research questions are: 

1. Does the accuracy rate of the three tests follow the pattern of: 
Cloze > Grammaticality Judgment> Sentence Combining? 

2. What does the Grammaticality Judgment measure? Is this test's 
reliability low? 

The small sample (N = 41) necessitated a conservative treatment of 
statistical analyses. Therefore, the alpha level for all statistical decisions 
was set at a < 0.01. 
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Method 

Subjects: The subjects in this study (N=41) were second year high school 
students (10th grade) enrolled in an English reading class at a high 
school attached to the Aichi University of Education. All were native 
speakers of japanese. The average age was 16. All had completed at 
lease four years of formal English courses. The sample was thus 
homogeneous with regard to nationality, language background, 
educational level, and age. The group consisted of 21 males and 20 
females. One male student was absent throughout this study. Though 
he later took the tests, his scores were not included. 

In general, japanese students are required to learn the usage of 
relative clauses: subject (SU), direct object (DO), indirect object (10), 
and genitives (GEN), in junior high school, and relative clauses of prepo
sition (OPrep) in high school. Therefore, it was concluded that the Ss 
had basic ability regarding use and comprehension of the English rela
tive clause. 

Materials: The following three 24-item relative clause tests were 
administered: 1) Cloze, 2) Grammaticality judgment, and 3) Sentence 
Combining. These tests are a modification of the tests in Ohba (1994b) 
(see Appendix). To prevent use of only the easiesf type of relative clause, 
subject type (SU), the same sentences were used for each test and the 
Picture Description test was replaced by the Cloze.6 

In the process of constructing the three relative clause tests, careful 
attention was paid to the Noun Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy: SU (sub
ject) > DO (direct object) > 10 (indirect object) > OPrep (object of 
preposition) > GEN (possessive) > OComp (object of comparative par
ticle) (Keenan & Comrie, 1977). The location of the head noun phrase is 
considered an influential component in the degree of difficulty associ-

. ated with relative clauses in both L1 and L2 English acquisition (c.f. 
Schachter, 1974; Keenan & Comrie, 1977; Gass, 1980; Eckman, Bell, & 
Nelson, 1988; Akagawa, 1992; Sadighi, 1994; Aarts & Schils, 1995). 

The tests: The 24 questions in the Sentence Combining test con
tained six pairs of sentences to be combined into sentences containing 
a relativised SU, six into sentences containing a relativised DO, six into 
sentences with a relativised OPrep, and six into sentences containing 
genitive cases. In the Cloze test, an appropriate relative pronoun, who, 
which, whose, whom, was required. In the Grammaticality judgment 
test, a determination of each sentence's grammaticality, using either 
"0" or "X" as markers for correctness and incorrectness respectively, 
was required. For sentences judged incorrect, Ss were asked to make 
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necessary corrections. Typical errors in relative clauses are universal. 
They are categorized as: 1) relative clause marker omission, 2) pro
noun retention, 3) wrong selection of relative clause marker, and 4) 
adjacency (Gass, 1980; Kawauchi, 1988). There were 12 correct and 12 
incorrect sentences. 

Test administration: In response to the shortcomings of recent stud
ies, the ordering of the three test papers was taken into consideration. 
Since in the three tests the same sentences appear, the possibility of 5s 
memorizing the orthography to gain a higher score in later tests was 
considered. In order to reduce the potential order effect, the 24 items in 
each test were divided into three groups. Eight items from each of the 
tests were combined to make a 24-item test. In the first session, Cloze 
items 1-8, Grammaticality Judgment items 9-16, and Sentence Combin
ing items 17-24 appeared; in the second session, Grammaticality Judg
ment items 1-8, Sentence Combining items 9-16, and Cloze items 17-24; 
and in the third session, Sentence Combining items 1-8, Cloze items 9-
16, and Grammaticality Judgment items 17-24. Ss were allowed 20 min
utes to complete each test. There was a one week interval between 
testing sessions, assumed to be long enough for 5s to forget some of the 
orthography and decrease the negative order effect. Ss were not told the 
dates of the sessions. Each session was conducted at the beginning of 
English reading classes by the instructor and his assistant. Though Ss 
were not informed of the purpose of the tests, they were encouraged to 
answer as many questions as possible. It is noteworthy that the Ss showed 
a great deal of interest on all the tests. 

Scoring procedure: The tests were scored by the author. Scoring was 
based on whether the Ss had used the appropriate pronouns following 
an established criterion (Ce1ce-Murcia & Larsen-Freeman, 1983; Quirk, 
Greenbaum, Leech, & Svartvik, 1985; ahba, 1994a, 1994b). Therefore, 
local errors such as spelling mistakes were ignored as long as the meaning 
was clear. 

Reliability estimation based on internal consistency: The Spearman
Brown split-half method was used to estimate the tests' reliability coef
ficients. The split-half method can be used when each test item is regarded 
as independent and also can contribute to the total score independently 
(local independence). In all three tests, each item is clearly indepen
dent. Thus, the split-half method is a permissible estimating procedure. 
The author scored the odd- and even-numbered items separately and 
frrst examined the Pearson's product-moment correlation (r) (Ito, 1996; 
Brown, personal communication, February 22, 1996). Each value was 
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then corrected for the reduction to half-test length using the Spearman
Brown prophecy formula (1XX' = 2r/1 +r). 

Results and Discussion 

In this section, descriptive statistics of the tests are shown and the 
research questions addressed. Before discussing the results, however, 
two other aspects must be considered: 

1. the effects of sample homogeneity on reliability and estimated 
corre,lations among the three tests, and 

2. the small size of the sample (N;41). 

Table 1: Reliability Coefficient, Mean, Maximum Score 
& Standard Deviation of Tests (N;41) 

Tests Reliability rxx' 

CL 0.596 
GJ 0.797 
SC 0.693 

Mean eM) 

14.976 
12.976 
10.732 

Max. Score 

24 
24 
24 

SD 

4.891 
3.309 
6.490 

CL=Cloze test; GJ=Grammaticality Judgment test; SC=Sentence Combining test. 

Table 2: Analysis of Variance Summary Table (N=41) 

Source SS df MS F-ratio p 

Subjects 2333.659 40 58.341 
Test-Type 498.260 2 249.124 24.215 <0.000 
Error 823.073 80 10.288 
Total 3654.073 122 

Table 3: Multiple comparison test (Ryan's method) summary table 
(N=41) 

Pair 

CP-SC 
CP-GJ 
GJ-SC 

r 

3 
2 
2 

Nominal Level 

0.003 
0.007 
0.007 

6.920 
2.823 
4.097 

p level Significance 

0.000 
0.005 
0.000 

s. 
s. 
s. 

CV::::Cloze test; GJ=Grammaticality Judgment test; SC=Sentence Combining test. 
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1. Does the accuracy rate of the three tests follow the pattern of: Cloze > 
Grammaticality Judgment > Sentence Combining? 

Table 1 shows that in the relative clause tests the Cloze test had the 
highest mean (M= 14.976), the Grammaticality Judgment test a lower 
mean (M= 12.976), and the Sentence Combining test the lowest 
(M=10.732). The accuracy rate seems to have changed according to the 
expected order. In order to determine statistical significance, one-way 
analysis of variance was performed. Table 2 shows an overall significant 
difference in the three test scores (R2,80)=24.833,p<0.OOO). A multiple 
comparison test using Ryan's method was peIformed to determine where 
the difference lay. Table 3 shows it existed in each pair of the three tests 
at p<O.Ol. Therefore, hypothesis 1 was conflfffied. 

2. What does the Grammaticality Judgment measure? Is this test's reliability 
low? 

Table 1 shows the reliability coefficients of the three relative clause 
tests. Unexpectedly, the Grammaticality Judgment test showed the highest 
reliability among the three tests (r=0.798), with reliability high enough for 
it to be regarded as a reliable testing device. The Cloze test (r= 0.597) and 
the Sentence Combining test (r=0.694) showed moderate reliability. Ranked 
from highest to lowest in reliability coefficients, the reliability was: 
Grammaticality Judgment> Sentence Combining> Cloze. 

Table 4: Correlations between each pair of three tests (N=41) 

Tests 

CP&GJ 
GJ&SC 
SC& CP 

r (exploratory rate %) 

0.626 <39.189) 
0.696 (48.442) 
0.698 (48.720) 

p 

<0.01 
<0.01 
<0.01 

CL=Cloze test; GJ=Grammaticality Judgment test; SC ... Sentence Combining test. 

Results indicate that a Grammaticality Judgment test can be relatively 
reliable. However, validity also needs to be investigated. Table 4 dis
plays the correlation for each pair of three tests. The correlations mea
sured show almost the same magnitudes: 0.60<r< 0.70. Results reveal 
that each pair of tests shared the same amount of trait or ability needed 
for producing or comprehending relative clauses (exploratory rate or 
coefficients of determination: ,-2=39.189 to 48.720%). [The square of 
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value of r (r) ·100 indicates what percentage of similar traits or abilities 
each pair of tests share). The Grammaticality judgment test shows a 
relatively high reliability coefficient and moderate correlation with the 
other two test-types. 

Though Gramrnaticality judgment tests are still controversial with re
gard to reliability and validity, this research indicates they have far-reach
ing potential as reliable and valid elicitation tools. However, test designers 
must be aware of the universal error types or typical errors from learners' 
L1 transfers in order to construct appropriate tests. In addition, Table 1 
reveals that the Grammaticality judgment test shows the lowest standard 
deviation here, implying it has limited discriminative ability. 

Conclusions and Pedagogical Implications 

The results of this study indicate that, for japanese EFL high school students: 
1) the accuracy rate follows the expected pattern (Cloze > Grammaticality 
judgment> Sentence Combining); and 2) unexpectedly, the Grammaticality 
judgment showed fairly high reliability, with moderate correlations between 
the two other test-types. However, since its discriminative ability seems 
limited, it should be used with extreme care. 

In a pedagogical sense,· the results indicate that the manifestation of 
learners' interlanguage competence, their performance, varies accord
ing to test-type. Asa consequence, teachers may well underestimate or 
overestimate learners' knowledge or ability to use a grammatical item if 
they rely on only one test-type. Moreover, in order to characterize the 
learners' actual abilities in the target language, it is necessary to employ 
a variety of test-types. 

Limitation and Suggestions for Further Research 

It should be acknowledged that one of the limitations of the present 
investigation is that it focused only on the Ss' performance. Thus, the 
results can be generalized only for japanese students. However, in many 
studies conducted in the past, various language backgrounds, ages, and 
educational backgrounds were mixed. As a result, the findings have often 
been hard to intetpret because they can only be generalized to the single 
situation in which the data was collected. In addition, the results of this 
study may be influenced by two internal and external factors: 

1. the nature of reliability in measures in general, and 

2. restrictions in the range of ability that was sampled in the 
investigation. 
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Generally, tests are not simply reliable and valid but they can be reliable 
and valid for specific types of students and specific ranges of ability 
(Brown, personal communication, February 22, 1996). In this regard 
this research should be replicated with a larger sample of participants 
from a much wider population. 

The following three general research questions are posed in the hope . 
that other researchers will pursue further investigations. 

1. Does the proficiency level affect the magnitude of inter-lan
guage variability with regard to accuracy rates? If so, does 
the degree of the variability in the target language decrease 
as proficiency level increases (Le. higher levelleamers < av
erage level learners < lower level learners?). 7 

2. What really causes the difference in accuracy rates? The amount 
of attention to linguistic form by monitoring? Or the differ
ence in cognitive processes and demands required of sub
jects? 

3. How high is the construct validity of each test? That is, does 
each of the tests measure what it is constructed to measure? 
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Notes 
1. Throughout this paper, "test-type" refers to any task type. Tasks for data elici

tation are widely used in language testing conditions. Terms such as test 
format, test method, or method facet can refer to the concept of test-type 
used here since there has been a great amount of variability in classification. 

2. Following Bachman's (990) definition, "performance" is used as an indicator 
of a long-standing ability or competence, a person's knowledge of the lan
guage, which can be estimated indirectly by a test score and its valid interpre
tation (p. 33). On the basis of Bachman's definition, I take the position that 
competence is basically homogeneous and unitary, and that interlanguage 
variability manifested in different test-types is essentially a phenomenon of 
performance. The variability of performance can be observed by examination 
of change in accuracy rate or score on tests. 

3. Some language testing and/or curriculum experts (Brindley, 1989) claim that 
the distinction between proficiency and achievement is not clear-cut. How
ever, in my view, an achievement test is given to language learners at the end 
of a program to check if they have mastered the targeted items or skills. In 
this sense, an achievement test is, as Alderson, Clapham, and Wall (1995, pp. 
11-12) argue, similar to a progress test. Proficiency tests are not based on 
language programs or classes. The main purpose of proficiency tests is to 
examine overall language ability. 

4. For overviews of research on task variation theory, see Ohba 0987, 1994b). 
5. Tarone's (1983) categorization of elicitation tools is comprised of tasks which 

are more differentiated for Hyltenstam (983). Other test-types such as c10ze 
tests or translation test-types in Hyltenstam's classification of experimental 
data can be located on a continuum with regard to accuracy rate, though 
some must be placed in the careful-style area. 

6. Some might question if the c10ze test-type in Hyltenstam (983) allows higher 
accuracy than grammaticality judgment tests or sentence combining tests. 
DeKeyser (990), however, argues that the fill-in-the-blank test-type, which is 
similar to the c1oze, works as a more valid measure of monitored knowledge. 
He discusses the effectiveness of the fill-in-the-blank test-type for examining 
monitored knowledge compared to the other test-types. In this regard, my 
interpretation of Hyltenstam's theoretical framework is a combination of 
Tarone's (983) interlangauge continuum model and DeKeyser's proposals. 

7. Reexamination of the data collected to determine the effects of proficiency 
level on the magnitude of variability of accuracy rates in participants' 
interlanguage performance is currently underway. 
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Appendix:Test sentences 

Cloze 

1. The policeman has caught the girl ( ) stole the car. 
2. The author ( ) books I haven't read yet is well known. 
3. The magazine from ( ) I got the information is Newsweek. 
4. He still had the pen ( ) I had given to him. 
5. I came across some students ( ) names I couldn't remember. 
6. She paid the man from ( ) she had borrowed the money. 
7. The wine ( ) you brought to our party was excellent. 
8. You will receive the kind letter ( ) your mother wrote. 
9. The book to ( ) I referred can be obtained from the library. 

10. The girl ( ) is sitting at the reception desk is pretty. 
11. The city from ( ) that boy came is far from here. 
12. I met a friend ( ) mother was a famous deSigner. 
13. The building ( ) stands near the lake is our hotel. 
14. The man ( ) feet were very large has just bought new shoes. 
15. I need someone ( ) can help me clean the house. 
16. The woman ( ) John will marry next month is Japanese. 
17. The man ( ) was injured in the accident is in the hospital. 
18. I saw a man ( ) bag was the same as mine. 
19. I have just found the key ( ) I lost yesterday. 
20. The book ( ) I bought the other day is interesting. 
21. The woman with ( ) he was talking was Mrs. Miller. 
22. The police interviewed the lady from ( ) the diamonds had been stole. 
23. The boy ( ) essay I corrected has entered Hokkaido University. 
24. I know the children ( ) are playing in the yard. 

Grammaticality Judgment 

1. () The policeman has caught the girl stole the car. 
2. () The author whose books I haven't read yet is well known. 
3. () The magaZine which I got the information from it is Newsweek. 
4. () He still had the pen which I had given to him. 
5. () I came across some students names I couldn't remember. 
6. () She paid the man from whom she had borrowed the money. 
7. () The wine was excellent which you brought to our party. 
8. () You will receive the kind letter whose your mother wrote. 
9. () The book to which I referred can be obtained from the library. 

10. () The girl who is sitting at the reception desk is pretty. 
11. () The city is far from here which that boy came from. 
12. () I met a friend which mother was famous designer. 
13. () The building which stands near the lake is our hotel. 
14. () The man has just bought shoes whose feet were very large. 
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15. () I need someone who can help me clean the house. 
16. () The woman whom John will marry next month is Japanese. 
17. () The man is in the hospital who was injured in the accident. 
18. () I saw a man whose bag was the same as mine. 
19. () I have just found the key which I lost yesterday. 
20. () The book which I bought it the other day is interesting. 
21. () The woman with whom he was talking was Mrs. Miller. 
22. () The police interviewed the lady from which the diamonds has been 

stolen. 
23. () The boy whose essay I corrected has entered Hokkaido University. 
24. () I know the children which are playing in the yard. 

Sentence Combining 

1. The policeman has caught the girl. She stole the car. 
2: The author is well known, I haven't read his books yet. 
3. The magazine is Newsweek. I got the information from it. 
4. He still had the pen. I had given it to him. 
5. I came across some students. I couldn't remember their names. 
6. She paid the man: She had borrowed the money from him. 
7. The wine was excellent. You brought it to our party. 
8. You will receive the kind letter. Your mother wrote it. 
9. The book can be obtained from the library. I referred to it. 

10. The girl is pretty. She is sitting at the reception desk. 
11. The city is far from here. The boy came from it. 
12. I met a friend. His mother was a famous deSigner. 
13. The building is our hotel. It stands near the lake. 
14. The man has just bought new shoes. His feet were very large. 
15. I need someone. Someone can help me clean the house. 
16. The woman is Japanese. John will marry her next month. 
17. The man is in hospital. He was injured in the accident. 
18. I saw a man. His bag was the same as mine. 
19. I have just found the key. I lost it yesterday. 
20. The book is interesting. I bought it the other day. 
21. The woman was Mrs. Miller. He was talking with her. 
22. The police interviewed the lady. The diamonds had been stolen from her. 
23. The boy had entered Hokkaido University. I corrected his essay. 
24. I know the children. They were playing in the yard. 



Codeswitching in EFL Learner Discourse 

EthelOgane 
Tokyo Y.M"CA 

Ll use by L2 learners has been couched in negative terms like "resort to" and 
"fall back on." However, L1 use can be looked at in a more positive way. The 
alternative use of the learners Ll and their approximation of the TL may be 
termed codeswitching (CS). This study looks at CS in five female Japanese EFL 
learners. Analysis of spoken data and insights from subjects' verbal reports suggest 
that cs is discourse related. CS helps learners manage and smooth the flow of 
conversation, and allows them to express their dual identities of student and 
individual in the classroom . 
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Teachers may oppose the English Only movement on a sociopolitical 
level but accept English-only classroom management practices as 
common and natural (Auerbach, 1993). L1 use is couched in 

negative terms like "resort to" and "fall back on." In the literature on 
communication strategies, L1 use is labeled as a "compensatory strategy," 
problem solving in nature, used to overcome "insufficient linguistic 
resources" (Faerch & Kasper, 1983, p. 46). Tarone, Cohen and Dumas 
(983) label it an "avoidance strategy" (p. 11). This attitude toward L1 
use, as evidenced by the words "compensatory" and "avoidance," seems 
to focus negatively on learner intedanguage as linguistically inferior to 
the target language. Kasper and Blum-Kulka (993) suggest that "instead 
of viewing interlanguage pragmatic knowledge and behavior as deficient 
in terms of native norms, we need to consider its functionality and inner 
justification" (p. 160). 
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L1 use by learners may be described as codeswitching (CS) behavior. 
That is learners sWitching back and forth between their L1 and their 
approximation of the L2. Legenhausen (1991) suggests that CS in learn
ers be compared and contrasted with that of more proficient bilingual 
speakers. Codeswitching, "the alternative use by bilinguals of two or 
more languages in the same conversation" (Milroy & Muysken, 1995, p. 
7), was thought to be abnormal, random behavior and indicative of a 
lack of language proficiency. The last 25 years of research on CS has 
contributed to its "rehabilitation" (Gardner-Chloros, 1991, p. 59). This 
research has demonstrated that language alternation is not arbitrary be
havior but a type of "skilled performance" (Myers-Scotton, 1993c, p. 
47), an important and "extremely common characteristic of bilingual 
speech" (Grosjean, 1982, p. 146). 

TypesofCS 

The types of switching identified in the literature include: tag, 
intersentential, and intrasentential (Appel & Muysken, 1987; Poplack, 
1980; Romaine, 1995). Tag-switching is the placing of a tag, an exclama
tion, a formulaic expression, or a discourse particle from' one language 
into an utterance which is, except for that item, entirely in another 
language. Tag-switching has been referred to as emblematic switching 
because the switched item selVes to identify an otherwise monolingual 
utterance as bilingual in character. Examples! of tag-SWitches are: 

1) Vendia arroz (He sold rice) 'n shit. (Poplack, 1980, p. 589) 

2) I guess it's good yo ne (right)? (Nishimura, 1995, p. 169) 

An intersentential switch occurs at clause or sentence boundaries in 
one of the languages or between speaker turns (Romaine, 1995), as in: 

3) Sometimes I'll start a sentence in English y termino en espanol 
(and finish it in Spanish). (Poplack, 1980, p. 594) 

Intrasentential switching, sometimes called code mixing, involves a 
switch within a clause or sentence and sometimes even within word 
boundaries. Examples are: 

4) Why make Carol sentarse atras pa 'que (sit in the back so) 
everybody has to move pa 'que se salga (for her to get out)? 
(Poplack, 1980, p. 589) 

5) And it's hard, 'cause me- nanka, moo, bon 0 nanka yomu to, 
cover-to-cover yomanakattara, if I stop dokka de, I forget the 
story. (And it's hard, because a person like me, when I read a 
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book, unless I read it cover-to-cover, if I stop at some pOint, I 
forget the story.) (Nishimura, 1995, p. 178) 

CS Research 
The approach to CS has been interdisciplinary (Appel & Muysken, 

1987; Milroy & Muysken, 1995; Tabouret-Keller, 1995). Researchers have 
attempted to locate and explain constraints on CS in terms of: a) how 
the bilingual mind works (psycholinguistic); b) the formal properties of 
linguistic systems (structural); and c) the social, historical and interactive 
processes of individuals and groups in language contact situations 
(sociolinguistic). Psycholinguistic aspects are not reviewed here. 2 

Structural aspects: Early studies tried to explain why particular points 
were chosen for switches. The free-morpheme constraint, proposed by 
Sankoff and Poplack (as cited in Romaine, 1995) predicted that "a switch 
may not occur between a bound morpheme and a lexical form unless 
the lexical form has been phonologically integrated into the language of 
the morpheme" (Romaine, 1995, p. 126). The equivalence constraint 
(lipski, 1978; Poplack, 1980) held that a switch may occur where the 
juxtaposition of forms from two codes does not violate a syntactic rule 
of either code. 

Recent work on CS has taken different approaches. The Matrix lan
guage-Frame (MLF) (Myers-Scotton, 1993a) claimed production-based 
switching with constraints occurs not at the surface phrase structure but 
at an abstract level, the "mental lexicon" of the bilingual (p. 485). Ro
maine (995), suggesting that "a mixed code has its own rules and 
constraints," said a switched item may not be "predictable from the 
individual constituent structure rules of the two systems in contact" (p. 
160). Researchers also asked whether constraints were language-spe
cific or universal (Romaine, 1995). 

The study of linguistic constraints involves differentiating between 
borrowing and codeswitching. Grosjean (1982) defined borrowing as "a 
word or short expression that is adapted phonologically and morpho
logically to the language being spoken" (p. 308). However, problems of 
overlap in the actual diagnosis of whether an individual case is a switch 
or loan occurred, as when a speaker pronounces all words, borrowed 
or otherwise, in the same accent. Poplack (988) maintained there is a 
dichotomy which could be worked out methodologically. Gardner
Chloros (1995) argued that CS is not "separable, either ideologically or 
in practice from borrowing, interference or pidginisation" (p. 86). Myers
Scotton 0993b) urged that codeswitching and borrowing be seen as 
part of a continuum. 
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Sociolinguistic aspects: CS was thought to be "part of the perfor
mance of the imperfect bilingual, motivated by inability to carry on a 
conversation" (Myers-Scotton, 1993c, p. 47) and not a serious research 
topic. A study of Norwegian dialects (Blom & Gumperz, 1972) pre
sented CS as a legitimate topic of research and stimulated research on 
CS between languages (Myers-Scotton, 1993c). Two general kinds of CS 
were posited (Blom & Gumperz, 1972; Gumperz, 1982). In situational 
switching, speakers switch when they perceive or when there is a change 
in setting, topic of conversation, or participants. In conversational or 
metaphorical switching, speakers create meaning by switching. Gumperz 
(1982) suggested that CS is a discourse strategy used by bilinguals in 
much the same way monolinguals use style shifting and prosody. In 
addition, Gumperz (1982) distinguished between a "we code" and a 
"they code," usually the minority and majority languages respectively. 
Use of the "we code," implying intimacy and informality, is associated 
with in-group and personal activities, while the "they code," symboliz
ing authority and objectivity, marks more formal, less personal, out
group relations. Other CS functions included quotation, addressee 
specification, interjections, reiteration, and message qualification 
(Gumperz, 1982). 

Other researchers have studied the functional aspects of CS. Poplack 
(1980) maintained that specific instances of switching in the smooth, 
rapid SpanishlEnglish CS by Puerto Ricans in New York City cannot be 
assigned discourse functions. Rather, CS was the norm for this bilingual 
community. Poplack (1988) found a different pattern of CS among 
French/English bilinguals in the Ottawa-Hull community in Canada. 
These speakers drew attention to their CS by "repetition, hesitation, 
intonational highlighting" and "metalinguistic commentary" (p. 230). 
Language switching marked specific functions, including SWitching to 
provide an apt expression-mot juste SWitching (p. 228); to fill a lexical 
gap; to bracket or call attention to an English switch; and to explain, 
specify or translate. 

The study of in-group speech repertoire of second generation japa
nese-Canadian (Nisei) bilinguals (Nishimura, 1995) identified three 
speech varieties. In the basically japanese variety, used with native 
japanese speakers, CS selVes to fill lexical gaps. In the basically English 
variety, used with each other, CS allows the speakers to express their 
shared ethnic identity. The mixed variety was used when the interlocu
tors included both native japanese and Nisei. Nishimura (1995) catego
rized CS in the mixed variety into four groups: a) functions related to 
interactional (speaker/hearer) processes where Niseis tried to "reach 
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out" (p. 167) to both types of listeners or to enhance rapport; b) dis
course organization functions where CS marked the beginning or end
ing of a frame or introduced a topic; c) functions canying stylistic effects 
where Niseis marked quotations with a switch in order to make their 
speech "more lively" (p. 177); and d) functionally neutral CS where the 
motivation was not clear. 

Some researchers have attempted to move on from a descriptive ap
proach listing CS functions to a prescriptive approach treating CS pat
terns within an explanatory framework or model. Scotton and Ury (1977), 
who looked at SwabililLuyia/English CS, explained CS as an extension 
of a speaker in terms of the relationships between participants and sub
ject and the social meaning of a language choice. By using a switch, the 
speaker may redefme the social arena, or set of norms, of an interaction. 
By continually switching, the speaker may avoid specifying the social 
meaning of the interaction. In her study of French! Alsatian CS, Gardner
ChIoros (1991) showed how SWitching was used by colleagues in work 
situations to create solidarity in spite of gaps in Alsatian competence, 
especially for younger speakers, and the lack of appropriate technical 
terms in Alsatian. CS "is connected with individual factors which con
cern people's linguistic histories as well as their personalities" (Gardner
ChIoros, 1991, p. 184). 

CS Research in the Classroom 

Early research into classroom CS concentrated on the "communica
tive functions of code-switching in teacher-led talk and on the fre
quency with which particular languages were employed to perform 
different functions" (Martin-Jones, 1995, p. 90-1). Later studies looked 
at the "sequential flow of classroom discourse" and the interactional 
work of teachers and students from a conversational analytic approach 
with an ethnographic grounding (Martin-Jones, 1995, p. 91). This in
cluded studies on CS in EFL and ESL classrooms. Martin-Jones (1995) 
cited two studies by Lin (1988, 1990) on CS in Anglo-Chinese second
ary schools in Hong Kong. In her 1988 classroom study, Lin found that 
the teacher, a Cantonese/English bilingual, used CS "as a communica
tive resource to signal unspoken social meaningsJt (p. 84). Fotos (1994, 
1995) looked at CS in EFL classrooms in Japan. In her analysis of japa
nese/English CS by Japanese university EFL students, Fotos (1995) found 
that the learners used switching into Japanese for emphasis, repetition, 
or clarification, as well as to signal that a mistake had been made in 
English and a repair was to follow. These functions call attention to the 
speakers' English utterances. 
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Foreign and second language learners may be thought of as incipient 
bilinguals (Kasper, 1994) and EFI/ESL classrooms as bi/multilingual com
munities. This study analyzes CS in a group of Japanese adult EFL learn
ers to further understand the use of CS. What functions might L1 
Oapanese) use or CS serve for developing bilingual speakers? 

The Study 

Method 

Subjects: Five female students, Maki, Remi, Emi, Fumi, and Kono (not 
their real names), comprising an elementary level "conversation" class 
at a small private language school voluntarily participated. All had studied 
English at the secondary level and two had had a year of post-secondary 
lessons. They had attended language classes for three to seven years. 
Their ages ranged from 45 to 69. 

Data Collection: Data were collected from the subjects' class sessions, 
following Gardner-Chloros' (991) suggestion that naturally occurring 
classsroom discourse rather than language elicited by experimental tasks 
is better suited for the study of CS. Data from retrospective oral intelViews 
were also collected. Retrospective data were included for two reasons: 
first, this researcher hoped that the individual interviews would help 
raise the subjects' awareness of L1 use in the classroom and stiniulate 
reflection, and second, that the verbal reports, "the learners' reports of 
their own intuitions and insight," would serve to "complement" (Cohen, 
1987, p. 82) the classroom discourse data. 

Class sessions: Fourteen two-hour class sessions were video and audio 
taped from May to October, 1994. This duration was selected to ensure 
that Ss would become accustomed to being recorded. Three sessions, 
from June and September, were transcribed. Only discourse involving 
the entire class was transcribed; pair work was not included. During 
pair work, the Ss inevitably spoke Japanese, but it was impossible to 
transcribe the separate pair conversations. 

Transcription of the data is in standard English orthography. The 
Japanese switches, in italics, translated by the author3 into idiomatic 
English, appear in parentheses. Significant contextual information ap
pears in brackets. 

lnteroiews: Each subject was individually intelViewed twice. All interviews 
were audio-taped. Each interview took place directly after a lesson and 
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lasted from one to two hours. Biographical data were collected in the 
first interview and retrospective data in the second. 

During the first interview, Ss were asked about their English educa
tional background and reasons for studying. Ss were told that they should 
feel free to use either japanese or English and to request clarification 
whenever they did not understand. The researcher spoke mostly in En
glish. During the interview, subjects were asked for comments on their 
use of japanese in class. 

During the second interview, the video tape of the lesson that had 
just taken place was shown. Subjects were asked to listen for instances 
when they used japanese and to try to recall why they switched and 
what language they were thinking in when the switch occurred. Sub
jects were told that they could push the pause button whenever they 
wanted to make an observation or remembered something. I also tried 
to elicit comments from them on their CS. 

Results and Analysis 

Switches from one speaker's utterance to another's, and those within 
one speaker's utterance, were counted. Since the focus of this study is 
use of the Ll, only switches from English to japanese were considered.4 

Table 1: Analysis of Switches to japanese 

Type of Switch 

Tags 
Interjections/Short-fIXed Expressions 
walga 
janakute 
Conjunctions 
ja 
Adjectives/Adverbs 
Nouns 
Fillers 
nan to iu 
Phrases/Sentences 
nt naru/nt SUnt 

Total 

Frequency 

39 
43 
3 
9 

13 
17 
18 
45 
48 
61 

164 
12 

472 

-Note: The Total equals more than 1000/0 due to rounding. 

0/0 

8% 
90Al 
10/0 
2% 
30/0 
4% 
40/0 

100/0 
l00Al 
130/0 
35% 
3% 
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Switches into the L1 designating place names and proper nouns were 
not included. Also excluded were loan-word status items like "bazaar" 
and "seminar" when they were used as attempts or approximations to
ward English. A phonological basis for determining whether a word 
was English or Japanese was not used since much of the subjects' 
interlanguage is highly accented. 

As Table 1 shows, the learners frequently produced tag, interjection, 
noun, fuler, and nan to iu (how do you say ... ) switches. Phrases and 
sentences were also a favored switch. Less fluent or L1 dominant bilinguals 
have been shown to prefer tag and single-item switches (McClure, 1981; 
Poplack, 1980). Fotos (1990), in her study of Japanese-English bilingual 
children's CS, found that single item and sentence switches were a "sig
nificant number of the total, 107 switches out of 153" (p. 84). 

Tags: The most frequently used tag was ne. More than half of the tag 
switches were made by one learner, Fumi, who may have used ne as a 
mini-confirmation check (example 1) and as a repair acceptance marker 
(example 2). She also ~ay have used ne to gain thinking time or keep 
her tum, saying she tried to use English as much as possible but felt that 
her English did not come out quickly enough. 

1. Fumi: Matterhorn. But eh I can uh I can get to the, I could 
ne, I could get to the uh eb town ... 

2. Fumi: Healthness, healthy, mmm uh I I don't uh got a ill. I 
don't got after? uh after I 

Remi: After that. 
Fumi: After that, ne. After that I don't got the ill. 

Subjects also used the tags desboo, kana, and ka. 

Interjections and sbort-ftxed expressiOns: Switched interjections included 
masaka! (no kidding!), narubodo (I see), and e? (what?); expressions 
included gomen (sorry) and doomo arigatoo (thank you). Other 
examples are: 

3. T: 

Maki: 
4. Fumi: 

Kono: 
Maki: 

I wore the earrings that I bought at the bazaar yester
day. 
Maa! (OhO [laughs] Many earrings you bought. 
One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight ne, plus 
eight. 
mmm 
Sugoi! (Wow!) 
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Maki and Remi reported in intelViews that they were very aware of their 
japanese classmates and sometimes used japanese without thinking. 
Remi thought that she sometimes switched because she felt she had to 
respond injapanese to her peers. Maki said she thought she used japanese 
to be considerate of her classmates. The students appear to be using 
these switches to express personal feelings and to show solidarity with 
their peers. It is interesting to note, however, that in Example 3 Maki 
used an interjection switch in response to the teacher. 

Wa and ga: There were three instances of wa/ga switches in the data. 
Ga is the subject marker and wa is the topic marker in japanese. 

5. Maki: 
6. Emi: 
7. Maki: 

Finish ga? (How about the finish?) 
Finish ga October 14. (We finish on October 14.) 
Anoo my lend wa very long time. Thank you very much. 
(I have borrowed this a very long time.) 

Fotos (1994) also found wa/ga switches in her college student CS data 
and ates them as evidence against the free-morpheme constraint because 
the markers should be connected to japanese topics and subjects. 
However, Fotos (1990) noted in her earlier children's CS study that these 
japanese particles may not be bound "in the sense, that bound morphemes 
exist in English or Spanish" (p. 88). 

Nishimura (1989) found that second generation japanese-American 
and japanese-Canadian bilingual speakers, who all said they were bet
ter in English than in japanese, stated a topic in japanese then switched 
to a comment in English. The speakers' "thinking process is topic-com
ment" with the topic part realized in japanese and the comment pro
duced in English (p. 376). In Nishimura's (1995) japanese-Canadian Nisei 
study, bilinguals speaking in the mixed variety marked topics with wa, 
using it to imply a contrast in order to "to single out something in a 
discourse" and "to indicate the reintroduction of a topic" (p. 174). 

However, regarding the current study, the data are too limited to 
make a meaningful interpretation of the subjects' wa and ga switches. In 
addition, the grammaticality of example 7 is suspect. 

janakute and ja: In her study of japanese college student CS, Fotos 
(1994) noted the students' use of janakute to signal that the preceding 
utterance was incorrect and would be repaired. She also noted use of 
ja to attract and focus attention on the utterance to follow. Similar 
instances were found. 
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8. T: So you had some time to think about your one minute 
speech. Okay, now who would like to be the first 
speaker? 

SS: [laughs] 
MaId: ja, I'll try. 

9. Fumi Vh there uh there is there there isn't there isn't uh 
penici penicillin janakute strep strep streptomycin 
romm. 

Conjunctions: Ss seemed to use conjunctions to help sort out their 
thoughts and get their messages out. As with tag switches, these may 
have been used to gain thinking time. Fumi said she wanted to speak 
English correctly so she was always thinking about whether or not she 
had made a mistake. Kono said that when something was difficult to 
express, Japanese seemed to just come out. 

10. Fumi: 

Kono: 
Fumi: 
T: 
Kono: 
Fumi: 

11. Kono: 

Yes, Switzerland, uh there is there are uh four lan
guage in Switzerland, French, eh eto German 
Doitsu (Germany). Germany. 
Germany 
German 
German 
Germany, sorekara (and), Germany, German, English 
and eh, Romansh.5 

Yes, rom one time is Thursday night, rom dakedo (but) 
rom I have one time dakedo (but) rom I nandakke na 
(what was it) rom I hope is two time not not uh an
other schedule, is one time. 

In Example 10, Fumi may be trying to gain time to think or work out the 
mistake. In Example 11 Kono may be using dakedo to get meaning across. 

Adverbs and adjectives: Adverb and adjective switches appeared to 
function as ways to express personal feelings and show solidarity with 
classmates. In one instance Kono read a sentence and the other students 
had to guess who it was about. 

12. Kono: 

T: 
Emi: 
MaId: 

started working thirty years a ... go, go ga okashii. (go 
seems strange) 
(laughs) 
ja, Kono [laughs]. (Well, I guess that's about you.) 
Tereteru [laughs]. (Kono feels self-conscious.) 
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Maki expressed her feelings about Kono in japanese. During the 
interview, Maki said that her first priority was not always to practice 
English but to communicate with friends. 

Fillers: Fumi and Remi made most of the filler switches. During the 
interview, Fumi said she had not been aware of using anoo until asked 
about it. Remi used the word nani (what) as a filler and reported that it 
had the feeling of "uh" for her. 

13. Fumi: 
Remi: 

14. Remi: 

K anoo Tomohiro Museum uh where where is anoo 
Kusaki Dam? Near the Kusaki Dam. 
How was your mother? Walk uh nani she took for a 
walk, uh took walk? 

The filler switches may be functioning as a way to gain time and! or to 
show that the speaker needs help. 

Nouns: Nouns were switched frequently. In a conversation about the 
summer water shortage, Maki explained how she tried to conserve water 
by giving plants the water she saved from washing rice (kome). She 
ended up using more water because she had to rinse out a rag (zokin). 

15. Maki: Yes mmm but I I try the uh kome rice rice wash a ko 
uh rice. Uh, it's plant [laughs] but a roof roof of the uh 
wet I [laughs] had uh zokin. 

For Maki in this instance, the japanese word, kome, may have been 
more available than the English word, rice. While reporting on her 
performance in general, Maki said that she knew her ability was not 
very high and felt impatient while trying to communicate what she really 
wanted to talk about. She felt she had to explain herself more completely 
and add more even if it meant using an L1 word. 

While talking about her trip to Switzerland, Fumi repeated "glacier 
lake" in japanese. She may have thought that it was a difficult term for 
her classmates and switched to clarify the meaning. 

16. Fumi: Switzerland very beautiful country, mountain and lake, 
eh glacier lake, eh byogaka no mizu, very deep, deep 
green color. 

Fumi said she sometimes uses a japanese word because she hoped 
someone would give her an L2 equivalent, i.e. she fished for English 
words from the class. 
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Remi, while discussing a similar instance of noun switching (minami 
juujisei for the Southern Cross), said that she switched to Japanese to 
make sure that her classmates understood what she was talking about. 

Nan to iu: Maki made more than half of the nan to iu switches. These 
switches seemed to have been made when the learners did not know 
the L2 word or could not come up with the item quickly enough. 

17. Maki: ... I tomorrow today morning this morning I take uh 
I my grandchild take a hoikuen te nan to iu no? (How 
do you say nursery school in English?) 

18. Emi: Who is play? 
Kono: Uh James uh mmm uh James nandakke naa? [laughs] 

Let's see, James what?) 

The learners seem to be using these switches to gain time or request help 
with a word. Variations include nandakke, te iu no, and te ieba ii no. 

Phrases and sentences.: The Ss used numerous Ll phrase and sentence 
switches. They sometimes switched to Japanese to speak among 
themselves, effectively excluding this researcher from the conversation. 
During one lesson, the women seemed sleepy toward the end so we 
did some simple bending and stretching exercises to wake up. After the 
exercises this conversation took place: 

19. Remi: 
SS: 
T: 
Maki: 

Kyoo wa sugoku tsukareru. (I'm very tired today.) 
Uh, mmm [laughs] 
Okay, now, okay. 
Kimari ga ii yoo na ki ga shite, koko de. (I feel as if this 
would be a good time to end the lesson.) 

Fotos (994) found instances of CS where feelings are expressed in 
Japanese and factual information in English in her college student data. 
Similar instances were collected. 

20. Remi: 
T: 
Remi: 

21. Maki: 
SS: 

Raise your left hand and stretch. 
Stretch. That feels good. 
And put it down. Bend your nani urn bend you mae. 
[laughs] Zenbu wasuretteru. (Bend your what urn bend 
forward. I have forgotten how to say everything in 
English.) 
Yes, maybe. [laughs] 
[fanning selves, whispering] 
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Maki: Nugenai no konna no. Hazukashii. (I can't take this 
off. I'm embarrassed.) [laughs] I have a plan. 

In example 20 Remi gives commands in English and in 21 Maki answers 
in the TI, then both switch to the L1 to express feelings of helplessness 
and embarrassment. 

Ni naru and ni suru: These intrasentential switches were very simple. 
They reqUire little grammatical control and they do not violate the 
equivalence constraint. 

22. Maki: 
23.Emi: 

Short break ni suru? (Shall we take a short break?) 
Five weeks ni naru. (It will be five weeks.) 

Discussion 

The use of L1 switches such as tags, conjunctions, fillers, nouns, and 
nan to iu may help learners gain thinking time, smooth the conversa
tion, get important points across, and signal for help. ja and janakute 
switches may function to attract and focus attention on important L2 
content and utterances. The subjects may be using interjection, adjec
tive,adverb, noun, and sentence switches to express personal feelings 
and confirm their solidarity. The learners' CS might be labeled dis
course-related switching (Martin-jones, 1995), uspeaker oriented" be
cause it userves as a resource for accomplishing different communicative 
acts at specific points within interactional sequences" (p. 99). 

The motivations underlying the learners' language switching appear 
to be similar to some of the factors Gardner-Chloros (1991) gives for 
French! Alsatian bilingual CS in Strasbourg. Gardner-Chloros (991) said 
CS is a kind of compromise 

between the exclusive use of one language and of the other, each with 
their respective cultural connotations; there are occasions, for example, 
when it seems too snobbish to speak French but too rustic to speak Alsatian 
and code-switching provides the solution. (p.184) 

For EFL learners, it may seem too impersonal or difficult to speak English 
but too un learner-like to speak Japanese. Thus, they codeswitch. 

The motivations Nishimura (995) outlined for japanese/English Nisei 
CS might also be compared to those underlying these subjects' CS. 
Nishimura (995) said the Niseis used their mixed variety when speak
ing to both native japanese speakers and other Niseis to ureach out" to 
both types of speakers and uenhance rapport between speaker and the 
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hearer" (p. 167-169). Japanese EFL learners may want or need to in
volve both the teacher and each other in communication, or they may 
be appealing to their dual identities of L1 speaker and L2 learner. 

Legenhausen (1991) called CS a mode or register which learners feel 

to be the proper expression of their ambivalent psychological state, pitched 
between responsibility for their own learning process on the one hand, 
and their natural inclination to use their L1 in any communicative situation 
on the other. (p. 71) 

The subjects here are in the classroom not just to learn English. They are 
individuals who appear quite aware of each other and who seem to 
want to get along. This may explain Fumi's switch: 

24. T: [to Fumi] Comment, question or comment? 
Fumi: Eh, okay, mmm eh, eh, chotto saki ni, moo jikan ga 

mottainai. (Please let someone else go ahead, I'm tak
ing up too much time.) 

As Burt (1990) found in her study of learner CS, "it is not always polite 
to be an extremely conscientious language learner" (p. 34). 

It is important for teachers to keep in mind that foreign or second 
language learners are not becoming monolingual, they are becoming 
bilingual (Kasper, 1994). Our standards of competency and performance 
should include bi/multilingual models. There is also much to learn 
about the teaching and learning processes through the study of CS in 
the classroom. Martin-Jones (1995) argued that 

a conversational analytic approach to code switching in classroom 
discourse, grounded in ethnographic observation, can give ... fine grained 
descriptions of the ways in which teachers and learners get things done 
bilingually in the classroom. (p. 103) 

This study has been limited to learner CS in the classroom. Future studies 
should look at CS in the interactive discourse of teacher and students. 

Notes 
1. In the examples, the language other than English is in italics and an 

idiomatic translation follows in parentheses. 
2. See Grosjean (982) for an introduction to CS from a psycholinguistic 

perspective. 
3. The author's Japanese, Level One on the Japanese-Language Proficiency 

Test (December, 1992), was considered sufficient for these translations. 
4. It should be noted that more information might have been have been 

gained by looking at switching from both directions. 
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5. Romansh was recognized as Switzerland's fourth national (though not feder
ally officaD language in 1938. 

Ethel Ogane teaches at a private language school and a private university 
in the Kanto area. She has an M.A. in TESOL from Teachers College, 
Columbia University and is currently pursuing an Ed.D. in TESOL at 
Temple University Japan. 
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Perspectives 

Japanese and American Television 
Commercials: A Cultural Study with TEFL 
Applications 

Paul Stapleton 
Hokkaido University 

This paper suggests that japanese and American television commercials reflect 
the values of their respective cultures and are therefore pedagogically useful 
in the EFL classroom. A preliminary examination of 200 commercials from 
japanese and American television programs indicates that there are significant 
differences in the types of commercials shown, with 54% of the japanese 
commercials surveyed appealing to emotion, compared with only 7% of the 
American, and 66% of the American commercials using logic as the central 
theme, compared with only 10% of the japanese. As rich sources of both 
cultural information and natural language, commercials provide EFL teachers 
with a means for promoting learner awareness of the values of the target 

. culture through communicative language use. 
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A
lthough understanding the values and beliefs of the target culture 
is of great assistance when learning a second/foreign language, 
these values and beliefs are often difficult for learners to discover. 

Therefore any resource which can vividly reveal cultural information 
should be considered valuable for teaching. This paper suggests that 
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television commercials are one such resource and examines 200 Japanese 
and American television commercials to show how they can reflect the 
values of their respective cultures. 

Culture-Based Features of Television Commercials 

In the twentieth century, advertising has become a part of the cul
turallandscape as well as a big business. With prime time commercials 
in the United States costing in excess of half a million dollars for one 
minute (Wells, Burnett, & Mociarty, 1995, p. 379), advertisers must know 
the most effective means to stimulate the viewer to buy the product. 
This means drawing on input from such diverse fields as psychology, 
sociology and anthropology-essentially, the culture of the viewer (Wells 
et al., 1995, p. 163). Advertisers who fail to communicate effectively 
risk wasting millions of dollars in a matter of minutes and therefore, 
because such huge sums are at stake, advertisers must ensure that their 
product, the commercial, produces the desired result. 

The Culture-Oriented Model used by advertisers in strategic plan
ning (Wells et al., 1995, p. 752) suggests that although people have 
common needs, these needs are met in different ways. Thus, it is un
derstood that a commercial which entices an American viewer to buy a 
product will not necessarily cause a Japanese viewer to react in the 
same way. An important study conducted in 1990 by Alice, a French 
advertising agency and IPSOS, a French research group (described in 
Wells et al., 1995) illustrates this point. Commercials from six European 
countries were presented 100 consumers from each of the same six 
countries. The results indicated that country-specific advertising cul
tures existed. Furthermore, the most competitive commercials in each 
market were produced by the advertisers who geared their commercial 
to the specific values of the local culture. Similar to rhetorical patterns 
(Kaplan, 1966, 1987), it is suggested that commercials reflect culture
specific values and ways of communicating. 

The following section presents a classification system for commercials 
and an examination of television commercials in Japan and the United 
States. It is suggested that such analysis can reveal important differences in 
the way Japanese and Americans think and communicate. 
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One hundred 1V commercials from Japan and the United States re
spectively were video recorded during February and March, 1996. These 
commercials were taped from major national television networks from 
18:00-23:00. The first 100 commercials recorded on each tape were used 
for analysis. 

Regarding the classification system used to code the recorded com
mercials, advertising mogul David Ogilvy (1983, p. 103-110) has identi
fied 13 commercial types commonly used in American commercials (see 
Table 1): humor, slice of life, testimonial, demonstration, problem-solu
tion, talking head (the head and shoulders of a pitch-person selling the 
product), characters (like the underworked Maytag repairman in US 
commercials), rational reason why, news, emotion, celebrities, cartoons, 
and musical vignette. Sommers, Barnes, and Stanton (1995, p. 6(6) more 
recently used terms similar to Ogilvy's, indicating that commercials, at 
least in a broad sense, have not evolved beyond the types that Ogilvy 
outlined in the early 1980s. Wells et a1. (1995, p. 493-495) has classified 
commercials more broadly, using terms such as storytelling or sight and 
sound. However, these categories contain the commercial types identi
fied by Ogilvy, suggesting that his classification remains valid today. 

Ogilvy's classification (1983) was based on American commercials, 
and although it was found that the 100 American commercials used in 
this study fit his typology, it became apparent that the nature of Japa
nese commercials was somewhat different. Many Japanese commercials 
were based on appeals to the emotions of the viewers and precise terms 
specifying the type of emotion appeared wanting. Thus, Ogilvy's list 
was modified and broken into two broad divisions to emphasize the 
differences between Japanese and American commercials. The first divi
sion, Logic, includes those commercials which provide rational reasons 
for buying a product. The second division, Emotion, includes commer
Cials which appeal to a viewer's sentiments. As an interesting aside, 
Ogilvy's, firm, Ogilvy and Mather, failed in Japan both as a joint venture 
and on its own (Huddleston, 1990, p. 168). 

Using the classification system presented below, the commercials 
were viewed a second time and coded into categories by the author and 
a second rater. This rater was an American teacher for the American 
commercials, and a Japanese research assistant for the Japanese com
mercials. Although the two raters had discussed the evaluation process, 
classifying commercials according to type was relatively subjective and 
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Table 1: Commercial Types 

Logic (viewer is given a rational argument for buying the product) 
1. Explanation - a voice-over describes the merits of the product 
2. Slice of Life - two or more characters discuss the merits of the 

product 
3. Testimonial-loyal users of a product testify to its virtues 
4. Demonstration - a demonstration of how the product works or 

why it is good 
5. Problem-solution - presents a problem then show how the prod-

uct solves it 
6. Talking head - a pitch-person extols the virtues of the product 
7. Price - focuses on the value of the product 
8. Comparison - compares the product to the competition 

Emotion (viewer is led to associate the product with positive or high 
quality images) 

1. Mood enhancement - creates a positive atmosphere around the 
product 

2. Humor - attempts to amuse the viewer with images, dialogue, 
sounds, puns 

3. Nostalgia - arouses feelings of nostalgia in tandem with the product 
4. Celebrity - associates the product with a famous person 
S. Musical vignette - a parade of fleeting images played to music 
6. Animation - cartoons (almost always used in tandem with other 

methods) 
(adapted from Ogilvy, 1983, pp. 103-110) 

disagreement was bound to arise. For the American commercials, agree
ment between the two raters was 86%, with the first two dozen com
mercials showing the greatest disparity. Inter-rater agreement was only 
75% for the Japanese commercials. This lower figure was probably due 
to the author's limited Japanese language ability as well as his lack of 
awareness of Japanese television celebrities. 

An additional complication was the fact that many commercials com
bined elements of several types. For example, a commercial that used 
humor would also describe some merit of the product being advertised by 
means of a demonstration or explanation. Consequently, many commer
cials in the survey were classified as belonging to more than one type, for 
example, humor/demonstration, and were given two codes. For the Japa-
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nese commercials, only 19 were assigned a single code and 81 commer
cials were placed in two or more categories. For the American commer
cials, 17 were coded within a single commercial type, while the remaining 
83 were assigned two or more codes. Thus, when one-way chi square 
tests adjusted for continuity (Hatch & Lazaraton, 1991, p. 395) were used 
as a test of the Significance of differences in the types of Japanese and 
American commercials, the statistical procedure could only be used for the 
logic/emotion typology, where the items in each cell were independent. 

Results 

The results of the survey, given in Table 2, agree with previous 
findings regarding the culturally specific nature of television commer
cials ("The Enigma," 1993; Huddleston, 1990; Mosdell, 1986; Reed & 
Kimura, 1990). A significant difference (X2crit, 1 dj, 3.84; X2obs. 40.06, 

Table 2: Logic-Emotion breakdown 
of 100 Japanese and 100 American commercials 

Heading Criteria Japan US 

Logic Commercials with some 42% 93% 
element of logic 
Commercials that were completely 10% 66% 
logic-oriented 

Emotion Commercials with some element 89% 34% 
of emotion 
Commercials that were completely 54% 7% 
emotion-oriented 

Breakdown of types that showed cultural significance 

Type Criteria Japan US 

Humor Commercials with some element of humor 37% 16% 
Commercials that were completely 6% 1% 
humor-oriented 

Celebrity Commercials with celebrities 42% 3% 
Direct Commercials mentioning their product's 1% 10% 
Comparison competition 
Demonstration Commercials shOWing some kind 25% 23% 

of demonstration 
Animation Commercials with some animation 15% 6% 
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p<.05) was observed between the number of emotionally based com
mercials for the two cultures, with 89% of the Japanese commercials 
containing emotional elements, and a full 54% being completely emo
tional in content. Similarly, Significantly more American commercials 
(X2crit, 1 dj, 3.84; X20bs. 50.99, p<.05) were logically-oriented; 93% had 
some elements of logic, and 66% were entirely logical. To explain this 
difference, three cultural features will be discussed: group vs. individual 
sOciety, intellectual roots, and the role of silence in conununication. 

Group versus individual society 

Japan is often characterized as a group-oriented society while the United 
States is said to be based on the individual (Adler & Rodman, 1994, p. 51). 
It has been suggested that group societies are characterized by homoge
neous populations with long, uninterrupted histories, this resulting in what 
anthropologist Edward Hall calls higb-context conununication (Hall & Hall, 
1987, p. 8). Such communication tends to rely on non-verbal contextual 
elements to deliver a message. These include the way the words are spo
ken, the gestures and facial expressions that accompany the words 
(Tenhover, 1994, p. 86), the relationship of the speaker to the listener, and 
the situation in which the conversation occurs. These non-verbal features 
of communication are then interpreted by the listener/viewer. In fact, Hall 
(1983, p. 63) claims that when Japanese are confronted with the deductive 
methods used in a low-context communicative style, where the verbal 
element is paramount and contextual cues are of much less Significance, 
they may feel as if someone is trying to get inside their heads to do the 
thinking for them. High-context communication, then, involves letting the 
conununicators use contextual clues to process the meaning of the interac
tion for themselves (Adler & Rodman, 1994, p. 102). 

One example of the high-context nature of Japanese conununication 
can be seen in the thickness of manga, Japanese comic books. Because 
the context of the utterance is such an important part of Japanese commu
nication, manga include a multitude of panels which set the mood of the 
story, taking more pages than what is common in English-language com
ics (McCloud, 1994, p. SO). MaOY of these panels are devoid of dialogue 
and may have no influence on the plot. Rather, they play to the readers 
emotions. Comics in English tend to be much thinner because the focus is 
on the storyline; that is, they are goal-oriented (McCloud, 1994, p. 81). 

Extending this idea into the genre of TV commercials, the Significantly 
low number of logic-oriented commercials and high number of emotion
oriented commercials (Table 2) also suggest high-context communication. 
Japanese commercials tend to take an approach that avoids direct promo-
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tion of the product (Huddleston, 1990, p. 181). Instead, they use visual 
images and oblique references. Overt explanations that logically.describe 
the product, if used, may be secondary. Not swprisingly, this often results 
in commercials that are enigmatic to foreigners ("Tbe Enigma," 1993). 
However, such failure to comprehend can be expected by non-group 
members because of their lack of knowledge about Japanese culture. 

Consider the following example. During the spring of 1996, a one
minute commercial for Nescafe, a brand of imported instant coffee, was 
seen on Japanese television. The audio portion of this commercial con
sisted of music interspersed with a voice-over that lasted for only 13 of 
the 60 seconds. The voice-over referred to the main figure, a relatively 
well-known Japanese artist, as a quality artist. Many of the visual se
quences showed the main character walking through bamboo forests, 
or watching cherty blossoms fall. Only fleeting references were made to 
Nescafe. The viewer was meant to piece the images together to under
stand that Nescafe was associated with a person of high quality as well 
as with cultural icons such as bamboo and cherty blossoms which rep
resent the essence of Japan. It has been suggested that Nescafe is one of 
the most successful foreign products promoted by Japanese advertising 
(Huddleston, 1990, p. 193), perhaps because of the advertisers' recogni
tion of the Japanese preference for high-context communication. 

Interestingly, three of the Japanese commercials surveyed had voice
overs which were almost entirely in English, again indicating the im
portance of image or mood over logical input. It has been suggested 
that the English language has become an important cultural symbol; it 
is not only a system of signs but is a sign in itself (Cheshire & Moser, 
1994; Haarman, 1989), evoking the cultures where it is spoken as a 
native language as well as connotations associated with its use as an 
intemationallanguage (Cheshire & Moser, 1994, p. 451). Undoubtedly, 
only a tiny segment of the viewership of these commercials would be 
able to understand the meaning of the English. The English content is 
not the point though; rather, it is the fact that English is being spoken. 
With the audio portion of these commercials incomprehensible, the 
average viewer is focused on the visual images. Again this is in tune 
with high-context communication. 

Although Table 2 suggests that Japanese commercials are primarily 
emotion-oriented and American are logic-oriented, commercials using dem
onstration seem to stand out as exceptions because they are usually logic
oriented, yet both countries had similar percentages, 25% and 23%. However, 
demonstration commercials rely mainly on visual images and context, which 
is characteristic of high-context communication. 
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In contrast to the high context communication found in Japan, the 
United States is generally characterized by low-context communication 
(Adler & Rodman, 1994, p. 50; Hall, 1983, p. 8). Hall suggests that because 
Americans are members of a young country whose people have diverse 
backgrounds, they tend to prefer clarity and praise eloquence. With high 
mobility being a characteristic that dates back centuries to many Ameri
cans' European ancestry, the need to communicate with speakers of vari
ous languages has been a part of Euro-American culture and it is words 
alone that detennine whether communication is successful (renhover, 1994, 
p. 85). Expressions like "What's the bottom line?" and "Get to the point" 
reveal the American desire for explicitly worded communication. 

American commercials tend to reflect this low-context pattern of com
munication, with over 90% being logic-oriented and less than lOOk being 
completely emotion-oriented. One American commercial viewed in this 
study clearly illustrates the value placed upon logical, audio input: The 
announcer in a car commercial could be heard gasping for air because 
he was talking so fast, trying to fill every second with information about 
the advertised car's attributes. A further example of the American desire 
for information over image is the "infomercial," a special type of long 
commercial which supplies the viewer with what appears to be a surfeit 
of information about a product. 

Other elements suggested to characterize group culture are the ex
pectation of conformity (Miyamoto, 1994; MosdeU, 1986, p. 19) and 
shared cultural knowledge and opinion. These elements are manifested 
in Japanese commercials through the abundant use of celebrities, who 
appeared in 42% compared with only 3% of the American commercials. 
For successful context-rich communication, it is considered important to 
keep the potential customer informed about the latest trends. Celebri
ties often act as opinion leaders who are on the cutting edge of what is 
in style. In this sense, celebrities are guides for the public to follow. The 
commercials for a number of products featuring the Los Angeles Dodg
ers pitcher from Japan, Hideo Nomo, in 1995 and 1996 are an example 
of the celebrity trend-setter genre. 

On the other hand, American commercials suggest cultural values 
which are quite different. America describes itself as "the land of the 
free" and commercials such as one for Nike shoes urging viewers to 
"Just do it." A Ford commercial states, "We stand out." Such commercials 
reflect art American preference for individualism and the desire to do 
what one chooses without regard for what others may think. The low 
frequency (only 3%) of celebrities in American commercials is in keep
ing with Ogilvy's claim (1983, p. 109) that viewers tend to remember the 
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celebrity but forget the product being endorsed. Furthermore, other 
researchers (Wells et al., 1995, p. 691) have questioned whether Ameri
can viewers really believe that the celebrity uses the product. 

Perhaps in an individual-oriented society people do not wish to be 
followers, so seeing a celebrity endorse a product is not necessarily a 
guarantee that the product will sell. Naturally, there are exceptions to 
this general rule. In recent years, market research results have shown 
that sport and pop icons like Michael Jordan, Michael Jackson, and 
Madonna have been able to transcend the celebrity taboo. 

Intellectual Roots 

Although both Japanese and Euro-American cultures have many and 
varied intellectual influences, noted scholar and former ambassador to 
Japan Edwin O. Reischauer (1988, p. 204) suggested that the most pro
found influence in Japan has been Confucianism. In contrast, American 
intellectual traditions have been shaped by thought from ancient Greece. 
Of course, such a characterization is greatly oversimplified but some 
values of Confucianism such as harmony and modesty are apparent in 
Japanese commercials, whereas manifestations of Greek philosophy in 
American commercials are evident in their logically-based presentation 
of information and their rhetOrically-dominated nature. 

As mentioned, almost 90% of the Japanese commercials had some 
element of emotion. Emotional appeals have no rational influence on 
the purchase of a product; instead, they attempt to touch the viewer 
with feelings such as humor and nostalgia which incite positive feel
ings towards the product. Emotionally-oriented commercials avoid boast
ing about a product's merits or directly comparing the product with its 
competition. Advertisers evidently believe that in this way competitive 
harmony is maintained and that the viewer is not driven to feel uncom
fortable about immodest claims. In the Confucian way of thinking, claim
ing that one's product is better than a competitor's is not only immodest, 
but it is meaningless as well because it is up to the consumer to decide 
which product is best (Mosdell, 1986, p. 10). Interestingly, only one 
direct comparison commercial was found in -the Japanese sample; it 
featured a Pepsi product opposite a Coca-Cola product. This almost 
complete lack of openly competitive advertising in Japan, and the frown
ing upon it by some authorities (Huddleston, 1990, p. 161), suggests 
that the Confucian ideals of harmony and modesty are exemplified in 
many Japanese commercials. 

Although it has been noted that emotion-oriented advertising is both 
common and effective in the United States (Ogllvy, 1983, p. 109; Wells et 
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al., 1995, p. 280), most of the American commercials in this study tended 
to be based on elements of logic and rhetoric. The need for infonnation to 
support one's idea or decision is a cultural tradition derived from Greek 
philosophy. Plato advocated the dialectic, or debate, in which conflicting 
information is used in an effort to reach a conclusion. Advertisers recog
nize that many American viewers require such information in order to 
make a decision (Adler and Rodman, 1994, p. 102). This suggestion is 
somewhat supported by the data presented here. Ten percent of the Ameri
can commercials used direct comparison, where the advertised product 
was presented beside its competitor and claimed to be superior, compared 
with only 1% of the Japanese commercials. One American commercial 
advertising a pain medicine actually lined up its product beside the three 
other market leaders, which could be identified by pill shape and logo. 
The pitch-person, while identifying one of the competitors, said that his 
product "just works better." Such immodeSt claims are commonly seen in 
American commercials. In the absence of a deep-down belief in Confucian 
harmony, Americans appear to respond positively to competition (Stewart 
and Bennett, 1991, p. 79). 

Silence: In The Silent Language (1959), Edward Hall presented the idea 
that perceptions of time and space differ from culture to culture. It has 
been suggested (Nanda, 1994, p. 81) that Americans consider time and 
space as things to be filled. Time must be filled by some activity, and if 
space is not filled, it is thought of as empty or wasted (Nanda, 1994, p. 
81). For Japanese, however, both space and time have intrinsic meaning. 
If there is silence during a conversation, the silence does not indicate 
emptiness; rather, it communicates a message. 

In their use of sound, commercials can convey a sense of how a 
viewer understands aural messages. A common feature of Japanese com
mercials is their relative lack of a voice-over (Huddleston, 1990, p. 161). 
Instead, there is often simply music or sometimes silence. The value of 
silence in Japan can be related to Zen Buddhism, which can be loosely 
described as a way of learning which requires the student to master a 
skill by following formalized rituals (Hori, 1996, p. 26; Gotz, 1988). 
Herrigel (1953) writes that a Zen master shuns "long-winded instruc
tions and explanations, (and the Zen teacher) contents himself with 
perfunctory commands and does not reckon on any questions from his 
pupil" (Herrigel, 1953, p. 45). Within the Zen tradition, words play only 
a minor role while silent communication is the essence of learning. In 
contrast to American culture, where stress is placed on using words to 
convey meaning (Stewart and Bennett, 1991, p. 157), Zen requires the 
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student to eliminate rational thought and operate on a different plane. It 
should be noted, however, that although silence is an integral part of 
Zen, there are other explanations for the value placed on silence in 
Japanese culture (Matsumoto, 1988). Silence played an important role in 
feudal Japan, where subordinates were mostly silent in the presence of 
their superiors in recognition of the strict social hierarchy. Likewise, 
Japanese often speak of isshin denshin (Matsumoto, 1988, p. 48) or 
"heart to heart communication," where words are unnecessary because 
both speaker and listener are members of a tightly-knit, high-context 
culture and can understand non-verbal messages. 

Regardless of the exact nature of its source, silence in Japan may 
carry deep feelings (Hall, 1983, p. 99) or may simply give listeners a 
chance to gather their thoughts or reflect on what has just been said. In 
Japanese commercials, silence is used to build a positive atmosphere 
around a product and Japanese viewers intuitively understand such use. 
In contrast, Levine and Adelman (1993, p. 71) note the American ten
dency to fill every space in a conversation with words. For Americans, 
silence is associated with awkwardness, misunderstanding, tension, shy
ness, disagreement (TeMover, 1994 p. 156) or "dead air" (Hall, 1983 p. 
99), all generally negative qualities. In English, silence is contrasted with 
eloquence, a highly desired quality since the time of the ancient Greeks. 
In the fourth century B.C. Isocrates described speech as follows: 

By speech we refute the wicked and praise the good. By speech we 
educate the ignorant and inform the wise. We regard the ability to speak 
properly as the best sign of intelligence, and truthful, legal and just speech 
is the reflection of a good and trustworthy soul .... If I may sum up on 
this subject, we shall find that nothing done with intelligence is done 
without speech. (Adler & Rodman, 1994, back cover) 

The predominance of logic-oriented commercials with a strong rhetorical 
base serves as testimony to Isocrates' quote. The Japanese Nescafe 
commercial, whose minimal voice-over hardly mentioned the product, 
and the American Ford commercial, where the announcer was talking so 
fast his inhaling could be heard, are representative cases of the contrasting 
use of sound for communication in Japanese and American commercials. 

Commercials as a Teaching Resource 

While cultural icons such as food, sports, and even 1V commercials are 
considered the exposed part of culture, underlying themes such as group 
versus individual values, intellectual roots, and silence as a form of com-
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munication are suggested to be part of culture's hidden nature (Levine and 
Adelman, 1993, p. xviii). This covert culture is very important for foreign 
language learners. However, unlike the surface or overt culture, which 
includes the language functions familiar to all language teachers, covert 
culture is more difficult to teach. It is like the proverbial iceberg, with only 
a small portion available for easy analysis. Teachers can explain the deeper 
values that govern the behavior of those who speak the target language. 
However, such explanations often remain inadequate because many stu
dents may be only vaguely aware of the deeper cultural values that govern 
their own behavior. Therefore, any pedagogical resource that can reveal to 
learners in a vivid way their own covert culture as well as the culture of the 
target language should be utilized. 

1V commercials from the target culture serve as one such resource 
because of their pervasiveness, their meaning-focused use of the target 
language, and their rich cultural content. The data from the present 
study suggest that many commercials reflect important communicative 
values. However, most students are unlikely to be aware of the covert 
culture presented by commercials from their own culture, nor are they 
likely to be able to understand how commercials from America reflect 
its covert culture. Therefore, contrasting Japanese and target culture 
commercials as a communicative classroom activity can be illuminating 
to students who have only seen the surface message that a commercial 
displays. When introducing commercials to students at lower proficiency 
levels of the target language, teachers can begin by explaining some of 
the major cultural themes discussed above. Then they can show com
mercials from the learners' culture and the target culture which reflect 
these themes as transparently as possible. As a second step, or at higher 
proficiency levels, teachers can show commercials from both cultures 
and ask students to fmd deeper cultural values on their own, in an effort 
to develop critical thinking skills. (See the Appendix for a more de
tailed lesson plan.) To see familiar images in a completely new light can 
often leave a powerful impression on students. 

Paul Stapleton teaches English at Hokkaido University. 
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Appendix: Sample Lesson Plan 
forTeaching Cultural Values usingTV Commercials 

JALT JOURNAL 

The following is a description of a 90-minute introductory EFL class in japan 
using commercials to teach cultural values. Because many of the ideas pre
sented are likely to be new to the students, much of the lesson is in the form of 
a lecture or demonstration. 

Part One: As an introductory activity, the teacher asks students to write a 
definition of the word "culture." If this is too difficult, they can be asked to 
make a list of things which represent japanese culture. After eliciting answers, 
the teacher draws an iceberg on the board and writes the students' answers in 
the appropriate sector of the iceberg, overt for the visible tip of the iceberg 
and covert for the submerged portion. To represent overt culture, students 
often refer to art, music, food, fashion, etc. The teacher should explain that 
covert culture, including communication style, beliefs, attitudes, values, and 
perceptions (Levine & Adelman, 1993, p. xviii), is the foundation upon which 
much of overt culture rests. 

Part Two: As this is an introductory lesson, only one covert theme should be 
discussed. It is suggested that "group versus individual culture" is the most 
apparent when comparing japanese and American commercials and, therefore, 
the most easily taught. Some simple examples of how group and individual 
cultures are manifested in daily life in japan and the United States should be 
provided. For example, it could be pointed out that japanese infants usually 
sleep in the same room as their parents for several years before getting their 
own room (Reischauer, 1988, p. 144), and so develop a stronger feeling of being 
a group member. American children, on the other hand, usually have their own 
room shortly after birth (Levine and Adelman, 1993, p. 172), a practice which 
instills independence from an early age. 

The students then receive Worksheet 1, which presents the theme, outlines 
the thematic characteristics of the cultures, and lists the way in which these 
characteristics might be manifested in commercials. As the concepts are diffi
cult, it is suggested that the worksheet be bilingual. The teacher reviews the 
contents of the worksheet with the students and discusses the concepts. The 
students will use this worksheet to help them understand commercials. 

Part Three: The teacher shows two or three representative commercials, pointing 
out the cultural characteristics revealed. The students use the written information 
from Worksheet 2 to guide their analysis. 

Part Four: The teacher shows several more commercials from each culture and 
the students work individually or in groups to analyze the commercials' 
representative characteristics, then complete Worksheet 2. 
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Theme 

Group society 
Qapan) 

Worksheet 1 

Characteristics 

high-context communication 
modesty 
harmony 

village culture 
strict code of conformity 
inspires need to escape 
desire to conform 

137 

CM Manifestation 

fewer verbal explanations 
few hard sell cms 
few direct comparison 
ems 
no need to explain 
animation 
many celebrities 
(show viewers how to 
be part of the group) 

Individual Society 
(the United States) 

low- context communication explanation-oriented 

focus on clarity 
harmony is less important 

competitiveness is good 

(using words) 
information oriented 
boastful CMs / 
direct comparison CMs 
direct comparison CMs 
focus on price 

Note: CM, from "commercial message," means "commercial" in Japanese. 

Worksheet 2 

Commercial CM's Characteristics 

car (US) Part 3 focus on price 
full of explanations 

mentions competitors 
coffee Qapan) Part 3 mostly silent 

few references to product 
celebrity 

Cultural Significance 

competitiveness is good 
low-context 
communication 
harmony is less important 
high-context 
communication 
modesty / vagueness 
desire to conform 

Part 4: (Completed by students) (Completed by students) 

Part 4: 

Part 4: 
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Multilingualjapan. John C. Maher and Kyoko Yashiro (Eds.). Clevedon, 
UK: Multilingual Matters Ltd., 1995. 164 pp. 

Reviewed by 
Steve McCarthy 

Kagawa junior College 

This collection of papers demonstrating the actual linguistic diversity 
of japan is a special double issue of the journal of Multilingual and 
Multicultural Development (1995) in book form. It complements an ear
lier collection of papers describing the diversity of Japanese society 
(Maher & Yashiro, 1991). Now they have compiled a work more com
prehensive in scope and more representative in content. 

Multilingual japan is a deceptively thin volume, dense with histori
cal information, linguistic data, critical observations, and references for 
further exploration. Following the introduction come papers on the 
Ryukyuan, Ainu, Korean, and Chinese languages in japan, loan words 
from English, returnees, and bilingualism in international families. More
over the sole official language, Japanese, is involved with all the rest. 

In the introduction, Maher and Yashiro survey the linguistic diversity 
of this archipelago. Yet to admit this officially would open the door to 
the more politically dangerous recognition of cultural diversity. They 
debunk the notion of "the japanese," arguing that the inhabitants of 
these islands must be seen anew as just people, without the overlay of 
myths and stereotypes from second-hand accounts. 

The authors discuss the development and standardization of the Japa
nese language, versus its dialects, sign language, and various minority 
languages. They deconstruct ideologies of monolingual-monocultural 
homogeneity and harmony as invented traditions. They see Nakasone's 
denial of the existence of minorities Japan as a symptom of the statism 
that, since the Meiji Era, has suppressed both minOrity aspirations and 
the SOciolinguistic frameworks through which language diversity could 
be investigated. 

The first paper on a specific language, "Ryukyuan: Past, Present and 
Future" by Akiko Matsumori, makes extensive references to vernacular 
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research. "Ryukyuan" is preferred to describe the language group spo
ken in the formerly independent kingdom of Ryukyu, today's Okinawa 
Prefecture and some islands in Kagoshima Prefecture. 

Matsumori details the history and geography of the Ryukyus in addi
tion to analyzing the relationship between Ryukyuan and Japanese. 
Ryukyuan dialects are related to Japanese and have provided some 
diachronic clues in reconstructing the elusive history of Japanese. 
Mastumori observes that Ryukyuan is commonly called the Okinawan 
dialect of Japanese for reasons more political than linguistic. 

In a typical case of language shift, Okinawans below the age of 40 
are losing their Ryukyuan fluency and almost everyone speaks standard 
Japanese or rather interdialects reSUlting from interference during ac
commodation. Okinawans themselves have embraced language stan
dardization to the detriment of local dialects, while schools have been 
draconian in stigmatizing non-standard Japanese usage. Ryukyuans have 
often been forced to change their social identity, to emphasize their 
common heritage with mainland Japan either in preference to American 
rule or for economic reasons. 

"English inJapanese Society: Language within Language," by Nobuyuki 
Honna, does not deliver the sociolinguistic analysis promised, but does 
provide a valuable introduction to loan words from English. The strength 
of the paper is a taxonomy of seven types of borrowing patterns that 
involve semantic and/or structural changes. Since daily Japanese speech 
includes about 13 percent loan words, mostly from English, knowledge 
of loan words is necessary if EFL teachers in Japan are to develop strat
egies toward the variety of English with which the students were raised. 

Honna may be listening too much to purists, though, when he writes 
that loan words alarm many people. An Asahi Shimbun ("Hansba," 1996) 
poll found that among the 77 percent who feel that Japanese usage is 
degenerating, only 6 percent cited an excess of foreign words, while 28 
percent blamed youth slang. Yet Honna makes the redeeming observa
tion that, lest people see compulsory English education as a failure, it 
has borne fruit by enriching the Japanese language. 

"Bilingualism in International Families," by JALT Bilingualism N-SIG co
founder Masayo Yamamoto, summarizes research on bilingualism in Japan 
along with her own survey fmdings. She confines the data in this paper to 
families with one English and one Japanese native-speaking parent. She 
explains the choice of English between spouses is due to the greater En
glish proficiency of the native Japanese speakers in most cases. 

Yamamoto explains that in language use from parents to children at 
home, the L1 is used most often with one's children for emotional bond-
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ing or to consciously impart the language. The force of the societal 
language, however, is such that more japanese is heard from the chil
dren than is spoken by the parents to them. Bi-literacy is difficult to 
attain, with bedtime reading by the minority language parent a neces
sary but not sufficient condition. Physical or linguistic conspicuousness 
in japan can result in children resisting English to minimize their differ
ences from the norm. But Yamamoto concludes, those who do become 
bilingual are generally admired. 

Turning from the conspicuous to the partly submerged minorities, 
Maher and Kawanishi co-author "On Being There: Koreans in japan." 
They recount the colonial history of forced labor that resulted in a mil
lion residents of Korean heritage. As Korean-medium schools were for
bidden among those who stayed after the war, Korean language 
proficiency among the second, third, and fourth generations is rapidly 
declining. Today the Soren (North Korea-afflliated) and Mindan (ROK
affiliated) organizations operate school systems with a bilingual curricu
lum in Korean and japanese. 

As Korean schools are not accredited, 86% of Korean students attend 
japanese schools in order to have any chance of entering national uni
versities. However, many Korean-japanese attending japanese schools 
also receive materials on ethnic education which lovingly portray the 
culture of the homeland. One text by Mindan exhorts all Koreans in 
Japan to have ethnic consciousness, to live in dignity, and to be true 
internationalists Ckuk'cbae'in = kokusaijin). Soren textbooks, on the other 
hand, tend to be more ideological, singing praises of the North Korean 
leaders. The lack of consensus among ethnic Koreans also appears in 
the contentious issue of maintaining Korean names or not in face of the 
mainstream society. 

In "The Current State of the Ainu Language," joseph OeChicchis's 
164 references in several languages illustrates the extensive research on 
this minority and its language, both termed "Ainu." The number of offi
cially registered Ainu is only 24,000, a result of their historical experi
ence as a downtrodden and partially assimilated minority. 

Ainu representatives' petition to the United Nations to recognize them 
as an indigenous minority treated unjustly, led to a bizarre government 
statement that the Ainu were japanese. Similarly, japanese scholars tend to 
emphasize Ainu-japanese linguistic similarities. On the other hand, early 
reports creating the image of Ainu as Caucasian exaggerated their differ
ences from Japanese. OeChicchis speculates that the Ainu language is 
non-Altaic but with much Altaic vocabulary, plus later borrowings from 
japanese and the northern Asian languages of peoples they contacted. 
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John Maher then sheds light on "The Kakyo: Chinese in Japan. to There 
are at least 50,000 stable residents of mostly inner-city communities 
using Cantonese and some Mandarin along with JSL. In the second to 
fourth generations there is a trend toward dominance in Japanese. Post
War Shin-Kakyo tend to start with Taiwanese or other dialects. 

Another nearly 50,000 speakers of Chinese are neither well-estab
lished nor are they called Kakyo. Since 1980 there has been an influx of 
Mandarin-speaking students and laborers speaking various dialects, JSL, 
and pidgin. In addition, there are returnees from China wishing to be 
repatriated with their Japanese families. 

Schools for Hua-chi';ao (Kakyo) exist in the port cities of Tokyo, 
Yokohama, Kobe and Nagasaki. In Yokohama with 300 pupils from kin
dergarten through middle school, instruction is in Chinese and Japanese 
by mostly Japan-born Chinese. Some Japanese children attend as well, 
analogous to those sent to English- or French- language international schools. 
At the Tokyo Chinese School, from primary school on, English further 
augments Mandarin Chinese and Japanese instruction. Maher thus regards 
the Chinese schools as a model for bilingual education in Japan. 

In "japan's Returnees," Kyoko Yashiro notes the shift from regarding 
returnees as problem children in need of re-acculturation to a valuable 
human resource in the search for internationalization. University-age 
returnees receive privileged quotas at many prestigious universities and 
enjoy an advantage in being hired by big businesses that send employ
ees abroad. Various government and private sector organizations sup
port them or their networking among each other. Very few returnees 
now have serious problems of linguistic or cultural readjustment. 

However, while Japanese schools have been set up abroad to main
tain Ll, L2 maintenance has been neglected in Japan, particularly by 
public schools. Yashiro refutes each rationalization for this neglect. Her 
surveys of kikokushijo have shown that over 9()O,4) wish to maintain their 
L2, Virtually all who have anything significant to maintain, regardless of 
the second language. Returnees thus warrant L2 maintenance as agents 
of internationalization and diversity in Japanese society. 

A weakness of this collection is the lack of final editing, for which the 
publisher must bear some responsibility. The introduction is strident in 
tone and a bit disorganized in its laudable attempt to cover disparate 
issues not treated in the other papers. The typos may unfairly discour
age readers from continuing to papers by non-native writers of English 
though these present relatively few obstacles to understanding. 

The collection represent a reliable sociolingusitic study for scholars 
abroad, while language teachers in Japan can derive applications from a 
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deeper understanding of our social context. Teachers can combat the 
unjust portrayal of Japanese students as a monolith and avoid blunders 
with submerged minorities by learning the variegated particulars be
neath the ideology of sameness. For L2 pedagogy, the book suggests 
ways loan words could be a valuable aid to study, while for the hun
dreds of JAL T members with international families, it provides the sketch 
of a road map for bilingual child-raising. The more deeply teachers are 
committed to Japanese society, the more useful this book will be. 
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Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, Fifth Edition, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1995; x + 1,428 pp. 

Reviewed by 
Brian C. PeITy 

Nagoya University 

The fifth edition of the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (OALD) 

is the latest work originating from A.S. Hornby's pioneering Advanced 
Learners'Dictionary, first published in Japan in 1948. Since then mono
lingual dictionaries, written specifically for non-native learners of En
glish Oearners' dictionaries), have become firmly established as a reference 
for intermediate and advanced learners. For such learners, there is gen
eral agreement that the benefits of using a dictionary in the target lan
guage more than compensate for any difficulties in understanding the 
definitions (Hartmann, 1992, p. 153). The fifth edition claims to have 
65,000 definitions (with 2,300 being new words and meanings), 90,000 
examples and 1,700 illustrated words. Included are 16 language study 
pages and 10 appendices. The smaller compact version, designed more 
for Japanese learners, differs from the standard version in that it has a 
soft cover and comes with headwords split into syllabic divisions. 
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What is different about the fifth edition is that for the frrst time it is based 
on corpora of present-day written and spoken English: the 100-million
word British National Corpus and the 40-million-word Oxford American 
English Corpus. The lexicographical trend towards corpus-based learners' 
dictionaries, which began with the Collins cobuild English Dictionary 
(Sinclair, 1987), is of immense significance for two reasons. First, compilers 
can now scientifically analyze their data banks of contemporary language 
to select the most frequently used words for inclusion in their lists of, (a) 
headwords, and (b) defining vocabuhuy. Second, the example sentences
a key feature of any learners' dictionary-can now be based on those 
recorded as having been actually used. They can also be chosen to contain 
the word in question in its most frequently found collocations-and there
fore be more pertinent for the user. 

The layout of the OALD is clear and concise. Headwords are in large 
bold type with examples in italics. Idioms and phrasal verbs are also 
marked in bold at the end of each entry. Standard IPA phonemic tran
scriptions are given along with a pronunciation guide. American spell
ings, meanings and pronunciations are shown where required. Most 
learners' dictionaries emphasize their total number of entries, yet learn
ers, unlike native speakers, tend to be more interested in the basic stock 
of words. Here the OALD seems to have got the balance about right. Its 
65,000 entries are enough to cover the needs of almost all advanced 
learners whilst at the same time being reasonably compact. In compari
son, the 100,OOO-word Cambridge International Dictionary of English 
(CIDE) (Proctor, 1995) is too heavy and bulky to be easily portable. 

Hartmann (1992, p. 153) and others have summarized what the main 
design features a learners' dictionary should have. I will examine the 
OAID in the context of the three most important (adapted from Hartmann's 
summary), namely: 1. the definitions are geared to the more limited 
vocabulary of the foreign learner; 2. collocational detail is provided, 
usually by example sentences; and, 3. grammatical coding is detailed 
and specific and stylistic information is given, typically by usage labels. 

Definitions: Entries in the OAID are defined using a 3,500-word core 
vocabulary that includes both headwords and derivatives. In contrast, a 
rival dictionary, the CIDE, claims a defining vocabulary of only 2,000 words. 
But these are only headwords, and their derivatives must be added. So, for 
example, one finds that absorb is included in both lists, but the CIDE by 
default also includes absorbent, absorbency, and abs01ption-none of which 
are likely to be considered common words for a learner. Furthermore, the 
defmitions in the OAID rarely stray from the defming vocabulary so they 
may indeed be more restricted than other learners' dictionaries. Whether 
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this is beneficial for the learner has been challenged by some, notably 
Carter (1987), who believe that limiting the vocabulaty used in definitions 
is unnatural. Clearly there is a trade-off between accuracy and understand
ability. The OAlD tends towards the latter. 

Collocational Detail: The OALD does not, unlike the COBUILD, stick 
rigidly to the sentences thrown up by the corpus, but rather uses them 
as a basis for its examples. In this respect, the OALD comes down on the 
side of pedagogy in the long-running debate between those who have 
argued for authentic examples (Sinclair, 1987, p. xv), and those who 
have argued for pedagogically-based examples (Hausemann & Gorbahn, 
1989, pp. 45-47). If one looks up the word drainage in the COBUILD we 
get the authentic but rather strange-sounding line the pots with pebbles 
to ensure good drainage. The corresponding example in the OALD is the 
short and concise land drainage schemes. Short phrases such as this are 
often found in the examples, particularly for less common words. On 
one hand they highlight a frequently found collocation and save space; 
on the other, they are too short to truly represent authentic English. 

Grammatical & Stylistic Information: One of the key uses of a learn
ers' dictionaty, such as the OALD, is to help learners to encode the lan
guage for writing. It follows then that lexical information on its own 
would seem to be insufficient. A learner is also interested in how to put 
lexical units together in a way that is not only grammatically accurate, 
but is also stylistically appropriate. For individual entries the OALD adopts 
a system of coding which is clear and informative. There are 220 notes 
on usage under individual entries. Furthermore, a new system of simpli
fied verb codes, (e.g. [Vnn] c verb + noun + noun) appears before the 
examples that illustrate them. Usage labels are precise. The entry byte 
for example, is labeled "computing" which is more detailed than "tech
nical tt or "specialized" found in the Longman Dictionary of Contempo
rary Englisb (LDOCE) (Summers, 1995) and CIDE respectively. 

It would also make sense for learners' dictionaries to include a coherent 
description of the grammar of English in a systematically ordered compo
nent (as called for by Lemmens & Wekker, 1991). However, the displaying 
of general grammar is patchy. Apart from the appendix on irregular verbs, 
syntactic information is contained within the misleadingly named study 
pages. As Walter 0996, p. 358) observes, there is little in the way of cross
referencing between them and the main body of the dictionaty. If one 
looks up the word idiom, there is nothing to link it to a well-written two
page section supported by examples headed idioms in the study pages. 

In addition, the OALD contains illustrations that are sensible and not 
overused, along with a number of color maps and pages presenting 
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information on such things as the British and American Constitutions. 
Illustrations appear to follow the rule, "all items illustrated should be 
large enough to see and labeled in such a way that there is no likeli
hood of confusion between items" (Nesi, 1989, p. 133). 

At the back there is a comprehensive set of ten appendices which 
take only 35 out of the 1,428 pages. They are clearly an efficient way of 
presenting lexical information. Take, for example, appendix 6, "Ranks 
in the armed forces." It would be long-winded and clumsy to fully de
fine captain in the standard way. An accurate definition would have to 
not only state that a captain is a commissioned officer, but also explain 
its rank for each military service, and for both British and American 
armed forces. In tabular form one can immediately see its place in each 
hierarchy of ranks. 

The most serious shortcoming of the OALD is the lack of information 
given about the frequency of usage for a particular word. Such informa
tion is especially helpful for non-native learners because it can enable 
them to give a word an appropriate priOrity for learning and produc
tion. This is particularly true for learners who are studying for exams 
which specify the number of English words to be mastered. It is some
what disappointing then to find only a list of its 3,500-word defining 
"core vocabulary" as an appendix. The core vocabulary is of course not 
necessarily the same as the 3,500 most frequent words. Words such as 
adjective and grammar are only included for the reason that they are 
useful in dictionary definitions. Moreover, whether a word is in this list 
is not indicated in the in the main body of the dictionary. To find out, 
the word has to be looked up again in the list at the back. In compari
son both the LDOCE and the COBUILD display the degree of frequency 
annotated next to the headword, with the LDOCE also showing it for 
both speech and writing. Looking up the word insurance in the OALD, 

one finds that it is included in the appendix of core vocabulary-the 
only information about frequency given. However, in the LDOCE it is 
marked as "S3 W2, tt meaning that insurance is ranked within the first 2-
3000 words for speech but within 1-2000 in writing. The OALD is one 
step behind its rivals in this area. 

It would be reasonable to assume that most learners require a dictio
nary which for them is concise, easy-to-use and above all portable. For 
them the fifth edition of the OALD is a first-rate learners' dictionary. 
Despite its shortcomings it broadly fulfills the main functions of a learn
ers' dictionary which is to help non-native learners encode and decode 
language in a relevant, efficient and accurate manner. For some learn
ers, however, the OALD will not be suitable. Those who require a weightier 
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desktop reference would probably fare better with the CIOE. Those who 
attach importance to knowing the relative frequency of entries should 
consider the LDOCE or COBUILO. And finally, those who require a full 
description of the grammar of English in the same book will have to 
wait until a dictionary publisher has the foresight to include one. 
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Understanding Communication in Second Language Classrooms. 
Karen E. Johnson. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995. xv 
+ 187 pp. 

Reviewed by 
Damian Lucantonio 

The Japan Times 

Understanding Communication in Second Language Classrooms is a 
book for teachers and teacher educators interested in the role of class
room-based research in second language education. The author, Karen 
E. Johnson, describes the nature of communication in second language 
classrooms so that more effective teaching strategies can be implemented 
and draws on data from actual classroom discourse to support the ideas 
that emerge. This allows her to provide a detailed account of the nature 
of communication in second language classrooms and to examine the 
implications of this for teaching and learning. 

Her purpose is to describe how the patterns of communication are 
established and maintained in second language classrooms, and how 
these effect classroom performance, classroom learning, and language 
acquisition (p. 3). Johnson demonstrates that classroom communica
tion does in fact have a distinct, if complex and variable, system. For 
example, the theoretical framework that underpins the book (p. 8) 
acknowledges the roles of both teachers and learners in the moment
to-moment activities that occur within classrooms. The meanings com
municated are shaped by the actions and perceptions of teachers and 
students, as well as by the social, cultural, and institutional contexts 
within which classrooms exist. These actions and perceptions can dif
fer widely from teacher to student, student to teacher, and student to 
student, which in turn can affect student participation, performance, 
and achievement. 

The framework for understanding communication in second lan
guage classrooms used in the book is adapted from a model of com
munication and learning from British researcher Douglas Barnes (976). 
He posits that students are active receivers of knowledge and believes 
that classroom learning is a negotiation between teachers' meanings 
and students' understandings. Furthermore, he argues that classroom 
communication occurs along two major dimensions. The first is the 
moment-to-moment actions and interactions that occur in classrooms. 
The second represents what teachers and students bring to the class
room in terms of knowledge and attitudes. The two dimensions interre
late to shape the classroom communication that takes place (p. 7). 
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The book has three main sections. Part 1, chapters 1 - 5, discusses 
each component of the theoretical framework and evaluates the contri
bution of each to classroom communication. Chapter 1 surveys the frame
work and illustrates the communicative demands placed on teachers 
and students in second language classrooms. Chapter 2 focuses on teach
ers' control of the patterns of classroom communication. For example, 
Johnson analyzes the IRE teaching sequence (the initiation act, the re
sponse act, and the evaluation act) (p. 17) which underlies the structure 
of many classroom lessons (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975). The chapter 
examines the ways teachers use language to control the structure and 
content of classroom activities and the ways their frames of reference 
contribute to what and how they teach. Chapter 3 deals with student 
perceptions of the patterns of communication. It demonstrates how stu
dent perceptions of classroom activities effect both learning participa
tion and learner performance in the classroom. Chapter 4 examines 
how students' culturally acquired knowledge and use of language shape 
their ways of talking, acting, interacting, and learning. It also explores 
how the language of the home and the language of the classroom can 
present discontinuities and problems in second language learning. Chap
ter 5 shows the extent to which maintaining the patterns of classroom 
communication can affect language learning and second language ac
quisition in general. 

Part 2, chapters 6 - 8, uses the theoretical framework from Part 1 to 
examine the dynamics of communication in second language classrooms. 
Chapters 6 and 7 focus on teacher-student and student-student interac
tions and the roles these interactions play in classroom language learn
ing and language acquisition. Chapter 8 places the framework for 
communication within the broader socio-cultural contexts of school
based issues and the community as a whole, and examines the effects of 
these factors on the second language classroom. 

Part 3 (chapters 9 and 10) deals with promoting communication in 
second language classrooms. Chapter 9 examines how teachers can vary 
patterns of classroom communication to maximize learners' linguistic 
and interactional competencies. It also examines ways of increasing 
students' opportunities for language learning and language acquisition. 
Chapter 10, the last chapter of the book, examines how second lan
guage learners can develop their classroom communicative competence 
through an understanding of the nature of classroom communication. 

Johnson bases her assumptions and conclusions on actual classroom 
discourse. Her goal is to develop more successful teaching practices by 
promoting more effective communication between teachers and students 
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in second language classrooms. For example, she stresses the need for 
teachers to allow for greater variability in the patterns of classroom com
munication (p. 90). Rather than adopt a rigid and implicit approach to 
teaching, teachers should make the goals and structure of the class explidt 
to the learners and create instructional activities that allow for greater vari
ability in both task performance and social participation. 1his encourages 
teachers to utilize a variety of methods and techniques to accommodate 
different learning styles and language outcomes. 

The book has many strengths. First, it demonstrates that classroom 
communication does indeed have a system. Even allowing for sponta
neity and variability, classroom communication is not a chaotic event, 
though second language students may perceive it as such. Second, the 
classroom communication system can be described using classroom data. 
This can lead to a better understanding of the system and to more 
effective teaching strategies. 

Third, the book explains why learners do not always learn what 
teachers teach. The implications are that this usually occurs when teach
ers do not address the many variables involved in classroom communi
cation that effect learning. Using classroom-based data, Johnson shows 
that teachers' perceptions of the "what" and the "how" to be learned in 
classrooms differ from those of their students. Furthermore, the percep
tions differ from student to student. One role of the teachers is to be 
aware of these variables and to accommodate them in their teaching 
processes. This is the heart of the book. Suggestions for achieving it 
include setting up optimal conditions for learning and language acquisi
tion (p. 87). and making explicit the socia-cultural norms underlying 
learning in the target language (p. 71). 

Fourth, the book sheds light on why learners often learn what teach
ers do not teach. Johnson emphasizes that classrooms are a dynamic 
language learning environment. She points out that while teachers do 
play an important role, they are only one source of language learning. 
Students also learn a lot from each other. Student-student interactions 
have a direct impact upon classroom learning and second language 
acquisition (p. 128). This is an important consideration for all language 
teachers. She urges teachers to maximize the benefits of student-student 
interactions by creating opportunities for cooperative learning through 
group work (p. 112). 

In recognizing the role that students have in classroom language 
learning, Johnson's research supports the findings of learner-centered 
approaches to teaching (Nunan 1988). Such research and teaching ap
proaches advocate similar benefits from student-student classroom in-
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teractions for both language learning and language acquisition beyond 
the classroom. Researchers have found that group work fosters lan
guage acquisition by providing learners with the opportunity for pro
ductive language use and the negotiation of meaning (Nunan 1988). 

Fifth, the book benefits from the many case studies from around the 
world. Short but specific reference is also made to Japan, for example 
the differences between Japanese and Anglo-American education sys
tems and styles of learning (pp. 53-54; pp. 59-60). This directly concerns 
teachers in Japan and highlights the role of the socio-cultural factors 
that affect language learning across cultures. 

A weakness of the book is its failure to recommend bow the class
room teacher can effectively accommodate the variables that effect class
room communication. Johnson stresses the need for teachers to establish 
greater variability in their patterns of communication in the classroom 
without telling how to do this. She tells teachers what to consider in the 
classroom, but not how to deal with the issues that emerge. For ex
ample, Johnson provides many useful tips about the role of modeling 
and group work (pp. 111-114; pp. 157-158) in setting up optimal condi
tions for classroom learning, yet suggests few instructional activities or 
pedagogical techniques. Teachers might feel ovetwhelmed by the enor
mity of the task confronting them. Recognising the complexity of class
room communication is one thing, but adjusting teaching practices to 
deal with is another. 

Another weakness of the book is its treatment of the classroom tech
nique of modeling. Johnson stresses the importance of teachers' model
ing of classroom language and classroom tasks as a way of promoting 
classroom communication. Yet she does not discuss the importance of 
modeling appropriate text-types or genres and the impact this has on 
effective communication (Halliday & Hasan, 1989). Research suggests 
the importance of providing learners with a variety of appropriate genres 
of language development and effective classroom communication (Mar
tin, 1985). The role of text-type or genre language modeling is missing 
from the book. 

Johnson provides a valuable description of classroom communica
tion and the many patterns that effect this in second language class
rooms. The book successfully combines a theoretical framework with 
actual classroom practice to examine a topic of interest to teacher and 
researchers. It raises significant issues for second language teaching, 
learning, and teacher training. The insights that emerge are relevant to 
any teacher or teacher educator interested in understanding more about 
the factors that influence teaching and learning in second language class-
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rooms. It uses authentic data to encourage reflection on what actually 
takes place in the classrooms, rather than rely on intuition or anecodotal 
information. From it, teachers can draw conclusions based on sound 
theoretical evidence, which can help them develop more effective teach
ing practices. Anybody interested in clasroom-based research and its 
role in second language teaching will find this book of value. 
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An Introduction to Spoken Interaction. Anna-Brita Stenstrom. London: 
Longman. 1994.238 pp. 

Reviewed by 
Hugh Molloy 

Setagaya YMCA 

This textbook/reference work (p. xiii) gives a detailed description of 
English conversation. Though broadly based on the 1975 model of Sinclair 
and Coulthard, it incorporates the work of Stenstrom and other writers. 
Stenstrom collected her data from the London-Lund Corpus of English 
conversations, a collection of about half a million words taped, transcribed, 
prosodically analyzed, and computerized. The English Stenstrom analyzes 
was spoken by "adult, educated British English speakers" (p. xii). 

The frrst of the book's five chapers covers some characteristics of con
versations and defines some of the common terms in conversation analy
sis, including backchannels1 (p. 5), pause units, tone units, and information 
units (pp. 7-10), and the distinction between coherence and cohesion (p. 
14). She introduces adjacency pairs (pp. 17-18) as well as the cooperative 
maxims of Grice (pp. 18-19), and the effect of temporal pOSition (pp. 20-
22), tonicity and pitch direction (pp. 24-25), and context (pp. 25-29) on the 
function of lexical items and utterances. Stenstrom covers much ground in 
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29 pages, perhaps too much for the uninitiated. Though a useful list of 
further readings appears at the end of each chapter, the number and 
frequency of specialized terms in this first chapter could be daunting to 
those unfamiliar with discourse analytic works. Subsequent chapters 
include useful exercises, but there are none here. 

The second and third chapters are the heart of the book, treating 
interactional structure and interactional strategies. In short, Stenstrom 
explains how conversations and their parts fit together. To do this, she 
uses a five-level hierarchy consisting of, from largest to smallest, the 
transaction, the exchange, the turn, the move, and the act (p. 31). 
Other introductory texts based on or reproducing the Sinclair and 
Coulthard model such as Cook (1989) do not include the turn level. In 
Stenstrom the .act is what the speaker wants to communicate; this is the 
"smallest interactive unit." A move is a speaker's contribution to a par
ticular exchange. In a question-and-answer exchange a move would be 
everything comprising the answer or the question, pOSSibly involving 
in an answer a preface, an answer proper, and a qualification. An ex
change is a set of at least two moves by two different speakers. A 
transaction comprises all the exchanges having to do with a single 
topic (p. 30). Implicit in Stenstrom's hierarchy is a higher level, one 
comprising one or more transactions, the "conversation." 

The turn here is "everything the current speaker says before the next 
speaker takes over" (p. 30). This addition does not quite fit with the levels 
Stenstrom has adopted from Sinclair and Coulthard. To be able to tell 
when an act, a move, an exchange, or a transaction has occurred, observ
ers have to understand the language in which the interaction takes place. 
For example, if observers are unable to tell when one topic begins and the 
other ends, they cannot demarcate transactions. However, to understand 
when turns begin and end, observers do not have to understand a word of 
the language in which the interaction happens. They have only to be able 
to tell the difference between two voices. 

As a convenience for tying together transactions, the turn is useful. 
Certainly the turn is convenient as a way to organize what we see in a 
"transcript." Whether the turn is a useful device for thinking about 
conversations as they naturally exist, as audio or audiovisual ·events, is 
another question. When we observe a conversation in time, be it on 
tape, on video, or live, having in hand the concepts of transactions, 
exchanges, moves, and acts is useful. These allow us to organize what 
we experience, categorize what we hear, and make some sense of the 
seeming mess of conversation. Furthermore, each one is a category to 
which we assign one or several linguistic or paralinguistic realizations 
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in a conversation. Accumulating records of many such realizations in a 
given category can add to our knowledge of how language works. It 
does not seem as if the turn adds to our knowledge in this way. The 
concept of a turn. furthermore. is redundant when we observe conver
sations by listening or watching. As long as we can tell one voice from 
another. there is no need to have a special term for when one person 
talks. The turn is probably essential only in analyzing transcriptions of 
conversations. 

Eleven pages in the second chapter are devoted to an inventory and 
examples of act types. Stenstrom notes three categories of acts: pri
mary acts. which "can realize moves on their own." secondary acts, 
which "accompany and sometimes replace primary acts," and comple
mentary acts, which "accompany but rarely replace primary acts" (pp. 
38-39). The inventOlY comprises 28 primary acts, seven secondary acts, 
and 10 complementary acts. 

Some of the categories seem more accommodating than others. A 
<statement>2 "informs or expresses opinion" (p. 40). An <opine>, "gives 
one's personal opinion." An <evaluate> "judges the value of what the 
previous speaker said." A <react> "expresses attitude and strong feel
ings" (p. 39). Stenstrom gives one example of each act, not enough for 
me to be able to tell if. for example, <statement> and <opine> are to be 
considered different kinds of acts or if the latter is a special case of the 
former. Chapter 3 includes many more examples, however, and it is 
possible to skip back to Stenstrom's inventory with these in mind. 

The reader should be aware that though some of Stenstrom's terms for 
acts are the same as those used in the Sinclair and Coulthard model, the 
referents for those terms are not the same in the two models. For instance, 
in Stenstrom, an <accept> "agrees to a <request>, <suggest>, etc" (p. 39), 
while an <accept> in the Sinclair and Coulthard model "shows [the teacher3] 
has heard correct information" (Cook, 1989, p. 47). 

Stenstrom continues the second chapter with descriptions of ex
changes and transactions and concludes with a discussion of discourse 
markers and interaction signals. She emphasizes that words she calls 
interaction signals, words such as "right," "quite," "really," and "OK" (p. 
59) "can do different things in the same place" (p. 61). As examples, 
she offers instances of the use of "right" as moves such as a [respond], 
a [re-open], a [follow-up], as acts, such as a <confirm>, an <emphasizer>, 
and a <question> (pp. 61-62) and notes that it can furthermore function 
as an <appealer>, an <accept>, an <answer>, as well as a discourse 
marker (p. 62). This inventory of the functions is misleading. What 
seem to be multiple citations of one word are actually citations of sev-
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eral different ones. The intonation of the phonemes that make up the 
sounds we transcribe as "right" so affect meaning that we would be 
better off considering differently intoned instances as separate words. 
As with the case of the move, the work done here with "right" and 
other interaction signals and discourse markers would not be neces
sary were it not for the limitations of the recording medium. Hearing 
"right" intoned as a request for confirmation, as a topic closer, or as an 
appeal Jor agreement, observers would have no difficulty in immedi
ately recognizing the function. 

Much of the work done with this type of discourse analysis involves 
repairing the damage done by a dictionary approach wherein words 
meanings have been cataloged simply by orthography. From Hasan's 
idea of instantiallexical relations (McCarthy & Carter, 1994, pp. 203-204) 
and the contention that "[e]very lexical item may enter into a cohesive 
relation ... " (Halliday & Hasan, 1976, p. 288), it seems clear that dictio
naries often ill serve us. Dictionaries that took into account factors of 
intonation and formulaic language would obviate perhaps half the seem
ing slipperiness Stenstrom attacks. "Obviously, it is not possible to clas
sify the lexical items [that function as interactional signals and discourse 
markers] into clearcut functional categories" (p. 67). I would disagree. It 
is not so obvious, unless we limit ourselves to the tools available today. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to a discussion of how tum-taking works: how 
speakers take up, hold, and yield turns (p. 68). Especially helpful are 
the discussions of how exchanges can begin (pp. 88-109). I have found 
it easy to understand how conversations proceed within exchanges, 
however, how conversations move from one exchange to another has 
not been as obvious. Stenstrom points out language functions besides 
questions which initiate exchanges. Her discussion helped me recog
nize why my students' exchange procedures sometimes seem stilted. 
More importantly, it assisted me in thinking of ways to help students 
overcome this. To go further in understanding how exchanges proceed, 
however, more attention to how paralinguistic features of spoken inter
action-the hems and haws-work to prepare conversant for exchange 
openings and terminations, was needed. 

Chapter 4, devoted to conversation, includes a discussion of strate
gies for introducing and terminating topics (pp. 151-154). The focus 
here is akin to those of writers who take a functional-notional ap
proach to language and language teaching such as van Ek (1975), but 
with greater attention paid to the strategic function of language. Stenstrom 
includes some information on how paralinguistic features, in particular 
pitch direction, function (see especially pp. 167-168). While the curi-
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ous reader could get a more complete list of mechanisms whereby 
turn-taking functions from other sources such as Coulthard (985), 
Stenstrom makes her list immediately useful by providing numerous 
examples. 

Stenstrom also writes on the workings of three different categories of 
spoken interaction: intelViews, discussions, and conversations (p. 169), 
examining one example of each from the London-Lund corpus. Pre
sumably, the examples selected are typical, but as I read I found myself 
wondering how well other intelViews, discussions, and conversations 
would fit her analyses. 

The short, 11 page, final chapter is a discussion of discourse and 
grammar. Stenstrom analyzes several extracts from conversations in terms 
of her discourse units, mainly acts, tone units, and clause units, provid
ing convincing support for a clause-, rather than sentence-, based ap
proach to the grammar of spoken interaction. 

As an introduction to one approach to the analysis of spoken lan
guage, this book selVes well enough, provided the reader has outside 
support and keeps in mind that there are other approaches and even 
other manifestations of the same approach. The density of information 
might prove intimidating even for experienced readers, but the exer
cises provide a chance to assimilate the information. As a reference 
work for those who have some knowledge of conversational analysis, 
An Introduction to Spoken Interaction serves rather as an equivalent of 
a birder's field guide than as a work of ornithologic reference. This is a 
student'S guide: The suggestions for further reading should prove use
ful. However, with no references in the bodies of the chapters, anyone 
hoping to quickly find information on particular points will be disap
pointed. Provided one is satisfied with the one approach used, this 
book is useful. It is possible, however, to question the utility of that 
approach for those who hope to teach how to do spoken interaction 
rather than to talk or think about it. 

Current approaches to conversation analysis, of which Stenstrom's 
book is a good example, are a help to us as language analysts. As 
second language teachers, however, we need more. It is not enough 
for us to know what has happened in conversations. We need to know 
what happens in conversations as they happen. We need to know not 
only what conversations are like, but especially what participating in a 
conversation as it unfolds is like, how language is used on the fly, 
before the conversation is finished and ready for picking apart and 
analysis. How to use language is what we teach, after all. Analyzing 
language product does not go far enough. 
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Notes 

1. ItaUcfzed terms appeared in bold in Stenstrom. 
2. Angled brackets symbolized acts and square brackets symbolized moves in 

Stenstrom. 
3. The Sinclair and Coulthard model was originally drawn up from evidence 

collected in a number of British primary schools (Cook, 1989, p. 46). 
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A Communicative Grammar of English, 2nd Edition. Geoffrey Leech & 
Jan Svartvik. Harlow, Essex: Longman Group Limited, 1994.423 pp. 

Reviewed by 
Kevin Varden 

Meiji Gakuin University 

One of the most difficult things for an English learner to master is 
understanding the use of intonation to convey meaning. Grammar refer
ences are usually of little help, since they restrict themselves to the syntax 
of English: word order, collocations, verb agreement, among others. Enter 
the most useful aspect of A Communicative Grammar of English. This is 
not to categorize the work as only a reference of intonation-it by no 
means ignores traditional grammatical information, it simply adds another 
welcome dimension. (For examples of a third grammar of paralinguistic 
gestures, see Clark, Moran, & Burrows, 1981, pp. 253-270). 
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The authors have contributed to two other recent grammars, A Student's 
Grammar of the Eng/ish Language (Greenbaum & Quirk, 1990) and A 
Comprehensive Grammar of the Eng/ish Language (Quirk, Greenbaum, 
Leech & Svartvik, 1985). However, the organization and communicative 
focus of this grammar make it more than simply a condensed version. 

Changes in the Second Edition 

Users familiar with the first edition's format will have no difficulty 
using this edition. The separate entry format for each topic remains, 
although the total number of entries has been reduced from 886 to 747 
and the number of pages has grown from 324 to 423. 

Reorganization is evident in the Table of Contents. Instead of listing 
Part One only as "Varieties of English" the authors retitle it more de
scriptively as "A Guide to the Use of this Book" with individual listings 
of each entry. A shortened "Note on Phonetic Symbols" is entered here. 
The authors include and expand entries previously in Part Two of the 
first edition, including "Intonation" (a general discussion of its uses). 
Part Three, "Grammar in Use," has become Part Two, and Part Four, 
"Grammatical Compendium/' has become Part Three with the more 
student-friendly title "A-Z in English Grammar." Of note is the deletion 
of the decidedly student-unfriendly use of abbreviations in the discus
sions of verb patterns (e.g., T1 for a transitive verb with a single object), 
along with the somewhat cryptic table explaining them. 

Another change is the introduction of corpora data, following the 
trend of newer grammars such as Collins COBUILD (Sinclair, 1990). This 
provides the user with uncontrived examples of English usage, a wel
come edition. As a result, where appropriate, examples contain the er
rors, hesitations, and false starts that can not be avoided in normal speech. 
Separate entries discussing these have been added to assist the user. 
However, only a portion of the examples are new; many examples re
main unchanged from the first edition. 

Like the first, the second edition contains cross-references to a larger 
grammar, in this edition to A Comprehensive Grammar of the Eng/ish 
Language (Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech & Svartvik, 1985). In keeping 
with the times, the authors have removed the generic use of the male 
pronoun in examples and included a separate discussion on non-sexist 
usage. All in all, the grammar has been given an attractive facelift. 
Whether or not this justifies spending the money to replace a first edi
tion is questionable since much of the information it contains has not 
changed. 
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Contents 
The main parts of the grammar, "A Guide to the Use of this Book, Jt 

"Grammar in Use," and "A-Z in English Grammar," are preceded by a 
"List of Symbols" used throughout and followed by the index. There are 
no references, recommended further readings, or corpus acknowledg
ments, a minor failing that could have been easily remedied. 

The symbols and abbreviations used are for the most part standard; 
neither instructors nor students should experience any difficulty using 
them. The use of angled brackets to indicate the variety of English 
( <written>, <spoken>, <formal>, <informal>, <BrE> for British English, 
<ArnE> for American English, etc.) may be unfamiliar, as may the use 
of single and double vertical bars (I and I I) to delineate tone unit 
boundaries and separate dialectal differences respectively. When mak
ing points about intonation, raised and lowered text help clarify the 
intonational contours. In addition, the cuisenaire-rod style symbols used 
in the discussion of tense and aspect are much more helpful than sim
ply describing them in words. 

The work contains excellent discussions on many of the techniques 
speakers use when communicating orally. This includes the use of many 
filler and repair words, a refreshing inclusion-their use may not be 
grammatical, but they cannot be avoided in real~world oral communica
tion. The authors included written communication in the definition of 
the Communicative Method, and so the text contains many references 
to literary communicative techniques. They discuss literary style in a 
separate entry as well as in notes throughout. There are also entries on 
similarities and differences between the two modes of communication. 

The text differentiates between British and American English via the 
abbreviations <BrE> and <ArnE>. Other dialects of English are not rep
resented, since " ... the varieties of English used in the United States 
and in Britain are the most important in terms of population and use 
throughout the world . . ." (p. 28). Whether this position is defensible or 
not, and whether or not other dialects contain noteworthy grammatical 
differences, as opposed to differences in lexicon or pronunciation, I do 
not have the experience to say. 

Part 1 : "A Guide to the Use of this Book," contains information nec
essary to use the grammar as well as the background information needed 
to understand the entries. This includes discussions of the inherent dif
ferences between oral and written modes of communication; interac
tive, non-interactive, and cooperative uses; characteristics of spoken 
English; intonation; the use of phonetic symbols; geographical differ-
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ences, and the uses of formality, politeness, and tactfulness. All in all, 
quite a useful summary of the use of the English language in itself. 

Linguistically, the discussion on intonation is simplistic in the use and 
meanings of the three tonal patterns it distinguishes, but it is a thorough 
introduction nonetheless. Examples are typically marked for nuclear 
stress, tone, and intonational group; the use of raised and lowered text 
mentioned earlier aids understanding. A great deal of information is 
presented in a manner accessible to a Japanese college student. 

Part 2 contains the main grammar section. There is a wealth of infor
mation contained in this section, called "the central part and the largest 
part of the grammar" by the authors (p. 6). It contains four sections in 
itself, and can be visualized as four concentric circles, each adding a 
layer of complexity to the communicative act. 

Section A: "Concepts," represented by the innermost circle, contains 
discussions of concepts associated with our experience in the world. These 
include notions of nominal reference, abstractness, quantity, definiteness, 
relations between ideas expressed by nouns, restrictiveness, tense and 
aspect, duration, frequency, spatial relations, causality, condition, degree, 
role, comparison, inclusiveness, and topic marking. In particular, the dia
grams that accompany discussions of nominal reference, quantity, degree, 
and spatial relations are small but clear, and quite useful. 

Section B: "Information, Reality, and Belief," contains discussion of 
the giving and receiving of information within the context of the logic 
that we continually process information with. Entries here include state
ments, questions and responses; omission of information; reported state
ments and questions; denial and affmnation; agreement and disagreement; 
fact, hypothesis, and neutrality; degrees of likelihood; and attitudes of 
truth. The heavy use of stress marking in many examples accurately 
reflects the use of intonation in providing non-lexical information. 

Section C: "Mood, Emotion, and Attitude," discusses the pragmatic 
use of the language in achieving a given task. This includes emotive 
emphasis in speech, describing emotions, volition (conscious choice), 
permission and obligation, influencing people, friendly communications, 
and vocatives (forms of address). Again, since intonation is crucial in 
the display and interpretation of moods, emotions and attitudes, the 
authors include stress-marked examples. 

Finally, Section D: "Meanings in Connected Discourse, " represented by 
the outer-most circle, discusses the context sensitivity of sentences to sur
rounding material-the place of an utterance in the communication as a 
whole. Topics are linking Signals, linking clauses and sentences, "general 
purpose" links, cross-reference and omission, presenting and focusing in-
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formation, and order and emphasis. The entries under "cross-reference 
and omission" should be particularly helpful to Japanese students, since 
English "reference at a distance" is often problematic. An entry on refer
ence to understood knowledge, another major source of non-understand
ing is missing and would improve the grammar. (Try asking your students 
to explain the slogan "Budweiser: It's it, and that's that.") 

Part 3: "A-Z in English Grammar," resembles a more traditional gram
mar reference, with the addition of intonational marking on various 
examples. It provides the user with an alphabetically arranged discus
sion of many grammatical topics. There are, among many other things, 
an excellent discussion on the three groups of determiners (grouped by 
position in a noun phrase), an extensive listing of irregular verbs both 
alphabetically and by group, and a thorough listing of nationality words. 
This section also contains a large number of cross-references, to both 
entries within this text and in the larger A Comprehensive Grammar of 
the English Language (Quirk et al., 1985). 

Several typefaces are utilized in the index: italics for individual words, 
all capitals for grammatical terms, plain text for functions and mean
ings, and angled brackets to indicate entries on variety. Thoughtfulness 
in preparation is evident; for example, although the authors use the 
term concordance in the text instead of agreement, there are entries for 
both in the index. 

The book is very free from errors. In conSUlting it extenSively, I only 
came across one cross-referencing error-the discussion of willingness 
(entry 320, p. 161) refers the reader back to entry 129 on uses of Will; 
this entry is actually entry 140. I disagree with the continued usage of 
the traditional label verb phrase (p. 396) to refer to combinations of 
verbs (Le., main verbs and their associated modals and auxiliaries) since 
the term is now ambiguous between this usage and the broader defmi
tion of the whole of the predicate used in generative grammar. 

These minor caveats aside, this is a reference book that I both use 
and refer to my students. It provides much of the information students 
need to continue developing their communicative ability. Instructors 
will find it an excellent resource as well. In particular, the inclusion of 
intonation is a great improvement over standard grammars. I recom
mend this work to Japanese students over either of the two larger works 
the authors have contributed to; while the grammatical information con
tained in them is more detailed, the communicative focus of this work 
makes it more applicable to the needs of the average student. However, 
whether one would want to spend the money to replace a first edition 
of this work would probably depend on how worn out the covers are. 
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Functional English Grammar: An Introduction for Second Language 
Teachers. Graham Lock. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1966. 
296 pp. 

Reviewed by 
Randall Davis 

Nagoya City University 

As part of the Cambridge Language Education Series on teaching, 
Functional Grammar attempts "to provide teachers with ways of think
ing about English grammar" and to aid us in "understanding the kinds of 
problems learner may have" associated with it (p. xi). However, while 
Lock's aim is admirable, he fails to provide a text that is within the 
linguistic and practical reach of layman readers, presumably ESL teach
ers, which is something the title and preface clearly suggest. 

The back cover entices the reader saying that the book has been 
written to cover "areas of difficulty for second language learners" by 
providing examples, tasks, and teaching discussion questions to ex
plore these particular problems. Chapter 1, "Some Basic Concepts" de
fines functional grammar, outlines how grammar is used to express 
meaning, and defines a number of basic "basic" terms. The next eleven 
chapters attempt to examine grammar and how it is used, including 
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chapters such as "Doing and Happening I: Transitivity of Action Pro
cesses" (Chapter 4), "Doing and Happening II: Ergativity, Phrasal Verbs, 
and Phrase" (Chapter 5), and "Representing Time: Tense and Temporal 
Adjuncts" (Chapter 8). With such complex topics, the book is in fact 
better as a classroom text on grammatical structure for linguistics than 
for self-study for classroom teachers looking for an introductory guide 
to English grammar. 

To be fair, the latter half of the book is a little easier to read and more 
interesting with its focus on different kinds of speech acts, expressions 
of attitude, opinions and judgments, and textual meaning, all as part of 
functional grammar. Even then, it is heavy reading, which tends to alienate 
the "introductory" reader and does little to dispel the criticisms against 
grammar teaching which Lock discusses in Chapter 13. 

IrOnically, the most informative and thought-provoking part is this 
chapter "Issues in the Learning and Teaching of Grammar." In his over
view of the history of grammar teaching, Lock notes that although a 
structural grammar methodology "has tended to be associated with a 
more or less discredited approach to second language teaching," there 
is a resurgence of interest in the area. He goes on to point out several 
methodological options for teaching language, emphasizing that the teach
ing of grammar needs to be interwoven into the .instruction of the other 
language skills through "meaningful and motivating activities" (p. 277) 
that provide opportunities for students to solve problems by creating 
generalizations about how grammar works. One idea that Lock refers to 
is an information transfer technique where students transfer spoken or 
written input to charts or graphs (e.g., for a presentation) and thus 
expose themselves to certain grammatical features. 

Unfortunately, such moments are few and far between. Functional 
English Grammar turns out to be a reference tool appropriate for the 
researcher or academic linguistic, not the introductory guide to gram
mar teaching teachers want to help them class. The promises contained 
in the subtitle and on the covers, that readers need "no previous study 
of English grammar or linguistics" are unmet as readers wade through 
chapter after chapter trying to decipher the complex explanations of 
"functional" grammar. To end on a bright note: readers looking for a 
truly "functional" book on grammar can find several listed in the refer
ences that do fit the bill. 
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Spoken Eng/ish on Computer: Transcription, Mark-up and Application. 
Edited by Geoffrey Leech, Greg Myers, and Jenny Thomas. Essex, 
England: Longman Group Limited, 1995.260 pages. 

Reviewed by 
Charles Adamson 
Miyagi University 

Corpora, large bodies of language data (often annotated) stored in 
computer readable form, are becoming increasingly important. Linguists 
are using them to investigate language as it actually is used, rather than 
as they think it might be. At conferences and workshops, there are 
frequent references to corpora. Recently textbook writers and classroom 
teachers have begun deciding what should be taught on the basis of 
data from corpora. It appears that this trend will continue and a knowl
edge of corpora and their uses will be a necessary part of a TEFL/fESL 
teacher's education and hence a matter of interest for JALT members. 

Spoken Eng/ish on Computer (SEOC) is a good introduction to the 
field and a must read for anyone working with any of the established 
corpora of spoken language or considering the development of a new 
one. The book began as a collection of papers that were presented at a 
Workshop on Computerized Spoken Discourse held in England in Sep
tember, 1993. The editors, however, did not feel that the papers covered 
the field sufficiently so they elicited papers from other workers in the 
field. SEOC is the result. 

Each of the book's three sections has an introduction by the editors: 
Part A. with seven articles addressing fundamental issues; Part B, with 
seven articles discussing the application of corpora of spoken language; 
and Part C, with six articles describing corpora which exist or are being 
constructed. While the subject matter is quite technical, the authors make 
the content accessible to non-specialists. 

The first four chapters of Part A analyze the theory and principles of 
transcription. The most problematic area is what data should be in
cluded in the corpus and what form that data should take. This applies 
especially to para-linguistic information. The next two chapters deal 
with the recommendations of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEl) and their 
implications. The TEl is the result of joint development by a number of 
groups and outlines a markup method based on Standard Generalized 
Mark-up Language (SGML). While this treatment is insufficient to allow 
the reader to actually mark up texts, it is an excellent introduction and 
would be of great value to any teacher or researcher using a corpus that 
uses TEL In the final chapter of the section, John Sinclair discusses eco-
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nomical ways to construct corpora of spoken language, the need for 
better definitions of "spoken material" and the need to make corpora 
more user-friendly. 

Part B balances the theory from Part A with practical examples of the 
use of spoken language cOIpora including the study of language impair
ment, code-switching, and the structure of conversation. There are also 
discussions of the tagging of time, intonation, and word class. Another 
chapter describes a research project in which conversations were re
corded while native speakers were doing information gap activities on 
maps. The editors point out that these chapters when taken together 
raise a number of practical problems: the quality of the original record
ings; confidentiality for the sources; the importance of information that 
is lost through transcription, coding, and mark-up; and the hardware 
that is required. . 

Part C contains descriptions of six corpora of spoken language: (1) 
The London-Lund Corpus; (2) The COBUILD spoken corpus; (3) The 
Machine Readable Spoken English Corpus (MARSEC); (4)The Interna
tional Corpus of English; (5) The BNC spoken cOIpUSj and (6) The Bergen 
Corpus of London Teenager Language (COLT) . 

. More than 500 references have been gathered together in a Biblio
graphical References section at the end of the book along with an Au
thor Index and a Subject Index. The latter, however, is not particularly 
useful since it has only about 120 entries. 

In the General Introduction the editors indicated that various strands 
of research are currently coming together in the field of spoken lan
guage corpora. This book, which provides chapters discussing some of 
the important aspects of many of these strands, is an excellent over
view or introduction to the field for language teachers and researchers 
in)apan. 
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Books to Review 

Reviews are being sought of the following books. Contact the Re
views Editor (see Guidelines) for further information. 

Baynham, M. (995). Literary practices: Investigating literacy in social con
texts. 

Brown, j.D. (996). Testing in language programs. 
Durand, j., & Katamba, F. (995). Frontier of phonology: Atoms, structures, 

derivations. 
Freeman, D., & Richards, j.c. (1996). Teacher learning in language teach-

ing. 
Grabe, W., & Kaplan, RB. (996). Theoryandpracticeofwriting. 
Gutknecht, C., & Role, L.j. (1996). Translating by factors. 
Hasan, R, & Williams, G. (Eds.). (996). Literacy in society. 
Hatch, E., & Brown, e. (1995). Vocabulary, semantics, and language edu

cation. 
Jacobs, RA. (1995). English syntax: A grammar for English language profes

sionals. 
Kunnan, A.j. (1995). Tes~ taker characteristics and test performance: A struc

tural modeling approach. 
McKay, S.L., & Hornberger, N.H. (eds.) (1996). Sociolinguistics and lan

guage teaching. 
Nunan, D., & Lamb, C. (1996). The self-directed teacher: Managing the learn

ing process. 
Pennington, M.e. (1996). Phonology in English language teaching: An in

ternational approach. 
Quirk, R (1995). Grammatical and lexical variance in English. 
Ridout, RM. (ed.) (1996). The Newbury Bourse dictionary of American En

glish: An essential reference for learners of American English and culture. 
Sarangi, S., & Slembrouck, S. (1996). Language, bureaucracy and social 

control. 
Sasaki, M. (1996). Second language proficiency, foreign language aptitude, 

and intelltgence: Quantitative and qualitative analyses. 
Spada, N., & Frolich, M. (1995). COLT (Communicative orientation of lan

guage teaching) obsenJation scheme: Coding, conventions and applications. 
Street, B.V. (995). Socialliteracies: Critical approaches to literacy in devel-

opment, ethnography and education. 
Swan, M. (1995). Practical English usage (2nd ed.). 
Thomas, j., & Short, T. (Eds.). (996). Using corporafor language research. 
van Lier, L. (996). Interaction in the language curriculum: Awareness, au-

tonomy and authenticity. 
Wodak, R (996). Disorders of discourse. 
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